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LOCAL

10-digit calling
to begin in April
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
BellSouth is beginning a campaign to remind customers they
soon will have to dial 10 digits to make a call in the 502
area code.
Ten-digit dialing is required
because of a new area code
approved in August by the Kentucky Public Service Commission. Under the plan, which
begins in April, new telephone
numbers issyed in the 502 area
will receive 'a new area code,
270.
Because businesses and residences in the- same area will
have different area codes, customers will have to dial the
area code and the seven-digit
number.
BellSouth Corp. was to use
prerecorded messages beginning today to remind customers
about the 10-digit -dialing. However, the company instead has
decided to use mailings in
monthly telephone bills and other
advertising methods.
BellSouth will be upgrading
its equipment beginning next
week for 10-digit dialing. Customers can use 10-digit dialing
beginning Oct. 19, although it
isn't required until April, Davenport said.

NATIONAL

Fed officials
step into talks
- WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal Reserve officials stepped
into talks leading to the $3.6
billion private bailout of a major
hedge fund to avert the possibility of global disruption, Federal Reserve Chairman, Alan
'Greenspan said today.
He defended the central
bank's involvement in the rescue, which partially protected
wealthy investors in Long-Term
Capital Management LP, who
had bet big on interest-rate
swings and lost.
"Financial market participants
were already unsettled by recent
global events," Greenspan said
in testimony prepared for the
House Banking Committee.
"Had the failure of LTCM
triggered the seizing up of markets, substantial damage could
have been inflicted on many market participants, including some
not directly involved with the firm,
and could have potentially
impaired the economies of many
nations, including our own," he
said.
Greenspan, appearing with
William J. McDonough, president
ofthe New York Federal Reserve
Bank, who helped arrange the
Sept. 23 rescue of the hedge
fund by a group of major banks
and brokerage firms, acknowledged there was "moral hazard" in partially protecting the
fund's owners
But, Greenspan said, Fed officials were worried about the
potential for a disruptive "fire
sale." if the fund were liquidated, that would have risked
a credit crunch for other borrowers — what Greenspan
called "a severe drying up of
market liquidity."

WEATHER
Tonight... Clear and cool
Low in the mid 40s. North wind
5 to 10 mph becoming light
northeast
Friday... Becoming partly
sunny. High around .70.
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Hazel celebration
set for SAturday
to. put on an event like this. I
By SCOTT NANNEY
think that's made this day better
Staff Writer
each -year."
While some might consider havAccordny to Farris. the event
ing two.of Calloway County's
biggest. annual events on the same
has become much better with the
move to October.
day a mistake, Hazel Mayor Dan
"When we first started putting
Farris sees Saturtlay's festivities
exactly the opposite.
this on, we had it in July. But it
"We think that it's a perfect
was entirely too hot ro have it
complement instead of a conflict," then," he said. "So, each year we
Farris said of the annual Hazel _always have it on the first SaturDay coinciding with Murray State. day in October.
University's Homecoming activi"One reason for this is because
ties.
we like to recognize our migrant
"We've had Hazel Day and
farmworkers. It's a perfect time
Homecoming on the same day
for them because they have some
before. But we start early and stay
down time."
late here, so it provides people
Farris said good weather is vital
with something to do before and
for putting on a good event.
after the football game," he said.
"We're real weather-dependent,
The ninth annual Hazel Day
but you can't do anything about
will combine traditional activities
that," he said. "We'll still go on
with one new event.
as planned even if it rains, but
Known for its car shows, cake
we'll just be running for cover
walks, checker tournaments and
instead of having a good time.
horse and buggy rides, the Hazel
But you can always count on having a good day here." .
Day committee has added a new
competition with a washer-pitchHazel Day is an impqrtant time
ing contest.
for, the community, said Farris.
Festivities will also include a
"Anytime you can get 12 times
quilt auction, the Little Mr. and
as many people as residents in town,
Miss Hazel Pageant'and perform- it's going to be a good event,"
ances by the Red Wiggins Band
he noted. "The, whole purpose of
and Dan Knowles and the Hot Band. this is to give the' people' who
"There will be something going
live here ,a chance to get out and
on' all over town," Farris said. see peopre, and it gives them a
"The committee has learned a lot reason to be proud of this comover the last'few years about how munity."

BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Times photo

MAKING DECORATIONS: Trevor Holland watches as Melanie Mathis pastes the eyes
on a paper pumpkin during class Wednesday at East Calloway Pementary School.

Cowger part of celebration

Jesse James has
quick ride - to jail

By SHERRY PURDOM
Special to the Ledger.
JamesL. Cowger is traveling
all the way from Burbank, Calif?,
to his alma mater for Homecoming.
son
.38-caliber
pistol,
without
pointStaff Report
ing it at officers, according to , In addition to. being the place
Murray Ledger & Times
where he received his bachelor's
Jesse James rode again - briefly police records.
it is also the Nite where
degree.
who
James,
the
in
remained
- before being given a ride to jail.
he realized that he'wanted to play.
County
Calloway
CenDetention
Estil
Murray police arrested
music professionally.
Jesse James, 49. of Elm Street, ter later this morning, was charged
- This decision was somewhat
with
of
a
by
possession
handgun
early Thursday morning when he
than those faced by other
different
a
felon,
convicted
a
D
Class
felony,
handallegedly began loading a
in 1963.
Music
graduates
and alcohol intoxication in a pubgun outside a nearby home.
graduates- were
Most
music
lic
place.
Police received a call at 2 a.m.
to become teachers
encouraged
The
County
Calloway
Sheriff's
about a man outside the house
because there were many opporloading the weapon, according to Department also served him. with, tunities and. much less risk in
two
warrants
him
charging
with
a police press release.
teaching than in attempting to
James eventually gave up the contempt of court,said a jail spoke
become a professional performer.
woman.
weapon, a five-shot Smith & Wes-

Cowger's decision turned out- director for—l-thura, Felipe Gil
to.be a good one for him, becom- and Karen Black.
Cowger, who lives in Burbank
ing, a dream that came true for
diversified musician who plays with his wife, Anne, said he Venclarinet, alto and tenor saxophones tured out to make a living doing
what he loves.
and flute.
"I'm just a guy who has made
Cowger has credentials that
from being a musician."
living
include playing the'Las Vegas Cir- a
cuit, traveling with Tom Jones, play- he said. "I love what I do. I enjoy
ing for Englebert Humperdenk and playing and getting out in front
touring with the Jimmie Spheeris of people, it is i fun thing."
Cowger's determination - to
band.
a performer evolved while
become
on
played
also
has
- Cowger e student.
..an_undergraduat
albums with Jackson Browne and he was
member
a
he
was
campus,
On
Cat Stevens, as well as having
sem.
•
band,
concert
the
of
for
recordings
studio
on
worked
the Aaron Spelling productions of ble, marching band, orchestra, a
"The Love ,Boat," 'Hotel," cappella choir, the "Campus Lights"
"Dynasty" and "Matt Houston."
Cowger also served as musical • ee Page 2
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NOW, MOSTLY SMOKE: Murray firefighter Johnny Yarbrough soaks the remnants of a
dumpster fire Wednesday afternoon on North 12th Street behind Price Cutters. Three
trucks responded to the call.

Starr probe tops $40 million
WASHINGTON ('P) — hide
pendent Counsel Kenneth Starr and
his' predecessor haVe spent more
than $40 million on the investigation of President Clinton's
Arkansas land deals that .was
expanded earlier this year to include
a devastating probe of the Monica Lewinsky affair.
In' a semiannual audit of independent,.counsel costs,' the General Accounting Office said Wednesday that Starr spent $3.9 million
during the six months ended March
31, the latest figures available.
That brings Starr's expenses to
nearly $33.5 million since he. took
over the _Whitewater investigation

in 1994. Add to that $6 million . dealings.
Starr was originally hired to
spent by Robert Fiske, Starr's predinvestigate Clinton's Arkansas land
ecessor on Whitewater, and the
cost of investigating Clintrin climbs dealings while he waS governor
to almost. $40 million — a num- of the state. In 1996 Stares inquiry
was expanded to-include the White
ber that will increase significantHouse travel office firings and the
ly when 'updated with the past six
controversy civerthe White House's
months activity.
Starr has estimated that he spent gathering Of some Republitans'
at least $4„4 million on the Lewin- FBI files.
- In January the investigation was
sky investigation alone over the pest
eight months. An exact figure won't expanded again to include the presbe available until- next Spring. , ident's affair with Ms. Lewinsk!,
The most expensive independ- -and - an alleged cover-Up. Starr
ent -counsel probe to date was turned over a rcpt 19 Congress
,Lawrence Walsh'S $48.5 million„ on that aspect of his investigaAx-year investigation of the Rea- ___
gan administration's Iran-Contra 111 See Page 2
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PITCHING THE RADIO: WKMS news director Vince Medlock checks the tote board during the RadiOasis fundraiser. Call (800) 599-4737 to make a pledge.
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• Cowger
-From- Page 1 .4.

Gross Pointe rapists
plead to lesser charges

• • •

selling albums like there was no
there and joined them."
Joining tits friends in Las Vegas tomoivow.._ We-could-fie-IL -out -to
_
is how his five-year career with Kansas City Municipal Audiukiband and the Phi Mu Alpha "Men
the Desert Inn Hotel Showroom um to 6,000 people on a Wednesof Note," a select 17-piece jazz
day night. Spheeris had his own
DETROIT (AP) — Two young the Grosse Pointe North High
band began.
band.
extraordinary style and could reach
men
accused of having sex with School yearbook was published
saxowith
audition
his
After.
f
of the
-C.,,
-thanmore
I
anyone
audience
an
girls in. a scandal in the with a picture of I8-year-old Daniel
underage
big
phone, he played with the
Gamma Delta chapter of Phi Mu
seen.have
of Grosse Pointe Granger apparently exposing himsuburb
wealthy
includthat
showtoom
the
band in
Alpha Sinfonia and the Vivace Club.
guilty to less- self.
have
pleaded
Woods
trombones,
five
trumpets,
five
ed
Cowger said since the death of er charges.
Like other- student musicians
Granger. the Class of 1998 presone
to guitars, one drummer,
Spheeris, more than 120,000
Cowger. was -able to earn money
Daniel Raymond, 19, and his ident, pleaded guilty two weeks
pianist and one bass player.
inquiries on a Spheeris. web page
to supplement- college expenses
He started playing two nights prompted a reissue, of his music cousin. James Raymond, 19, plead- ago to the same lesser charge. He
playing in local and area dam-.
a week for the first two months. through Rain. Records and Sony ed guilty Wednesday to contribut- agreed to serve a 90- to 180-day
bands. ing to the delinquency of a minor. jail term and will be sentenced
Another opportunity arose from Music Special.
He played with the Cellers Leaci
They agreed to -serve 60- to 90- Oct. 14. this one. Because he was a good
The fourth defendant, Robert
Orchestra the Jack Stalcup Band
sight reader, many other tenor seer
"After this interest the music day jail terms, and will be senCooper, 18, will also strike a plea
and The Sportsmen. These musi°phone players would have Cowger was revived through a the release tenced Oct. 26.
cal groups played in area clubs.
Three I4-year-old -girls told deal next week, his lawyer said.
substitute for them.
'Isle of View.' Three other albums
The outcome was fine with one
"These groups played • at man.
Caeat
playing
authorities that the Raymonds and
"I ended up
are in process," Cowger said.
of the girls, who attended WednesStarfunctions," he said. "We worked
alcogave
them
Tropicapa
two
teens
other
Frontier,
The
sar's,
JAMES L. COWGER
"In 1972 the budgets for albums hol and had sex with them last day's hearing involving the Rayso much that .1 was able to earn
dust and Sahara," he said. "I would
great and I was able to get winter. All four young men were monds.
were
showLounge
enough money to help put myself
Sahara's
Cowger said his parents' sup- play at the
"That's the one thing I wanted
left and right," he said. "I charged with statutory rape, punhired
Rightthe
of
through college."
Medley
Bill
for
room
offered
was
t
po?Pand encouragemen
in
flutes
and
clarinet
out
of all of this. I wanted them
differplay
with
would
playing
I
All of the
ishable by 15 years in prison.
to him during college by their eous Brothers many nights after
part."
to
it." she said.
admit
orchestra
the
Desert
the
for
ent groups paid off for Cowger.
played
after
The girls came forward
attendance at his performance in had already
1 knew while in college I did "Campus Lights" and later .in life Inn - I would get in my car and
After working in the studio for
not want to become a music teacher, when they. visited him in Califor- drive through the back parking
Spelling Productions and also
Aaron
I wanted to play music profes- nia.
lots to the Sahara."
working as Musical director for
sionally," he said.
Doubling up and working numer- other single acts such as T'shura,
"The distance thing has always
Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy,
A native of Newton, Ill., Cowger 'been a factor for them," he said. ous jobs at once are tasks which
and Karen Black, From Page 1
Felipe Gil
spent $2.6 million. Espy is charged
was reared on a farm. His par- "They have -been out to Califor- Cowger has used to create a sucCowger has opted for a slower tion, alleging perjury and obstruc: with accepting $35,000 in sports
ents, Lawrence, 97, and his moth- nia- and I took them to the 20th cessful career for. himself.
pace these days.
tickets, travel and lodging from
tion of justice, on Sept. 11.
brotholder
er, Olga, 89, and an
"lfryou're going to make it in
Century Fox Recording Stage to
Starr has said he N nearing Arkansas-based Tyson Foods Inc.
er and sister_.;are stilt in Newton. watch an Aaron Spelling produc- this ;business you have got to go
In addition, to still playing, he
Whitewater and other' companies regulated by
today.
- don't wait for the telephone to also worts in the music library at completion of the
tion."
the Agriculture Department. Openprobe.
thrilled
been
have
"My parents
Music. It has been a way of ring because nobody is going to Disney Land.
The biggest expense has been ing statemwts in his trial begin
out of their Wads with my musi- life for Cowger since graduating call you," Cowger said. "Get to
"The work in the studio with
57 regular today.
cal career,"- he said.
know a lot of people and find out Aaron Spelling Productions was a staff. In addition to
from MSU.
of inde—Independent Counsel David
office
.the
of
'eliiployees
to
learned
Cowger
As a child
Afte? leaving Murray. he enlist- what they.need, stay in touch with lot of work. However, when they
play piano and clarinet and. fur- ed in the.military and was a mem- them because there's other pro- ran out of plots for Love Boat pendent counsel, FBI and Internal M. Barrett's probe of allegations
are detailed that Henry Cisneros, the former Secthered his talents once he became
fessional people. who are trying to and things for Alexis to do, that's Revenue Service agents
Band
Force
Air
U.S.
the
of
ber
prosecu- retary of Housing and Urban DevelThe
investigation.
to
the
•
State.
Murray
a •student at
do the same thing.
when it ceased. There just isn't tor also hires private investigators opment, lied to the FBI about pay"All of my family still lives in frem 1963-67 playing clarinet.
"And, once a contacl is made as much studio work for musi"While doing this I was able
and other specialists to assist with ments to a former mistress cost
Newton and we are very close,"
you telt them 'you will be ciaris as there once was."
and
he
money,"
of
bunch
$1.8 Million during the six-month
a
save
to
school
a
the work.
was
father
"My
said.
he
able to do 'something, you had
period, including FBI costs. Cisinvestigation,
Starr's
During
teacher and my mother worked • at said. "After I got out in '67, it better be able to do what it is
Cowger said the musical scene
was
I
because
trial is set for Nov. 4.
time
neros'
scary
a
was
been
more than $24 million has
the local garment factory at difhas changed from the days when
you -told them you can do."
really
didn't
investigation by prosecu•--An
I
and
own
my
on
costs,
home
stayed
on
also
people-related
and
spent
times
ferent
After Vegas, he accepted an he first began.
tors Arlin M. Adams and Larry
salaries
for
million
includiag,19
with us," he said. "They never know what to do.
eight-month job touring on the
"Many of my friends and myself and benefits for employees of the D. Thompson of Reagan adminis"I was stationed in San Franforced me ,to practice the piano
road with Tom Jones, a man who
or clarinet, it Was something I. did cisco. in the Hamilton 573rd Air Cowger said works hard on every aren't willing to hang on and stay . independent counsel's office, $13 tration-era corruption at the DepartForce Band and after that I drove show and never soft pedals. This on the phone and network like we million for FBI, IRS and Justice ment of Housing and Urban Develon my -own.
me
to St. Louis. However, on the way job also led to him work with once did. We just take what comes Department employees detailed to opment racked up $524,860 in
"They always encouraged
as. Much as they could and never there I stopped in Las Vegas and Humperdink while in New York along and I am having more fun Starr, and $2.4 million for hiring expenses in the same six-month
than I ever have just playing good outside investigators and other spe-- period.
-made an issue of anything, espe- ran into some guys and they invit- with Jones.
back
—Curtis E. Von Kann, who
trip
There's no stress this way," cialists, according to GAO reports.
a
After
jazz.
stay.
off
lay
to
me
ed
cially if I just..wanted to
"I just happened to --be there
and cleared a former
investigated
home to Illinois, I drove_back out and I knew a contractor for Engle- he said. his
Starr,
for
of playing .for 'awhile."
expenses
Travel
House official,, Eli
White
Clinton
witnessand
agents
and
deputies
bert's band and they needed a sax ., When Cowger returns for Homeconflict-of-interalleged
of
Segal,
J.
or tenor player," he said. "So dur- coming, he won't be coming alone. es totaled $4.7 million since 1994, est-violations, spent $136,890.
ing my off time with -Jones I His wife- and their son, Holland, audits showed.
Carol Elder Bruce, appointMeanwhile, five other indewould play with .Englebert."
23, an aspiring writer in New York.
_March to investigate allein
ed
- From- this stint came another City, will attend -all the actiVities pendent counsels spent jnit-over.
.,that Secretary of Interior
gations
perisix-month
the,
in
$5 million
touring job opportunity with the together:
Babbitt lied to Congress
Bruce
The advertisement •for Freed Curd for
reportGAO
31,
March
ended
od
Jimmie Spheeris Band, a band that.
role in rejecting a casi.his
about
Murray
Murray
ed:
to
Ill.,
ay's
Newton,.
Wednesd
From
broke up in 1980 prior to Spheeris's
Mayor, that ran in
from a group of Wisproposal
no
independStnaltz,
—Donald
State- University to. San Francisco
death July 4, 1984.
spent $4,020.
Indians,
consin
former
Ledger & Times should have stated:
investigating
counsel
in
'home
ent
'now,
and
Vegas
"This was a really neat job," to Las
used
has
Cowger
,
Calif.
Burbank,
Fund,
he said. "We did four albums and
Paid For By Freed Curd Campaign
went everywhere in addition to the musieal skills he gained'from
Freed Curd, Treasurer
home and college to giye him his
desire - to play music for a profession.

•Starr ...
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TVA has plan to cover
cut in federal funding
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Jeff Duncan

has been appointed
Calloway County Farm Bureau
Insurance Agent
Native of Murray, Tim has several years of successful
experience both in the medical and customer service
fields. Tim will now apply his knowledge and professionalism as agent to benefit all the residents of Murray and
Calloway County.
Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance is Kentucky's largest
domestic property and casualty insurance company and
has earned an A++ rating from A.M. Best Company, Inc.
Kentucky Farm Bureaus policyholders receive competitive products at reasonable rates and fast, efficient claim
service.
d

Tim would appreciate an opportunity to address any of
your insurance needs. Please feel free to give Tim a call
at the Calloway County Farm Bureau Insurance Office
ALL-AROUND COVERAGE, ALL AROUND KENTUCKY
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were lobbying to
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.,(AP) Fred Thompson
in' the 1999
provision
— The Tennessee Valley Author- include the
bill.
budget
federal
ity loses its federal support today,
It was unclear whether the plan
the start of the new fiscal year,
win approval. The FFB,
but the agency has a Plan that could
lending TVA money
began
which
would cover the loss.
refused since 1984
has
1974,
in
TVA is looking to refinance some
pay off loans
agency
the
to let
of its loans and use the estimat,
scheduled. The bank
than
earlier
ed $100 million in annual savings
argued it would cost taxpayers
to pay for flood control, navigahundreds of millions of dollars in
tion and other non-power prointerest.
grams, U.S. Sen. Bill Frist said
TVA countered it has already
Wednesday.
paid FFB hundreds of millions of
The money would replace $70
in "profits" on its loan
dollars
million Congress voted .to elimiand deserves a chance
portfolio
nate, leaving the agency' without
to refinance.
federal money for the first time
"We're confident that the FFB
ChairTVA
in its 65-year history.
recognize that this is .reasonwill
man .craven Crowell said Tuescompensation to TVA for the
able
day the utility would not raise power
government backing away
federal
rates next year in response.
obligation to TVA,"
their
from
"If we're successful this will
Margaret camp
spokeswoman
Frist
be a home run for TVA,and the
said.
ratepayers," Frist said.
Under the proposal, TVA would
Treasury spokesman John Longrefinance $3.2 billion in loans held
and TVA spokesman John
brake
by the Treasury'Department's Fed.would not comment.
Moulton
eral Financing Bank. Frist and felWamp,. R-Tenn.,
Zach
Rep.
Seri_
low Tennessee Republican
----aairman of the TVA Congres;
sional Caucus, voiced support for
the plan.
"We have been working every
'trap' possible to keep the ratepay-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
8-5-0
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4-3-6-7
Cash 5:
3-10-19-32-34
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1-2-6-10-20-18
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Fri., Oct. 2•8 a.m.-4 p.m.
310 South Fourth Street
Murray, KY 42071

at MSU Greenhouse on
College Farm Road
Intel tor Plants & Murns

J.

ers in the Tennessee Valley from
being burdened with the federal
responsibilities of flood control
and navigation," Wamp said. TVA's non-power 'programs
include river navigation and shoreline management along the 650mile Tennessee River. The land TVA
oversees is used by hundreds of
thousands of boaters, swimmers,
waterskiers,- hikers, campers and
picnickers. About 1,000 people
work in the agency's non-power
division.

MONEY-IN-MINUTES"
Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check

Ci The

Call Or Cone In Today'

MoneyPlace
513-A S 12th St.
Murray KY 42071
(502) 769-41900
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Family of dead inmate sues officials
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The family of a prisoner who died .
June 26 in a northern Kentucky - jail has sued county officials,
accusing them of causing his death by being indifferent to hiS
medical needs.
•The family of James Franklin, 68, accused Kenton County'officials of allowing -the prisoner to live in unfit and inhumane conditions and not giving him the medical attention needed to conWednesday in U.S. District
trol his diabetes. The family
Court, alleging that the countytiials' actions violated the U.S.
and Kentucky constitutions and 'demanding a total of $50 million
in 'damages.
County jailer Donald Younger had said last week that Franklin
was allowed to administer his own .insulin, and that Younger
thought he was capable of doing so.
Franklin died in an isolation cell at the Kenton County Jail,
lying naked in his own waste next to a half-eaten orange and a
sandwich, according to news reports.

Amendment for more school time fails
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A congressional conference committee turned down a proposal that would have increased the time
welfare recipients may spend in college or vocational school before
they must find part-time work.
The conferees o/kted to recommend a study of the issue.
The plan, an amendment to the federal 'Higher Education Act,
was co-sponsored by Sens. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., and Paul Wellstone, D-Minn. It would have allowed welfare recipients' to attend
'college or vocational school for two years without having to meet
a work requirement of 20 hours, a week.
The current -welfare reform law allows recipients one year in
college or vocational school before they must find part-time work.

AROUND THE NATION
More Americans earning $200,000-plus
WASHINGTON (AP) — More than 1.3 million American taxpayers can now say they're part of the upper crust.
- That's the number of taxpayers who reported an adjusted gross
income of $200,000 or more 'in 1995 — the most recent year
available — According to New Internal Revenue Service statistics.
This is a 14 percent increase from 1994.
in all, returns from the wealthiest segment of the population
amounted to only about 1.1 percent of total tax returns that year,
but they paid a total of $18.2.5 billion in federal taxes.
The IRS report released Wednesday says -998 of the top earners paid no U.S. income taxes at all.
The reasons so many escaped taxes are perfectly legal: they
took advantage of a variety of tax credits, itemized deductions
and particularly .a deduction for interest on money borrowed to
make other investments.

Industry to give libraries gift
WASHINGTON (AP) — The cable TV industry plans to provide the natioi's public libraries with free high-speed connections
to the Internet.
The goal 'i -16
- —wire all public libraries nationwide — estimated at 14,000 to 15,000— National Cable Television Association
spokeswoman Tone Clarke said Wednesday. But she did not know
how many public,iibraries would be wired in the program's firq
- Ycar•
The program builds on a 2-year-old cable industry initiative to
provide the nation's schools with high-speed hookups to the Internet for free. So far, more than,2,500 schools have been connected.
The cable industry plans to •wire public libriries as local cable
companies roll out high-speed Internet and data services in their
service areas.

New papers filed in harassment suit
WASHINGTON (AP) — Paula Jones' lawyers have filed a final
brief asking an- appeals court to reinstate her, sexual harassment
lawsuit against President Clinton.
- Their brief, a reply' to arguments from Clinton's attorneys,
should arrive by mail today at the 8th U.S: Circuit Court of
Appeals in St. Louis, Mrs. Jones' lawyers said.
They said they could not discuss details of their brief because
the court has ordered that filings in the case remain sealed.
They have said their case would be helped by Independent
counsel Kenneth Starr's- conclusion that Clinton lied under oath
in Jones' suit aboirt his relationship with Monica Lewinsky.

Sheriff's department pays $24 million
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Los Angeles County issued 36 checks
worth nearly $24 million to members of a family who claimed
sheriff's deputies beat and terrorized them during a 1989 bridal
shower.
David Dole, the most seriously,injured, was ,struck on the head
50 times with billy clubs, and flashlights. He received the largest
check Tuesday — Vt.§
Deputies, went to the house in riot gear in February '1989, saying they had received a call about partygoers fighting in the street.
Officers said they were met with rocks and bottles, but a neighbor's videotape contradicted that account.
Thirty-six people suffered injuries' ranging 'from scrapes to broken bones, and 35 farnily members were arrested.
Only eight,were charged with -crimes. Charges were dropped
against five and the other three were acquitted.
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Jones blasts
Patton on
health care
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. Brereton Jones is using
a letter criticizing Gov. Paul Patton for shutting down the Kentucky Kare health-insurance plan
to•-•float a new idea — a state
trust fund fOr health care.
Jones suggests putting 25 percent of any state surplus into the
fund and using it to provide "quality, affordable health care for all
Kentuckians." The letter offers no
details on how that would be done.
Jones said Wednesday that Patton made a "giant mistake" in
shutting down the state-sponsored
plan and reducing other healthcare choices for state employees.
In a letter faxed and mailed to
Patton, and in an interview, Jones
said that Patton is "forcing state
workers, schoolteachers and retirees
to accept reduced health benefits"
while charging them more for coverage. The letter was also faxed
to newspapers throughout the state.
Jones, who may challenge Patton in next year's Democratic primary for governor, said the letter
was not politically motivated.
"What I'm trying to send is a
message of how I think we need
to deal with the health-care issue,"
Jones told The Courier-Journal.
In the letter, Jones suggests
using the surplus- to set up a trust
fund for health care.
Jones said in the interview that
he would like that money to be
spent on insurance. for the working -poor who don't qualify for
Medicaid but can't afford to buy
coverage.
"Rather than run off and build
all these golf courses with it (the
surplus), let's put it into something that's going to give us a
long-term investment so we can
solve this problem," Jones said.
Mark Pfeiffer, a spokesman for
Patton, said the governor had not
read the letter yet.
In the letter, Jones suggests that
Patton use some of the state's
: more -than $300 million surplus to
"rewar& state empl9yees. There are
no further details, but Jones said
some of the money should be
spent to save Kentucky Kare and
to contribute more toward state
workers' health insurance. The state
now pays $203 per month toward
each employee's coverage.
Two weeks ago the Patton
administration announced sweeping changes in the insurance coveragi it offers to 160,000 state
workers,, teachers, county health
department employees and government retirees, angering many
of the employees.
Kentucky Kare, which lets people see - any doctor they want, is
being shut down because it is
going broke. The 24,000 state
employees in, the plan will have
to switch by Jan: I to a managed-care plan built around networks -of doctors and hospitals.
They will be able to see only certain doctors.
-

p

BERNARD KANE,Ledger & Times photo

UNDOING THE PAST: Brad Steele, foreman for the Murray-Calloway County Park,
removes bolts holding together the old wooden playset in the park Wednesday afternoon.

Carneal wants to change plea
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A 15year-old boy accused of killing three
of his classmates and injuring five
other students during a shooting
spree at Heath High School wants
to change his pleas in the case.
Attorneys for Michael Carneal
filed a motion in McCracken Circuit Court late Wednesday afternoon. It requests that the teenager's pleas of innocent to nine
charges stemming from the shootings last December be changed to
guilty but mentally ill.
Defense lawyers Torn Osborne
and Chuck Granner, Who both have
practices in Paducah, had said in
June they planned to file the motion
prior to Carneal's trial, which is
scheduled to begin with jury selection Monday.
Carneal, a-freshman at the time
of the shootings, faces three counts
of murder, five counts of attempted murder and one count of burglary. Five—students were - also
injured in the spree.
The five counts of attempted
murder would be under the so-called
Alford plea, which means that
Carneal is- not admitting that he
intended to kill the five students
but is acknowledging that there is
sufficient. evidence to convict him
on the charges.
The three-page motion asks
Judge Jeff Hines to accept the
pleas and that a hearing be set
for 9 a.m. Monday, half an hour
before the trial is to begin. Hines'
secretary, Kim Thornton, said the
hearing will likely be held at that
time.
The motion says, in part, that
the defendant "is guilty. of the
above offenses, that he has admitted that he is guilty of the above
offenses, and that he has never
denied that he is guilty of the
above offenses. Michael Carneal
is mentally ill, and he needs treatment while incarcerated. However, he did not suffer from any
severe mental conditions consti-

toting insanity at the lime of the Corrections
old be required to
house Carneal n a treatment faciloffense."
The document also says a trial,- ity, and • not a num.
which is expected to last about
Carneal allegedly shot to death
10 days, is unnecessary and "would
be unduly painful for the victims, Jessica James: 17; Kayce Steger,
their families and the communi- 15; and Nicole Hadley, 14, while ty.they were taking- part in a prayer
Osborne said the advantage of circle in the school's lobby prior
a guilty but mentally ill plea is . to .the day's start of classes last
that the- Kentucky Department of Dec. I.
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FROM OUR READERS
We continue to pray together, especially for
the families of the two young men who suffered
most and for Michael Priddy who remains in
serious condition at Vanderbilt Hospital.
We want to assure all our students and staff
Editor:
Dear
that the university is taking extensive precautions
On behalf of the Murray State University Board and diligently policing the campus to prevent this
of Rents, we want to thank all the staff, fac- type of act from recurring.
To those who have given so much to heal the
ulty and students who have contributed so much
toward relieving the pain suffered as a result of wounds .of those who suffered, we thank you. To
our tragic fire.
a campus struck. by tragedy, we join in rebuildThere have been heroes. In an age that often ing the trust, a sense of security and hope that
accentuates the evil, the hostile and the contro- is esssential to the accomplishment of our misversial, it is refreshing to see that vast reservoir sion as a university.
of goodness' that quietly shines through the actions
Sid Easley, chair
of our people in a time of crisis and tragedy.
of
people
groups
of Regents
Board
contributing
MSU
the
even
To list
P.O. Box 9
from-. the university and the community would be
Murray, KY 42071
impossible because of their number. There._ has
love.
of
outpouring
an
been' simply

Regents thankful
for help after fire

f.41
lage

10-digit dialing unwelcome
In its infinite wisdom, the Kentucky Public Service Commission
has tried to solve a problem by
creating an even bigger one.
Last year, telephone companies
within the 502 area code approached
the commission with a dilemma.
They were running out of sevendigit telephone numbers.
According to various reports,
the comtbisSion- saw two options.
One was to have a geographic
split and assign part of the 502
area code to a different code.
The Second option was to have
two area codes within the current
502 area, which is feritred to as
an overlay. This means that everyone will have to dial 10 digits for
local calls. .
It also means that in order to
reach a neighbor who has recently moved next door, you will probably have to :dial the new area
code, which is 270.
The PSC chose the second
option.
That means that when April
1999 rolls around, we will be using
10 digits rather than seven. And
the first three digits will depend
on whether the business or residence was established after the
new plan went into effect.
According to a press release
issued by the PSC, the justifica-

WILLFUL TI!OUGHTS

tion of the overlay option is broken into four points:
• If /list 'a portion of the 502
area Was issued a new area code,
the geographic split would be a
short-term fix and the need for
another new area code would arise
againin the future with the increased
demand for second lines, pages,
fax numbers and competition.
• The overlay avoids reassigning numbers every time an area code
is exhausted.
• A geographic split would be
disruptive to customers because
some people would be issued entirely new telephone numbers along
with the new area code.
• Existing customers would have
to change stationery, business cards
and advertising if a geographic
split were used.
I know that many people in our
community can remember-the good
old days when .only four digits
had to be dialed -in order to talk
to a friend across town. Those

MUM

.days are certainly long gone. Personally, I would much rather
have gone through the minor inconvenience of changing my phone
number in order to keep seven-f
digit dialing. I can barely remember seven digits, much less 'juggle
two different area,codes for local
calls.
Does this mean that new buildings built at Murray State University
requiring phone lines will have a
different' area code? .
I am not pleased with the PSC's •
choice.
We need more research on this
issue to prove that an overlay is
truly the better choice: Until then,
I will continue to voice my opinion that 10-digit dialing is not a
good option.
Anyone wanting to contact the
PSC may call (502) 564-3940 or
write to Brenda J. Helton, chairman of the ..Kentucky Public
vice Commissiok-Box 615. Frank- fort, KY 40602.
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A pedigree of prevarication
'WASHINGTON •(AP) — Now
come presidential historians in
defense of deception.
Not that they're excusing President Clinton's misleading _ state--n*infs about-- Monica LewitiWy.
mind you. But there is considerable sentiment that presidential
lying is nothing new and sometimes entirely, defensible, at least
when matters of state are at stake.
—"The fact is that every one
41i1.111)
of these guys has told significant
lies," says Stanley Kutler, a retired
University of Wisconsin historian.
—"Presidents have lied so much
to us about foreign. policy that
Not+. InD ALL 71415
...•
P.
they've established almost a com04Allk.SPLITTING GET STARTED'
9▪ Ur•Ts. 1AFmon-Law right to do. so," says
‘16,.
historian Leo Ribuffo of George
Washington University.
—"We want presidents to be ethical," says the Brookings Institution's Stephen Hess "but we underWASHINGTON (AP) — Long
stand that there may be some cirbefore congressional reports warcumstances where it's more in
POLITICS
ON
TIVE
PERSPEC
ranted X ratings, a,Supreme Court
American. interests that they not
justice wrote that he couldn't define
tell the truth."
. pornography 'but I know it when
Hess' latest book, "The Little
• I see it."
of Campaign. Etiquette,"
Book
WALTER MEARS
That's about where the defini,
politicians' lies into four
lumps
tion of impeachable offenses stands
Columnist
Press
Associated
honest lies, inadvertat
categories:
in the case against President Clinand damn lies.
half-truths
lies,
impeachable.
are
meauors"
engagis
person
a
that
and said
ton.
1
includes lies
category
first
The
So there is no fixed standard.
The House Judiciary Commit- ing in.sexual relations by contacting
or national
lives
protect
to
told
flexible
it
leaves
that
said
tee is preparing to consider whether any of them with intent to arouse Hyde
batch encompasses
last
the
security;
facts.
the
and
circumstances
fit
to
person.'
another
Clinton committed any in the Mon- or gratify
writ large
But any list has loopholes. And -the politics, since the side out-and-out falsehoods
ica Lewinsky scandal, and possithe Nixon
to
down
right
small,
and
deterHouse
*the
in
votes
the
bly in other matters. — while which :Clinton used : in denying with
claim that Tricia's
House'sWhite
impeachable.
what's
'ribines
ithe
with
relations
inquiry he'd had sexual
'commissioning a separate
. -. In the case of Richard M. wedding cake came 'from an old
'former intern, even after he was
into • what they are.
family recipe.
Even that, Rep. Henry Hyde forced to admit • that he did have Nixon in 1974, the House Judi"Reporters tend to accept honartithree
voted
Committee
ciary
with
'Contact
intimate
laid, will produce advice, not a inappropriate
lying, understand Mad en
est
cles of impeachment, fOr obstrucher.
bThding definition.
ough
fail to work hard
lying;
his
by
proven
—
justice
_ 1 'think' every member of the . "My understanding of this def- tion of
and gleehalf-truths,
exposingat
the
in
—
tapes
House
own
White
contact
covers
that
it
is
committee will make their own inition
fully go after damn 'lei," Hess
mind up as to what is an impeach- by the person being deposed with Watergate cover-up, for misuse. Of
writes.
and
agencies,
federal
of
able offense—the Republican chair- the enumerated areas.:." Clinton the power
There have been plenty to go
House
subpoenas.
defying
for
Starr
the
to
said in his testimony
man said.
around.
Nixon resigned before the House
Sen. Trent Lou, the Republi- grand jury. Richard Shenkman, author of the
•
The dictionary would have been •acted.
can leader, said bad conduct that
book "Presidential
forthcoming
impeachpresidential
other
The
than
the
brings-disrepute on'the office Would more difficult to evade
the first known
says
Ambition,"
meet his test for impeachment. anatomy book. It defines sex more ment was of President Andrew
president was
a
by
lie
flat-out
counts,
11
on
Lon wouldn't- say whether that comprehensively. But that isn't Johnson in 1868,
request of $2
Jefferson's
Thomas
against
speeches
campaign
for
one.
.
what Clinton was asked.
'Would cover Clinton's behavior.
for miliCongress
from
million
Hyde had another example, say— ' -He sparred about other defini- Congress, the _ rest for firing the
a
of
secretary of war in defiance
ing it had beep sqggested that a tions, too.
president who went on vacation , "It depends upon what the mean- law requiring Senate consent.
The . Republican House ,voted
the • day of another Pearl Harbor ing of the word :is' means," he
replied when questioned about his impeachment on those constituWould be impeachable.
The whole case has been tan- lawyer's use of that verb in deny- tionally fragile grounds. Johnson
gled in disputes over the _mean- ing a sexual relationship of any survived -by one vote in the Sen,
ate, the only president ever
ing of words. acts and offenses. kind.
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
And to questions about his tes- impeached.
Prosecutor Kenneth W. Starr told
Cannon House Office Building,
236
No precedent there to guide
'the House he had substantial and timony that he couldn't recall
D.C. 20510
Washington,
credible evidence of acts that may being alone with Ms. Lewinskr. what' happens now:
(Washington)
impeach202-225-3547
that
of
But the history,
"Well, it depends on how you
constitute grounds for impeachpoint
political
the
proves
ment
ment, centering - on obstruction' of define . alone."
He said they were, but the the side with the votes can decide
justice and perjury. in the presiU.S. SEN. WENDELLFORD
dent's attempts to hide his con- doors were open so he never real- what constitutes grounds against
Russel Senate Office Building,
173A
ly thought they were.
duct in the Lewinsky affair.
. a president.
D.C. 20510
Washington,
On standards as hard to define
And • those are simple words.
Clinton's defense is founded in
CWashington
Stewart
Potter
202-2244343
late
Defining an impeachable offense as those the
inc distinctions and definitions.
Court
Supreme
the
when
invoked
t begins • with a judge's ruling is not.
In khe end. what One iS. depends ruled agaiinst censorship of sexu-cm Ithi meaning of sexual relaLS. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
tions for the questions put to Clin- on w o's got tlie voters to say ally-explicit writings in 1964. and
to
going
.wasn't
that
said
he
tie
361A
Russel Senate Office Building,
ton in his sworn deposition in what one is.
of
hard-core
definition
a
attempt
on
specific
is
D.C. 20510
Constitution
Washington,
The
the Paula Jones sexual harassment
bribery;- --pornography beetniss--be -probably
-- - two—offenses; tieason case on Jan. .I7.
202-224-2541 (Washington)
The wording approved by U.S. neither of which is involved in couldn't do so intelligibly even
District Judge Susan Webber this case. . Beyond that, it says though he knew it when he saw
Wright.listed erogenous body parts "other high crimes and Misde- it.

A.

Eye of the beholder

Attention
Washington!

WASHINGTON TODAY

first unfolded It. ... He lied about
little things like appointments to
office and his schedule.. ... He
- paid a fearful price as first the
press corps in Washington and
Saigon and then millions of Americans came to doubt his. word."
Two decades later, Reagan came
quasi-clean after leaving office
about his long-held claim that
there had been no deal , to trade
arms for hostageS, saying: "My
heart ind my best intentions still
tell me that is true. But the facts
and the evidence. tell me it is.
not."
Just as there is a long histor*,
of presidential deception about foreign policy, misleading statements
about presidential private lives are
nothing new. Presidents have often
misled Americans about their permatters and their health,
sonal
part,
his
for
Franklin Roosevelt,
never leveled with the American says Shenkman, and the truth often
people as he involved the coun- didn't emerge until much later.
While presidents from Garfield
try in an undeclared naval war
against the Gentians long before and Wilson to Kennedy and Johnthe United States formally entered son contrived to leave the false
impression that they never strayed,
the World War II.
7Historians, thought that was few lied directly and none had
just terrific — that at times the to answer questions about their
president has to lie to the pripu- sex lives under oath, he said.
"Bill Clinton's problem is he
lace for- its own good," Ribuffo
'got caught," Shenkman added. If
said..
Some foreign policy deceptions, his untruths had come out 20 or
however, are looked at with a 30 years later, he _says, then peolets forgiving eye, including Pres- ple wouldn't have ,much cared.
For his denials of a role in
ident Johnson on Vietnam and PresWatergate, Richard Nixon has speident Reagan on Iran-Contra.
"At his worst,. Lyndon John-- cial standing among presidential,.
son destroyed his own credibili- prevaricators. As for lies by the
ty,' former Johnson adviser Joseph other 'presidents, Ribuffo adds,
Califano wrote in "The Triumph "they're not as _publicized, they-te
and Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson." not ai clear-cut and on foreign
"He hid the true cost of the mil- policy they're more understanditary buildup in Vieutam as . he able."

tary supplies and fortifications
when he secretly wanted the money
to gain France's help in pressing
Spain to sell Florida to the United States.
Another presidential lulu, - in
Shenkman's view, was James K.
Polk's claim, .in seeking a declaration of war, that Mexico had
invaded thf territory of 'Texas,
"shedding the blood of our citizens on our own soil." (The land,
claimed by both Mexico and Texas,
was occupied by Mexicans.)
Skeptical of Polk's claim, a
young congressman named Abraham Lincoln introduced a series,
of resolutions questioning "whether
the particular spot of soil on which
the blood of our citizens was' so
shed, was, .or was not, our own

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomeS letters to the editor. All -letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and
telephone number included. Letters must not be more tban 500
words. We reserve the right to condense or rejec any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray
Ledger and Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky..42071. They may
also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.

Le746
i 11Yer &Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

• AMY WILSON
Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
Genere4 Menem
'Where there is no vision; the people perish.'.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, IN('
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State ponders next step in Finn case

DEATHS
._an_

•
•

Dr. A.G. Wi!sow
• Dr. A.C.: Vitilkin. 75, Albu
querque, N.M., died Tuesday. Sept
29, 1998, at Albuquerque. His
death followed an extended ill
ness.
He graduated from the Univ ea
sity of Lothsville Dental School
in .1953 as a first honor student
He practiced- dentistry in Murray
from 1953 ro 1985.
Dr. Wilson was .a decorated
World War II veteran. Born April
3, 1123. in Murray, he was the
son- or the late Henry Harmon
Wilson and Mary Ruth Wilson
Survivors include his wife. Mrs
Joan Straub Wilson; two sons.
Johnny Wilson and wife. Kathy
Murray, and Andy Wilson and
wife, Katie, Zuni, N.M.; four grandchildren. Sam Wils6ir and Joe Paul
Wilson, Murray, and Avery Wil
son and Ryas Wilson. Zuni. N.M
Memorial services.were held in
Albuquerque.
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DR. A.G. WILSON
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of contributions to
Hospice at the Mitrray-Calloway
County .Hospital

Howard Taft Bone
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Cloward Taft. Bone, 89, Lowes, died Tuesday. Sept. 29, 1998,
at 7:53 p.m. at his home.
A fannet, he was of Cumberland Presbyterian faith
His wife, Mrs Ruby May Puckett Bone- one sistei and tour
brothers preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Joe
Bone and Molly-Cagle Bone.
• Survivors include four daughters,- Mrs. Sally Whitenton. Mrs.
Martha St. Pierre, and Mrs. Maine Haw kins all of May field, and
Mrs. Dorothy Suns: Murray, two sons Leslie Bone. Independence
Mo., and Sammie Bone, Symsonia; one Nuttier. Roscoe Bone,
Cunningham;' 13 -grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 pin in the chapel of Roy M
Lowe Funeral Horne. [owes. Wayne Winian- will officiate Butial
will follow in Lowes .Cemetery.
Visitation will he at the funeral home'after 6 p.m. tonight ,
•
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the forth of contributions to
Lourdes Hospice, 2855 Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001

753-7728

DISCOUNT PRICES
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BOSTON (AP) •-•_: More than immediately
9
I
also.
half of victims of toir Getn-rt, if -these
disease said they would considet relati .,•s who, took
assisted suicide„ according to a, patielits. hree-quarters of them said
two-state survey published in they shared the patients' views on
today's New England Journal of -assisted !'siiie
An editorial by Di'. 1 ewis Row
Medicine.
Lou Gehrig's disease-or aniy•-•• land of C °lumina-Presbyterian
A York Cit
ntrophic lateral sclerosis -2 is a - Medical tenter in
discus
doctot,
never
many
said
even
that
illness
progressively fatal
tually leaves victims unable to the ultimate prognosis with their
patients.
- speak, swallow or move.
-Physicians rarely raise the issue
others
Dr. Lindo Ganzini and'
from the Oregon Health, Sciences of assisted Suicide." he wrote. "and
University in Portland surveyed at out ALS center. lew patients
ever ask about it
100 victims in Otegim_and Wash
One v'aim of the -disease who
ington state. Thee survey was findid
seek it was Merian Frederick.
ished before Oregon's law mak72.
of Ann Arbor - Mich In an
legal
ing Physician-assisted suicide
essay in the pumal. het daughtet
took effect last fall.
In the survey, 56 of the patients told id. Mrs: Frederick's decision
agreed with the statement: "Under to, end her life ith the help of
Dr. Jack Kevorkian.
sonic circumstances..! would on
The daughter. Carol Poenisch
sider taking .a prescription tor a
Northville.„Mich.. said She, did
of
purpose,was
• medicine whose solenot want- to lose her mother but
• to end my life.:
.. Forty-four of these people said, also- did not want het to suffei
they :would request a lethal pre- Because assisted suicide was illescription if, that were legal, though gal, "we felt like criminals whei
only one said he would take it hadn't • ,ininitted a crime "
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IF ederal.State Market Nevis Service October I.
1996 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts
Ad. 23 Est 75 Barrovssqk Gilts Steady Sow.
Steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
S24.00-27 00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
$27 S042/1.50
US 3-4 260-230 lbs. ..

(S i.2 200-21%
Sons
IS 1-2 270-350 lbs
t S 1-3 300450 lbs.
is 1-3 450-52S lbs.
US 1.3 525 & up lbs
US 2-3 300-50011n. .
Roars *6 50-7110

price.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
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General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich
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Distinctive Storage

You Working Felks
Don't Be Misled.
Beware of Referbs & Seconds.

'Custom Closet and Storage Systems
•••

JVC® • Kenwood® • Panasonic®
'Orion® •Cerwin-Vega® Plus More!

Ventilated Wire / Laminated Shelving
Specialty Storage Systems

HOG MARKET
$18.00 21.4 00
S1000-11.00
)11 00-13.00
• ..$1300-16.00
S16.00-22.00
49.00-10.00

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

Visit our showroom at

104 East Maple
=SA

II

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-2

222 So. 12th St.• Murray •753-5865
c, t.Pc_1-0c.r3
Lompcmoropais.-1
Wc-f-Md-0_000.01-0-3
3

502-753.3161

r
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Distinctive Storage For The Way You Live.
•
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Ask About Our Garages
& Metal Buildings

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this

Holland Tire Co.

Vinyl Siding &
Replacement Windows
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City; or euthanasia."
MANASSAS, Va (AP)
initoan.wish to live in suc h a cvnell
to intenene on Finn's behalf, said
Jun Gilinore'.s li-antic bid to pre
Mrs. Finn wept during the hearWednesday night he would con%ent the vilify of a comatose man ing
The case became more- c-oni
and
duet a fast to support saving Finn
afterward
angrily
f111111- removing The-feeding- tube- denounce7d7CTWore, for interven- plicated•on Sept. 111 when a nurse
that has kept him alive for 3 1/2 ing and "putting me through sheer employed by the state visited Finn
years was rejected by a judge early
and filed a report saying he told
hell.
today.
"They obviously have total dis- her "Hi" and smoothed his hair
Michele Finn is now free to with- regard for me arid icy husband's during the hour and 15 minutes
hold food and water from Hugh wishes - - not only for me. hut • she watched hint.
Finn. allowing him 'to die. The for the laws .of this slate," Mrs.
Mrs. Finn and her attorney confamily said it would not announce Finn said.
tended the nurse was mistaken.
When the tube is removed, and no
that Finn does not really .react but
Prices as of 9 AM
Lawyers for the state were to simply makes guttural poises and
one at the nursing home where
Finn lives would say whether it neet today with Gilmore to dis- movements.
- Company
Price
Chg
cuss ,options for appealing.
had happened.
Mrs. Finn's decision to remove
Gilmore ,said a Finn relative the tube caused a split in the famDpv. Jones Ind Avg 7791.90 -50 -2
In an dramatic clash over the
him to step in. He also said ily.
19
asked
Air Products
die,
Gilmore
went to court
right to
AT&T
57% Wednesday night to stop Mrs. Finn state law gives him the right to
John Finn,, Hugh Finn's brothBell South
76':+ 1
from removing the tube, some- act on behalf of Virginia citizens_ er, went to court to stop her. But
Bnggs & Stratton
40`. determines
existing
when
he
prOher
said
husband
would
thing she
Floss ruled Aug. 31 that Mrs.. Finn
Bnstol
Myers
Squibb
103.
-‘.
have Wanted. State attorneys filed wd..ris fail to adequately protect would remain her husband's
Caterpillar
44%.
interests.
and
rights
'e3a1'
their • motion little more than an
guardian and had the right to
Chrysler
46"..,- 1'.
The state's top health official remove the tube. Floss set a Sept.
hour before the tube could legalDean Foods
43".
c•mtacted members of Finn's fam- 30 deadline for appealing his rully have been removed.
Exxon
71'.
Ford Motor
Under Virginia law. lute-sus- ily Wednesday evening and asked ing.
46.-%
General Electnc
78,- I
taining treatment may be stopped them to reconsider whether the
John Finn initially said he
General*Motors
54",
if a person is in a persistent veg- state should intervene. Hours ear- 'planned to take the case to the
Goodnch
•
32';
Finn's
family
the
state
gave
lier.
etative state. DOCICIrs have said
Virginia Supreme Court. But on
Goodyeai
51% +
a report confirming the diagnosis Monday, the family agreed to end
that is the condition. Finn is in
HopFed Bank*
16.8 I7..A
Assistant - Attorney GeneraL__.that Finn is in -a persistent vege- their legal dispute. leaving Finn's
IBM
126,- 2
state.
William Hurd argued that remov- tative
wife free to remove the tube when
Ingersoll Rand
Finn, a 44-year-old former the appeal deadline expired.
ing the tube .would amount to
Intel
85'euthanasia, but Prince William Cir- Louisville, Ky., television news
Kroger
50'. +'.
The feeding tube -provides the
LG &E
cuit Judge Frank Hoss. Jr, dis- anchor, ruptured his aorta in a food and water that keeps Finn.
Lucent Tech
67% agreed in' _rejecting the state's traffic accident in March 1995, alive. Without it, he would become
1.7%
Mattel
depriving his brain of oxygen and dehydrated, his kidneys would fail.
request.
McDonalds
59'..
"The governor says Hugh Finn leaving him unable ,,.to eat, care he would.go into a coma and die
• Mercantile Bank
47.is not in a persistent vegetative state. for himself or communicate.
within a couple of weeks, said
Merck . . .
_129% +%
In June, his wife told the fam- Dr. Robin Merlino, medical direc
This court has found otherwise,"
Microsoft
109% ily she wanted to remove her hus- tor at the 'nursing home.
the judge said.
J.C. Penney
Hoss said he believes Virginia band's feeding tube. She said her
Quaker Oats
58°
.
Robert Marshall, a Virginia legSchenng-Plough
102 - 1".
law allows withholding food and husband had told her that he would islator ,who has pressed the state
Sears
42°.- 1.
water.
We personally
Texaco
"It merely permits the natural
install your
Time Warner
87`:
,process of dying," he Said. It
CARPET &FLOOR COVERIN
floor covering.'
Union Planters
49
killing
does not relate to mercy
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19%
'WO
Wal- M an
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Beat the El Nino winter
blues and worries. Enjoy
the winter with us at
Glendale Place. Come
cheek out our
four month

SNOWBIRD SPECIAL

For

Call or stop by for
details about this
limited time offer.
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BIRTHS
Abigail Carmella Garland

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Gailand of Hardin are the parents ot
daughter. Abigail Cannella Garland, born Sept. 21, 1998, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds six ounces and measured 20
1/2 inches. The mother. is the former Dawn Michelle Smith
Grandparents are Bill' and Sherry Smith of Mayfield and Eddie
and Wanda Garland' of Benton.
Almeida. o Mayfield....
Great-grandparents are Felix and
Milton and. Velta
late
the
and
Benton.
Bill and Dolly Snuth- of
Washburn and Waymon Garland. ,

In a release from the Murray Rotary Club, it told of Ed
Chrisman being named "Rotarian of the Year" and for this he
.s named a Paul Harris Fellow, a very high honor in Rotary.
wa
B.ut since Chrisman.was already a Paul Harris Fellow, he presented the honor to John Dale at a recent meeting of the club.
At the same time Bill Phillips and Bob Cornelison were presented their Paul Harris Fellow Certificates which had been
earned previously. Congratulations to these local men for their
outstanding accomplishments to the club and to the community.

Ashley Rae Bazzell

41

Mr. and Mrs Brett Bazzell. 29E+5 Dogtown Rd.. Benton. are
. IL
the Trarem. •- i daughter. 'Ashley Rae •Baizell: born Sept
Hospital
1998. at 11:11 p.m. at Murray-Calloway.C.runty
The baby weighed six pounds .eight ounces and Measured 20
inches. The mother is the former--Laressa York. A brothel is Austin
•
Chandler. 3.
GrandparOnts arc Danny and Kim York' of Benton and Ronnie,.
and Lagenia Bizzell of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Jack . and Faye Edwards and Monroe and
Ruth York, all of Bentob. Clysta and Gene Rowland of Reidland,..
Wayne Bazzell of Henderson. Dewey and Matron- Bazzell and the
late •Cotiel Bazzell of Farmington

MHS Alumni plan activities

Brittany Jewel Worley.

• Anna Worte) of 3857 U.S. Hwy. 64; tot -A. Murray: is-the
mothet of a daughter. Brittany Jewel Woile). .born .11!Ty 24, 1998
at Murray -Calloway County Hospital..
The baby weighed six pounds 14- ounces and measured 19 3/4
.
inches.
Grandparents are Virginia, Eldridge of Murray and Ralph Worle of Lyons. Miss. Great-grandparents are Mac S. Ed Thomason
of Hamlet and Bill and Nancy Worley _.ot Duck Hill, Miss. An
aunt and uncle are Melissa.and Frank James of Paris, Tenn.

•

I

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Anita Ann Feugate and
Larry Don Opperman Jr

Feugate and Opperman
wedding to be on Nov. 7

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 4/071

753-4703
310 South 4th Street
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Carpet • Vinyl • Tile • Hardwood
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Come by & see our showroom giddy'
30Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work
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753-7728

One newborn admission. dis•
missals. andtwo expirations at Muria) Calloway County Hospital,for
Sept. 29 have - been released as
follows:
_ _ Newborn admission
Shci idari baby boy mother:
Kay la Creswell. Murray
Dismissals
Miss Ruth Cunningham. William
Let Barnett. and 1.‘. Hill. all of

Choose from Nawksley f Wight,
iforet, Shadowline, Playtex, Easy
Spirit, Enzo, Selby, tifeStride
and many many more.
natures, Displays and Supplies also Tor Sale.

and

Plant sale at greenhouse

'or .
and

Murray State University Greenhouse on College Farm Road will
have. a plant sale on Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Featured will
be •interior plants and mums;

Calloway County Yearbook Hunt

The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools are in
search of past yearbooks from Calloway County High School and
from six old county high schools at Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Firksey,
Lynn Grove, and New Concord. If you have yearbook that you
would like to donate, call Melissa M.. Green at 762-7374, ext. 184.

çr
•••••

Iv

Hazel.
Thomas A. Grogan. harmitigton. Mrs. 'Emma Louise Ac-Fee,
Cadiz. and Mrs. Beulahl4aidine Driver. PuDear, Tenn.;
Thornas.A. Johnston. Mrs. Hallie -Vv'illiants, Guthrie T. McNeely.
Delbert ••Honchul, Adam Shane
Johnson. and MI s. Iva Lou Cochran,
all of Murray. -

Expirations

Ms Jean Ann Viniard. Clinton,
and Mrs. Mary Kathryn Conley.
Murray.

Bridal \
/4gisitry

Piei 1 Imports
• is pleased to have

Wedding?
Engagement? Birth?

Terry Sudduth

Share it with us!

bride-elect of

as t
- 1.
Bor

wer
the

of the Heart- will be the play presented by the Murray State University - Theatre on Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m. at
the Rbbert E. Johnson Theatre in Doyle Fine---krts Complex. Presentations will also be at 7• p.m. Oct., 8, 9 and 10. For information and reservations- call 762-4421.

join our .
bridal registry.

•
•

Piet1 imports

Wo

A free concert by the hand, Cheyenne, will present a free concert at the Murray-Calloway County Park Saturday from 7 to 9
p.m. Members of the band are Dee Dee Guthrie, David Parr; Doug
Shemwell, Jeff Dowdy, and Logan Dowdy. The band competed this.
summer in the Jimmy Dean Country Showdown where they earned
tirSt runner-up. The concert will be by .the Old Park Basketball
Court area and persons are asked to bring their own lawn chairs_
sponsors are Mattel and Ryan Foods

Ji

Fall 5K Run and Walk Saturday

A hall 5K Run & Walk wiU be Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Lake
Barkley State Resort Park Fitness Center. There wilt be a registration fee. • Trophies and prizes will be awarded. For more information ciaitaet. Pat Board .at the center at 1-502-924-1131.
•k
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Free concert at park Saturday

lid

Jones' shower on Friday
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Calloway County High School Counselors Marilyn' Beale and
,Marion O'Rourke will meet With freshmen,' sophomores and their
parents on Monday at 7 p.m. in the CCHS cafeteria. The counselors will be available ko offer information and answer questions
concerning graduation requirement'', pre-college curriculum, college
entrance cream preparation, college scholarships;-- and financial aid.
For more information call 762-7374. ext. 106.
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Counselors to meet with parents

Call 753-1916

Benny Garland
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Friday & Satruday
October 2nd & 3rd

•

World Famous
#1 Fried Pies
Apple, Peach, Chen5 & Strawb.rn

Hand-dipped SPICY

Corn Does
'Funnel Cakes & Drinks
N. 12th St., Murray
Oe.tteol nevi to l'utkel s

•
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• Urban Legend
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In Murray
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Everything On Sale
Nothing Neld Back!

boilHug
of
1
Rosi

.ay. will 'meet tonight (Thursday) at
RA'S Kentucky 1#469. Mitirr
Public Library. Weigh-in will
County
Calloway
the
of
the Annex
be front 6 to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m., l'OPS
(take off pounds sensibly) is a non-profit organization dedicated to
those interested in weight loss. All visitors are invited to attend.
•'•
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SRIQUTS
of Murray
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SAVE 35%• 75% OFF
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TOPS Chapter plans meeting
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Soybean tour on Friday
A soybean variety, tour will be Friday at "7:30 a.m. at Furches
Farms. located -1 5 miles south of Kentucky 94 west of Murray on

MSU play opens Friday

2 mi. right on Tom Taylor In. IMO yds.
/
641 S. 11

GOING-OUT OF
BUSINESS

Ri

Furches Trail. Displayed will be 40 soybean varieties. Refreshments
wail be served. All area farmers are invited. For more information
contact Johnny Stockdale at 762-7381.

Capt. Anita Ann heugate of Cheyenne, Wyo., and Capt. Larry
Don bpperman,Jr of Los Angeles..Lalir, announce. Men- engage-nient Aid approaching maniage.
Miss Feugate is the daughter' *of Julia Taylor and Robert Manning of Sierra Vista. Ariz., and of Di. and Mrs_ R.J. Feugate •Jr.
•
of Flagstaff: Ariz.
Capt. ihwirnanIJ is_ the. son of Col (reta _aaetilytrs. Larry,
()Reiman of 1.583 Mockingbird. Murray., He is the grandson of
Mrs. Dora Timberlake of Evansville. Tnd.
The bride-elect, is a giaeJuate of St. Andiews Priory Episcopal
School for Girls at Honolulu, Hawaii and of Indiana University.
She is serving as a captain' in ,the United States Air Ewer at EE.
'Warren AFB, Wyo.
• The groom-elect i. a graduate of Fairborn High ,School. Fair
born. Ohio, and of Purlue University. He is serving as a captain
in the USAF at-Leis Angeles AFB,
•
The wedding will be Saturday, Nov. 7, 1998 at 6.30 p.m. at
Mo.
Emmanuel Episcopal .Chuic,h, Webster
A reception will follow at the Lawyersk Club at Metropolitan
Square. St. Louis. Mo.

Call For Openings

753=5227

The Alumni Association of the Murray City Schools will host
events as part of the homecoming weekend. An open ,house will
be Friday from 1:30 to 2-:30 p.m. so guests may view the hall
decorations and join in the Pep Rally. From 5 to 6:0 p.m. the
All-Class reunion and reception will be af Murray Middle School.
Refreshments will be served and a short meeting of the Alumni
will be held. The Murray vs. Heath football game will feature the
crowning of the new queen at 7 p.m. and four inductees to the
school's Football Hall of Fame will be at half-time. A continental
breakfast will be offered to alumni and friends at the Eighth Street
entrance of- the Middle School prior to the Murray State University HomecInning Parade Saturday
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Benefit car wash Friday

Richmond Residential College of Murray _State University will
h!he a benefit ir wash on Friday from II am.• to 3 p.m. at Hardcc's paiktng lot North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. Proceeds
from the event eeill go partly to Murray Fire Department and Calloway Cnty Fire RescueSquad.
-
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Stop By For Your Free Gift!
204) S 4th Si. • On 1 ht square • Murray,759-0015
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Members of the Cookbook Committee of the Hazel Woman's
Club look at their new cookbook now available for purchase from any club member. Pictured, from left, are Inez
Buttery/bah, 'chairman, Pat Latimer, Clarkie Butterworth, Janice Wilkinson and Sandra Gallimore.
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Wallace wins awards

Mr _and Mrs. Chadley Dean Brawner

Rule-Brawner vows
solemnized at church
Sherri Renee Rule and chalky Dean Brawner, both of. Memphis. Tenn., were married Saturday; Aug 15. 1998, at Memorial
Baptist Church,. Murray.
l'he. bride is the daughter of Gerald and Shirley •Rule of Murray....Her. grandparents. aro Clellon Wilkerson and the late Monroe
Wilkerson and, the iate Mr. and Mrs. Witham (Rufus) Rule, all of
Murray. '
• The groom is the son of Teddy—Bra% ner and Sandra Brawner.
Gleason Tt.nn His grandparents are Raymond and Ann
both
Hugueley -and Jeanette Btawner and the late Jessie ,BriLwner, all
of Gleason.
The -Rev. Glynn Orr officiated' at .the ceremony. Soloists were
Rose Carrington and Brad Borneman. 'Pianist was Reba Wade.,
Pat Hollingsworth. tif Meniphis .was the honor ,'attendant. .
Bridesmaids were Tanii Rouse • Scott of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
•
and Hollie Grisham of Memphis
Lindsay. Bray. net of a,teaSon. sister of the groorn, -v-vaTs't junior . bridesmaid. Lacy Arnold of ;leason was the miniature bride
and Keisha Orr of Murray v. as tire flower girl.
• The • trot 's s -father,. Tedd; BtaWner, was best man.
Groortismen tt ere Jamie: Kiruiey-• and Lane Pate, both of •Memphis. and hay Sinvey of Hohenwald. Tenn
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Ross Elkins was the miniature groom, and Coady 'trite served
as the ring bearer
- - Ushers were Terry Rule. Murray, bother of the bride. and Billy
Brownian aird Brad Borneman, both of Gleason.
Anna Ross of Gleason and Monica Collins of Dresden. Tenn.,
were the guest reg,stei and gift • attendants..
A reception toilov.ed the cetemony, in the fellow• ship hall 'of
the church.
The bride. a 1993 gradtrate of Murray State 'University. is currently employed as a first grade teacher at Westwood Elementary,
Memphis City Schools. Memphis. _
The groom. a 1996 graduate of.Murray State University,. is currently employed at ,Vallen Safety 'Supply, Memphis.
The new Mr. and Mrs.- Brawner are residing at 4922 Hidden
Woods Cove, Apt 207 Menipti. TN 38128..
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Mrs. Estelle McDougal was honored with a celebration of her 90th
HAILEY ROSE WALLACE
birthday on SUnday, Aug. 16.
The special event was held in
-the Fellowship Hall of Grace Baptist Church. It was hosted by
nieces, Clara Page, Bobbie Elkins,
and June Hopkins. and' a greatBailey Wise Wallace of Mur- Supreme Queen with the highe.t
niece, Dorinda- Craig.
ray won special awards at the Fall scores in the age division of 0 to
Guests enjoyed refreshments and
Fantasy Pageant by Universal 4 yours. She received a ..%large
viewing, pictures on display of.
Charm Pageants held Sept. 26 in crown, four-foot trophy, four wall
plaques. a Supreme banner, a gar
events depicting Mrs. McDougal's
Milan. Tenn.
early family life, her 32 years of
Wallace, 3. won awards for Best .ment bag. and her national fees
teaching elementary school in CalModel, Best Dressed, Most Beau- paid.
She is the daughter of Ron anti
loWay County. and also a picture
tiful, and Best Personality.
taken in July of this year in which
She was also crowned Overall Debbie Wallace of Murray.
she had killed a 56-inch, snake in
her yard. ;
.Mrs. McDougal was born Aug.
14,- 1908, in Cdlloway County to
the late Joe and Rosa Williams.
She was married to the late Telbus McDougal for 49. years.
ESTELLE MCDOUGAL Mrs.. McDougal still maintains
Every Friday Night
her own home .ani is•a,valued her of First Christian, Church.
and
friends
100
Approximately
member 'of her community in her*
willingness .to help her neighbors.. relatives were in attendance to celShe also remains an active -mem. . ebrate this special event.
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

Support Local Arts
Et oi.N.0.0

Group sponsors contest
the- New York Poetry Alliance Or. JOhii Cusack.
entr'. send a poem 21 Imes
sponsoring a free poetry conto New Yolk Poetry
less
or
-test, open to everyone. Awarded will
New York NY 10116
1588:
Box
:$1,0(X)
a
with
all
in
prizes
28
be
.11
online
ot • enter
cash prize to the winner.
ontest.t.orn.
c
WW.treeprizes
"We award $2i,000 in
annually. This is our most excitW inners will be notified by
ing, contest and we expect (MI
Th.; ,d,eadltne for entering
mad.
discOntest o produce exciting
coveries, said Contest Directoi the contest is Not .2. l998
7-)...t,
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Just What The Dr. Ordered

LAI)IF'S '

•eonsultation anci kevthw citt9rescriptions
•Computerized Records
9nsurance Plans flcceptea
•Pres(ription Pelivery ielvailcibk-

: and
their
counstions
ollege
LI aid.

i
e... ‘116)

.
Wreaths, dried flowers,
and birdhouses
'A London. England - _
shipment just arrived!
Slt Fragrance !-Goldleaf '
and Hydrangea"
!,.‘ Your favorite pet
needle point pillows!
Rooster lamps & more
.
U Unusual furniture & '
some antiques
*U "Paper white" Essential
403 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2017

Bob Dunn, R Ph.• M-F 8-8; Sat. 8-12
109 S. 4th St.• 753-1462 sr

4
*Os0#000410.0:

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club • License #0181

2 Months
/
In Just 111
You Can Graduate With
A Cosmetology Degree!
ENROLL ANY MONDAY
Instructors: Brenda Brown, Mary Ann McCuiston
New Instructor Lottie Futrell Head has returned to Murray. .
Services Oftere<1 Tu

z.eit Coimelology Cchool
/-)
504 Maple • 753-4723

Free with any Estee Lauder purchase of $19.50 or more.

y will
Hard
weeds
;I Cal-

617NoUtb 9th Street

•

ESTEE LAUDER

MOW.

t REVIVAL
Grace Baptist Church

Your liihulous gilt. worth $55.00 includes:
• 2-All Pay Lipsikks (Full Size)
• Blush All Day
With Blu0 Brush
• Splash Away
Foaming Cleanser (Deluxe Gift Size)
• Clean Finish
Purifying Toner (Deluxe Gift Size)
• New Dazzling
ParSamples
de
Eau
Stiver.
Gold and
• Hairbrush'

•

October 11-14
Sunday 10:45 a.m.• 6:00 p.m..
Monday - WeOesday 6:31 p.m.

-1-Tatixelki1 - I or fuer NFL All Pro Linebacker
. John "BULL" Bramlett
Ricky
-.
:
Music
- Shankle

I.

e Place

to'connohear how the meanest hardest
hitting man in professionallootball found the only
peace that could calm his rage.

qi ..tre invited

Nursery AvatTable •'Everyone Welcome

Offer good whtipplies Inst.:Quantities
One gill to a customer during gift time. •

305( N.

40..14

../

•

'r
4.

•.

Prtbiic:

•Chemical flair Relaxing •Facials
•Highlighting dr Tinting 'Manicures
•Pedicures
•Perms
•Sculptured
•Waxing
Nails

COMING SOON!

410

* 91,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
9600 Jackpot Every Week

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

A Gift For You.

HOLLAND.DRUG

, who
from
leh of
1 new
k. All

!

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

dill!
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L- TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES
CALL 753-19116
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New Location - 121 North
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Wright, England highlight telethon
•
A Canadian he,itity tvlio became
a countrt music" siai in America.
and •anothei country slam who is a
former hand member for Garth
Brooks head up the 42nd Annual
Club/NewsChannel
6
Lions
Telethon of Stars Nov 7-8.
Michelle Wright and T. England Will- appear during the 15
hour live ..broadcast-by Nett sChaltnet 6 from J.R.'s FXectitive lun
Showroom in Padueah. It begins
at 10 p.m Nov 7 and ends at. 1
p.m. Nov.
Wright has been de-retoping
Career in the• United States abet
being one of the inost-awaided
artists in Canadian tountly iIiusi
history. She has had .2-2 • tot%oten
hits in Canada

• In addition to Wright and England, the 'Felethon will again welcome "[bays of Our Lives" star
Joseph Mascot°. who has been a
charming. but evil presence on the
daytime drama for. manj, years.
Mascot°, better known as Stefano DiMera. is active in ,children's-charitY causes in many Of
his nationwide personal appear-ances.
This y‘eari.iteseolo is joined
by co-star Tanya Boyd. who plays
the role of Celeste on. "Days."
'Not only an--accomplished actress,
she is also a talented singer.
*Among her credits in the music
field was backup vocalist for Anita
Baker. Boyd will sing several songs
during the telethon. including a
special finale written: by former
:'Days" Star and singer Gloria Loring.
The telethon is open to The public, and there is no admission fee.
Doors open at 8:30 .p.m.
Paducah singer Terry Mike Jeffrey and his band will entertain
the audience during the 9-10 p.m.
wannup prioi to • showtime.
A special autograph room is set
up each year._ and the stars are
scheduled to sign autographs and
answer phone calls from viewers
as their schedule permits. .

MICHELLE WRIGHT
TN ENGLAND
The American hit. "Take It Like
a Man-- fed-tio her winning of art
Academy ot Country Music "lop
Sikeston. Mo and the CommuniLions Clubs tip western -Ken
New Female 4rtist7 in 1993.
ty Developmental Servi.cs Center.
lucky, southern Illinois west Fen
She ha, lit ed in Shasht die since nessee and southeast-Missouri have in Martin Fend 1991 and is busy ,pri.paiing hei been working for months to organLast yea' show raised just
next album. with .Produeei Bitl
lie the telethon tund-raising effort. 'short of S700,000 ,In. the 41 preJoe Walker. Jr.
•
. which benefits tour centers for vious years has raised more than
England, whose first single. 'disabled children and adults.
$14.000.000.
"Should've Asked Her Faster" - I tit> include the Eastei Seals
The money. minus 14 to 15
soared to No. 3 on -the national West Kentucky -in Ptidu..alr, The percent for expenses, stays in the
country charts. generated one ot -Southern Illinois., therapy- Center state where it was raised, and goes
the hottest road show, in counny
aear Carter% tile, the Kenny directly to the four cc nters menmusic
.Rogers
Cerebral Palsy Center in tioned.
,

•

Yates' work to be displayed in Mayfield

.

Eleven paintings. drawing. etch- - eraits in the collection along with tive series created by the artist
over the course of several years
ings. .and collages make up tiles her more abstract pieces
Several of the portraits, as well
,
rules
stiti
as
'Polka
Dot.
display.tor the teature-d exhibit I tie
Art of Lisa Yates" at the Max' . "rg,gbeater- #6" -and "Kevin and as -other works. are on loan from
is:ads
tht viewers of the the collections, ei Yat .
field/Grat es County Art (
.1.1-iid,
and
family
.
wt-cites
.
;
a
hint
of
the
idea
behind
Gallery, 120 N. 8th :St Maytitiitl.'
Yates has pait.t.ipa
.ther woik. but the artist trequent• .
through Nov. 14 '
cram
ar L aild
_
ly
leaves
room f; r the observer
Yates. a Mut ray t arte.t and:an
t
—as at ,
t
find
m
addition,ai
ziL.,.ent
of
.
art_ student at Mwi
State
int 13:
t Nlit
ard in the
Ho,
oe
1111111
ork
veLsity, is t•iiibriting a-•••
cOmbina•
gaud's
ival
cd
art tAs
ileetion
ot
ell
portraits
tion 01 older airtt -newer Works
IMPRESS...)N8
—
--r-TA
an
it(
especSheintS incIudeo several it
She has- also won, aWards.and
been selected "th participate in
eral otherjuried shows in the region.
including the MSU student shows
arid the Yeiser Art Center's .annu
al competitions. .
The reception honoring Yates

will be held Oct. 24 from 1 .to
2-30'p ni -The pbblic is invited to
attend thi,---t-eCeption -and meet+ anti
talk with the artist àliuTrihih
ited,works and her Career in ao
kcgulai hours for th:
tre 10 a.m.tt
30 pit..
through -Friday and 10 a.m. to ;
pat -.sattirda:t s
lite Guild Gallery is accessi
ble_to individuals with disabilities
and all interested people are encouraged to participate 'in guild actiyities.
For more information about this
-exhibit or any other . guild event,
contact th't an guild Office at (502)
247-6971

CELEBRAT

of Collecting
Hallmark Keepsake Ornaments
25 Years

QUALITY USED
VEHICLES
1998 Toyota 4Runner .
Local, cme 'owner, SR5, excellent condition.

.

1997 Cadillac STS

October 3 & 4, 1998
28th Anniversary
Keepsake Ornaments

CONSOLIDATE
'

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo

Only 12,000 miles, full warranty, great gas mileage.

1995 Mercury Villager Van
Local urie- owner, full power, sharp

Nentatt

• ••

Julie H. Lovins and Marilyn lent \ eiser '98 show iii Paducah
Marilyn Alberts works titled
Alberts have been selected as the
1998. featured Artists of the Year. '"Setiarios,- are small autobiogiaphical scenes mostly painted on
al the -Murray Art Guild
wood and inastmite
Air- exhibit highlightikg drcir
Alberts. a it_sak,,, at Etta
works will be shown. at the Guild
sinstilk .1110 .111 .11011111-.: 01 M ti
during the month of tktobta. •
01k.. ltatia.ssee Stati.. i:niver,
A r....eption tor the alums Aid
icceived her bachel,,t smn pami
the
p.m.
at
2-4
horn
be Sunday
tag. She minored it, . ,Iptury .
atto at 10.1 N othisi
Guild
Lovins work titled "Landscapes
She was a recipient .‘I the Out
& More.- includes oil paintings_ standoiL Semoi aw
of Jandscapes..tilI fifes. and porLisides painting,.Alberns teaches
traits.
classes in calligraphy and various
Her more recent work merges - children's art classes
the landscape with still life- and.
tier work is represented in Padconveys surrealism qualities She ucah at .The: Working Artist
has studied painting at Murray
Thp Guild hours are luesday,
State University with Bob Head,
Wednesday,and'Friday train 10 to
,. Sarah Gutwirth and Mia Brownell
In- addition to -the Murray Art f
Anyone interested in becoming
Guild, Lovins is a member of the'
.Yeiser Art Center and the Paduc-- a member ()I the Guild, whether
• as a -pauiter, a crafter, 01 an an
ah Area Painter's Alliance. .
She .has exhibited in several supportet is welt oine Lor mitre
.juried art.shows,includin`g the cur- information. call 7_53409.

WILLS?

.

1996 Toyota RAV4
, . Local trade, excellent condition.
1998 Toyota Corolla

Lovins, Alberts named
as artists ofthe year

TOO
MANY

— CARS & TRUCKS —

. Local, one owner, beautiful car

Hilt. H.LOVENS AND MARILYN ALBERTS

1995 _Ford Ranger Pickup

• Joyful Messenger
•Angalic Flight (gpecial Limited Edition)
• Tin Locomotive
• Halls Station

.,

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

Let A Grange
Insurance Agent
Help You Protect
The Things
Closest To You.

Oran e
INSURANCE
14..,u: paltrier LU poIeclwia

Homeowners ON

Lpcal, one owner, extra sharp.

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

1997 Chev. S10 Pickup Ext. Cab
\;/-6 local trade, extra nice .

VflONIVIDE

1997 Dodge Ihtrepid ES
Locai trade, low miles, ext.ellent condition

1-800-819-7010

1994 GMC Safari Van .

ig6ttodae0/3

Or Visit ,Ju, Websitei
www.natipnw!delending.com

Local trade. very clean, good condition.

1993 Cadillac Eldorado

Crown Reflections Blown
Glass Ornaments

Local, one owner, extra nice

(Ad 54)

.

302 N 12th St.
Murray
753-5842
Tony Boyd

.

1996 Honda Accord EX

These treasures include The Three Kings Collection, a
set ofeight sweet memories "candy"ornaments, and a
variety ofother designs.

Local trade, all options, Sunroof. sharp

A SIX-WEEK COURSE DESIGNED TO
SHOW You How To MAXIMIZE YOUR

,
1990 Cadillac Eldorado Local trade, very low miles, extra. nice.
1995 Chev. SWB Pickup
. -

INVESTINC. POTENTIAL.

'Low miles, local trade. very good condition.
t~1Z

•)11

1997 Chev. Dual Wheel Pickup
' LOcal, one owner, great work truck.

(11661evita,f

1997 Chev. Lumina

.

Local, one owner, low miles, factory warranty.

Chase at least one Keepsake Ornament a
the 25th Anniversary Event, and get 150
Pvintq.
Card =
alimark Geld C

-

1995 Cadillac Deville
Local trade, like new only 35,000 miles

'

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

•

MORE
BOOK-S-CARD 44,

er'1•0

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
759-9758

Is
•

Taught by Betty Boston, Certified Financial
Planner and Financial Consultant with the
Murray office of Hilliard Lyons.

.

P'EPPit-/EL
2420 E. W
czdlo-o8,d
000S-1ct.13,
2s5
Paris
n.3020t
291e
- 6:2-3900

,

IZSZ?
CHEVROLET
g

p

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

a)TOYOTA

I.

October 8 - November 12, 1998
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
To register, contact Murrity State
University's office of Community
Education, 207 Collins Center,
762-3662 or_1400-669-7654. .1.i
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612 South 9th St.

S. 7th St.• Murray

Football

753-9132

7 5 3- 5 7 1 9

Banking
On Laker
Pride!
Dees Bank
of Hazel

MERCURY
LINCOLN

PROUD
SUPPORTER of.
LAKER FoorsAu.
Fat 70 rules.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Member FDIC

701 Main Street

753.5273

D 8D
PLUMBING

IT'S TIRE TIME
*Monarch
•Laramie
*Uniroyal
*Firestone
*General
• B.F. Goodrich

1

HOLLAND
TIRE CO.
East Main • 753-5606

'aducall
s titled
AutobR.

titled kin

ot

Residential•Commercial
•Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work'
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Quarterback Tony Ryan (15) pitches.the ball to tailback Jason Hargrove during last week's 52-17 loss
to Union County.

Open Saturdays Until Noon
CUSTOM EMBROIDERY

Darren Howard

David Ryan

Tele/Fax 753-4736

•

Calloway (2-3)

Make The Play At

Md

1Vt.:1` 1)

at

n palm
iturc

the Out
ri It,It teaches
various
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SCREEN PRINTING •A
308 NORTH 12th STREET
MURRAY, KY
502-753-7743

SUPPORT YOUR TEAM!
I uesday,.
Ffl 10 to

:coining
whet her
an an
IF
mon:

nt
• ct

CAPS - T'SHIRTS - JACKETS
GOLF SHIRTS - SWEAT SHIRTS

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

Marshall Co.(4-1)
Oct. 2, 1998'-- 7:30 p.m.
Marshall Co. HS
Stonecipher,Lakers remain
positive despite injuries

MISSION STATEMENT
The Murray Family YMCA is a not
profit organization, dedicated to putting
-Christian principles into practice
through programs that build healthy
spirit, mind, and body for all regardless
of socio-economic circumstances.
-MEMBER-SERVICES
•Facility opens weekdays at 5- 15 a.m.
•Facility stays open until 10 PM. 7 days a
week
•8 Quinton Treadmills
•2 Transports ieliptical Machines)
•Stair climbers
•Airdyne, Life Fitness upright & recumbent
bikes •Free babysitting offered (selected times
12th Street)
•Wholesome atmosphere,
•Friendly staff and great social atmosphere
("Free equipment orientation & fitness
assessment
•Lap swim
•Music and/or TV while you workout
•Aerobic Classes

- GET A FRIEND TO SIGN-UP
' IFOR THE FIRST TIME)
AND WE'LL GIVE st'OU A NEW
BOLD "Y" T-SHIRT.

As far as injuries go, the 1998 season is one that Calloway County Laker head coach Joe Stonecipher would lite
.•
'to forget.
With the roster already ravaged by injuries, the Lakers
(2-3) suffered two more blows this week with the losses of
light end Chris Jones (spine) and lineman Matt Stone (bad
back).
But if you're looking for excuses or a sad story, Sionecipher's not offering any..
"We're certainly playing some young kids, but we're
still working hard in practice," Stonecipher said. "These
kids want to learn and to things right, They realize we're in
an unusual scenario, but they gave Probably as intense an
effort as they could last week. I'm proud of these kids."
Calloway dropped a.32-17 decision to district foe Union
County last we:a. And it won't get any easier this week at
Marshall County.,who comes into the contest with a 4-1 re-

Wear Your School Colors
& Receive Dinner Buffet & Drink
For $4.99 plus Tax

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

622 South 4th

ing for new wrinkles andarying to retool our offense and
defense to design a game plan that will fit the kids.
"Some coaches wouldn't go jo the trouble of doing that.

but we don't think like that. We want to give our kids every
opportunity to win these games ... We're getting better all
the time, and our kids still have a great attitude about it."

Medium
I 2 Toppings Pizza

$1199
I Valid atma.pe

.rating .tores only Not sahd xxith any other t.tt.
is l'o.tonter pays sale, tax 14 hr re applicable ‘,
Prices
I driver• CAM less than $2000 Cash Nilltle IPLOc C1997 Dornin

US.
BRING THIS IN TO EITHER
BRANCH FOR ONE FREE DAY'
(OFFER EXPIRES 1211198)

ill S. 12th Street.

753-3030
.
I Delivering a Million Smiles a Day.

LOCATIONS

759-YMCA

However, Stonecipher is encouraged about the Lakers'
chances.
-One thing that Marshall doesn't have is the blinding
speed that Union County had," Stonecipher explained.
"Plus, we feel real good about the way, we moved the ball
last week. We had 249 yards.... If we can make,some first
downs and not turn the 'ball over, we will feel real good
about Oilf chances-of winning this game."
Stonecipher said the Laker coaching staff has worked
overtime to make the offense fit the strengths of the players
on the field. •
"We've put.in a new wrinkle to try to help ourselves
against Marshall County," he said. "We're constantly look-

Lx,luties Donurhoot.
Carr) Out or Denver)

TRY THE Y ON

•1510 Chestnut

(5 Points)
753-4295

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

*10 Minute Oil Change

FREE DAY PASS!

209 N. 12th St.

POMO SUPPORTER OF LAKER FOOTBALL!

cord and a No. 8 ranking in the Class 4A poll..

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

4peat 2ie

XXX XX
X X X

111 North 12th St. Murray •

753-1000

Most Major Brands

*Brake Service
*Transmission Service
*Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated
507 S. 12th
(next to Log Cabin
Peltawant)

•

759-2265 759-1529
Professional Lubrication For

Car. Truck. Motor.Home.
•

•

Five Points
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Gimmes,
toughies
highlight
picks slate
It seems like forever since
I've written the Ledgeil
Times' football picks columit.
Actually, it's only been three
weeks, in which time I've
slipped a bit. I now hold only ,a
shaky two-game lead on Scott
Nanney and - while I'm five up
on David Ramey, there's still
plenty of time left in the season
for me to mess it up and blow
this thing.
(And by the way, David,
while I may have too much time
on my hands, it only takes me
about two minutes a week to
pick these games, so don't use
that as an excuse.)
This week's slate includes
some gimmes (Tilghman at Lone Oak, Tennessee-Martin at
Murray State) and some
toughies (Kentucky at Arkansas,
Penn State at Ohio State in our
national pick of the week).
But before this column gets
so long that I have to ask fora
third sports page, I'd betier get
started.
Calloway County at Marshall County: Injuries have hit
Calloway hard this season.
So will Marshall. The Lakers will once again
giye it their all, but Marshall has
a talented bunch.
Added to that is the fact that
Calloway' lost more players to
injury in last week's 52-17 district los,s to Union County while
Marshall is coming off an open
week and should be well rested.
Here's hoping that it doesn't
MARSHALL
get ugly...
COUNTY.
Heath at Murray: Murray
has outscored its last two opponents (that it actually got to play
on the field, not counting Russellville) 114-0.
Pretty impressive, until you
consider the opposition, Reidland and Trigg, which have a
combined record of 1-9. Reidland's only win, of the season
came against Fulton City, which
is 0-5.
Still, if the Tigers can put up
52 and 62 points in consecutive,
weeks, they must be doing
something right.
They'll get even more right
against a weak Heath team (14), whose only win is against -guess who? -- Fulton City. Will.
the Tigers score. 72 this
week?...MURRAY.4.'
Graves County at Owensboro Apollo: The Eagles led at
Jackson,, Mo., last week, only to
lose again.
Graves enters this Class 4A
district inatchup at 1-4 (and they
.didn't beat Fulton, City) While
Apollo is 4-1.-The- Eagles-are-71=0 in district play, Apollo 1-1.
But Graves' district win came
-over Daviess County', which
handed Apollo its first loss last
week.
Given that. the ,game is at
Owensboro, though, give the
edge to. APOLLO.
Ballard at Fulton City: I,
hate to keep hacking on the
Bulldogs. After all, they're just
about the smallest school in
Kentucky that offers football.
But it looks as if last week
against Reidland was Fulton's
last week to get that "0" off the
front of their record (0-5). Ballard's no world beater and the
game is at Fulton, but neither of
those things should be much of
factor...BALLARD.
Reidland at Crittenden:
Darn those Greyhounds. They
had. to go beat Felton City last
See Page 11A
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Young Skyhawks face struggle
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Jim Marshall hasn't given up on
the chance of his Tennessee-Martin
squad beating Murray State Saturday.
But he knows if the Skyhawks
are to pull a monster upset of the
14th-ranked Racers at Stewart Stadium, they'll need some help.
"Murray State will have to let us
do it." the second-year UTM coach
said. "They'll have to throw it in
our hands or fumble it because we
can't match up with them anywhere. It's not even close. We're a
.1V team.Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference contest, which is homecoming

Meet MSU Saturday
-Murray Slate is a tremendous
tor Murray State (3-1, 1-0 OVC),
team, even better than last year," he
kicks'off at 3 p.m.
Martin has struggled to an 0-3 added. "They're very well
mark thus far in the season and is coached." '
Martin has had a rough wayto
coming off a 41-14 Ohio Valley
Conference loss at Southeast Mis- go through three games, being outscored 126-28. IJTM has totaled
souri last week.
The Skyhawks' problems this just 287 rushing yards thus far
compared to 1,051 for its opposeason lie mainly with their youth.
"We've got 31 sophomores and nents.
"They're kind of grasping at
28 freshmen," Marshall said. "So
lining up against a team like Mur- straws here early in the season,"
ray S. tate gives us problems be- Murray State coach Denver Johncause their experience and talent son said. "In their first two games
they were doing a lot of junk both
levels are so high.'

on offense and defense, trying to
fool a lot of people, but at SEMO
last week they played real defense
and offense and just got better.
"People were really hurting
them in their first two games because Martin was trying to give
everybody all of these crazy looks,
but last week they accepted the fact
that they're young and they just
played fundamental football,"
Johnson added."Sol suspect that's
what they'll do here Saturday. You
don't make up for youth and inex,perience,with junk."
But while Marshall hasn't conceded the season, his plan with all
of the youth on his roster is to build
for the future.

"We knew going in that we
would have to do this," he said.
"We're in the second year of a program that went through something
like the death penalty; there's no
other way to describe it. But we're
dedicated to building it back up the
right way.
"You play the cards you're
dealt, but next year we will win
more games than we will lose,"
Marshall added.
Johnson said he thought Martin
was beginning to show improvement from what he has seen on
game films.
"They look like a better set of

III See Page 11A

Kentucky, Arkansas
prepare for showdown
tied his school record by hitting 13 consecutive,
passes. Against Indiana, he was good on 38-of•
53.
,
Last week, in a 51-35 loss to No. 8 Florida.
Couch completed 40-of-61 for 406 yards.
"He's a special quarterback," Nutt said. "He
By HARRY KING
'can throw all the balls you need to throw —
AP Sports Writer
long, intermediate, touch throws."
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — With two emoOn top of that, Couch can move around.
tional victories in the past two weeks, Arkansas
"The thing that's tough is when you've got
coach Houston Nutt said this week's game
an NFL-type arm and a guy that can throw it all
against Kentucky leaves time for only a rapid
over the.field," Nutt said. "The toughest thing
shift in preparation. •
is he's an athlete that can escape, and you've
"The last:twa weeks,there have_beeii a lot of got to work more now on scramble drills bedistractions," Nutt said."SMU Was a big hurdle. cause when he does escape he makes some big
we climbed. Then you play Alabama. One
plays."
week after the next, there is something that'
Because of-Couch, tackling the receivers is a
causes you not to celebrate.- ,
must, Nutt said.
It would*be human nature to take a deep
"You can't give,up the big one," he said.
breath and relax, Nutt said. "But you can't do -The one thing that it seems like he's done
that,"
.he said. "You -turn on the film and here
against everybody is hit the big one."
comes a Heisman Trophy candidate."
Arkansas (3-0) has been much more bal'Nutt. was speaking of quarterback Tim
anced — 745 passing and 635 running yards,
Couch, who broke 17 Kentucky records in 'including 239 passing and 206 on the ground in
1997 and is on his way to another impressive
last week's 42-6 victory over Alabama.- Beyear. Arkansas keyed on defending the runlist
cause of that game, Arkansas vaulted into the
Saturday_versus Alabama. Now the Razorbacks
national rankings at No. 22.
have.to figure out how to keep Couch on the
• "They like to run the two backs at you real
bench. '
Couch's numbers combined with Arkansas' hard and they like to play-action you," said sec' Kentucky coach Hal Mumme.
output suggests Saturday's game has the poten- ond-year
He
also said he- was surprised by the exile of
tial to turn into a shOotout.
the
Razorbacks'
victory over Alabama.
Arkansas (3-0) has scored 38, 44- and 42
"They dominated Alabama in every sense of
points. Kentucky (3-1) has put up 68, 62,31
the word," he said.
.
and 35.
-.
"This is the most important game we've
said.
."But
"We want to scow points," -Nutt
we're more interested in taking care of the foot- ever played here by far," he said Wednesday.
Th is a huge football game. It's a game
ball, eliminating penalties and•keeping our de- "This
where
we can proye that we can bounce back
fense on the sideline as long as possible."
Couch threw for seven touchdowns and set a from bitter defeat, it's a game where we can,
school record with 498 passing yards in ttr stay in the conference race.
• "Basically, you'ye got two teams that are
season opener -against Louisville. The next
week, he completed 32-of-41 for 372 yards and fairly evenly matched that can both Win some
five touchdowns against Eastern Kentucky. He games down the road," he said.

11Former Racer coach Nutt has
No. 22 Razorbacks flying high; UA
concerned about Kentucky's Couch

Southeastern Conference photo

Former Murray State coach Houston Nutt has the Arkansas Razorbacks undefeated and ranked No. 22 in the nation. Arkansas hosts
Kentucky and quarterback Tim Couch Saturday.
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Rookie Spencer
homers as Yanks
beat Rangers 3-1
New York leads series 2-0

'Loveable losers'
no match for
Braves,Smoltz
in opener 7-1
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) --The'-lova e users-were
match for baseball's playoff warriors. The wild, magical ride that carried the Chicago Cubs ,
into the postseason for the first time in-nine years got a
reality check Wednesday in Game 1 of the NL division
series. John Srholtz and the Atlanta Braves saw to that.
Following their usual forrnula — pitching and power
— the Braves rolled to a 7-1 victory and showed no respect for Chicago's. emotional bandwagon. As , Harry
Caray might have'said,"Cubs lose! Cubs lose!"
"We wanted to put a lot of pressure on them right
from-the start, said Michael Tucker, who hit a two-run
homer for the Braves. "If they get down, get themselves
ma no-lose situation, that's pretty toughto be in."
Smoltz _has turned the postseason into his own nolose situation. That is, he hardly every loses at this time
of year. "He amazing," Chipper Jones said. "He can go out
with less than his best Sniff and continues to get people
out. It doesn't manor how he feels at 'this time of year.
He goes out there 100 percent expecting to win."
Smoitz became the winningest postseason pitcher in
'history, pushing his record to 11-3 in 21 starts
bawWH
to break the mark he shared with .Whitey Ford and Dave

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — By today, the whole baseball
world will know the tale of Shane Spencer.Spent eight full seasons in the minors. Bounced between Tiiple-A and the. majors this'year. Put up big Sep-.
tember numbers.
•
Spencer capped an amazing month in which he went
from a virtual unknown to New York's newest hero, homering in his first postseason at•bat as the Yankees beat
Texas 3-1 Wednesday night for a 2-0 lead in their AL
division series.
"He doesn't get cheated up there," Rangers manager
Johnny'Oates said. "He knows what that piece of Wood
is made for, and it's not to clean off his shoes."
The 26-year-old rookie also singledahead of Scott
Brosius7 homer, and that was plenty of support for Andy
Pettitte. Texas. the top-hitting team in the league this
season, has managed just 10 hits and one•run in the series so far — Spencer has outscored the Rangers all by
.
•
himself.
•
"It won't be storybook until it all over." Spencer
,said. "We've still got eight or nine more wins to go.
. "I'm just riding it now, cherishing the moment.
File Photo: Stewart.
Maybe someday 1711 look back on it" he said
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DIVISION SERIES
American League
Wednesday, Sept 30
New York 3, Texas 1, New York leads
senes 2-0
Cleveland 9 Boston 5, series tied 1-1
rlday, Oct. 2
C veland (Nagy 15-10) at Boston
(Saberhagen 15-8), 3:07 p m.(ESPN)
New York (Cone 20-7).at Texas (Sela
19-11), 707 p m.(NBC)
Saturday, Oct. 3
New York (Hernandez 12-4) at Texas
(Burkett 9-13), 1207 p.m , if necessary
(ESPN)
Cleveland (Colon 14-9) at Boston
(Schourek 1-3), 3:07 p.m.(FOX)
Sunday,Oct. 4
Boston at Cleveland, noon, if necessary
(ESPN)
Texas at New York, 7:30 p.m.. if necessary(FOX)

National League
Atlanta vs. Chicago
Wednesday, Sept. 30
Atlanta 7, Chicago 1 Atlanta leads series 1-0
Thursday, Oct. 1
San Diego (Ashby 17-9) at Houston
(Reynolds 19-8), 3:07 p.m.(ESPN)
Chicago (Tapani 19-9) at Atlanta (Glavine 20-6), 7:07 p.m.(FOX)
Saturday, Oct.3
Atlanta (Maddux 18-9) at Chicago, 6:37
p.m.(NBC)
Houston (Hampton 11-7) at San Diego
(Hitchcock 9-7), 10:07 p.m.(ESPN)
Sunday,Oct.4
Atlanta at Chicago, 3 p.m., If necessary
(ESPN)
Houston at San Diego, 3 p.m., if neces- •
sary(ESPN)
Monday, Oct.5
Chicago at Atlanta, 3 p.m., if necessary
(ESPN)
San Diego at Houston, 7 p.m., if necessary(FOX)

National League
(FOX)
Wednesday, Oct 7
Houston-San Diego winner at Atlanta
OR Chicago at Houston-San Diego winner, 715 pm.
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MRS to place four in
football hall offame
from the class of 1955, was selected all-Western Kentucky Conference;all-state find all-South. Rose, an offensive back -from
the class of 1961, was all-WKC,
all-state, all-American, was in AP
all-star and was an Eat-West allstar. The Tigers were state runnersup his senior year,
Wells, an offenive _back from
the class of 1963, - was all-WKC
and all-state and played on three regional championship teams.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High School will induct
four players into its football hall of
fame Friday as part of its homecoming festivities.
•
W.P."Dub" Russell, Dale Alexander, Jimmy Rose and Tommy
Wells will all be inducted,And will
be recognized at halftime of Friday's game against Heath at Ty
Holland Stadium.
Russell, from the class Of 1934,
was an offensive guard and linebacker. He was named all-confer-ence of the "Little 16" and was the
first all-state pick in school history.
- Alexander. an offensive end

From Page 10A
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athletes 'than what they had last
year," he said. "Their problem was
that they were.trying to outsmart
everybody early on and that really
betrays your kids. When you're that
young, slick plays and. tricky ball- handling won't ever allow you to
-.get better.",
The Skyhawks have used two
quarterbacks this season, with
Brock Bailey completing 16 of 47
passes for 123 yards, and John Repella connecting on 17 of 34 for
168 yards. Repellaelhough, has
throWirctrinterceptions to just one
for Bailey.
Adam Joyner leads the Sky.hawks in rushing with 181 yards
while Tim Beattie has gained 99.

product
am and

Indians draw even with Red Sox
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) — There
were plenty of stars in Cleveland's
Game 2 win over the Boston Red
Sox. Dave BUrba, David Justice,
Kenny Lofton and Sandy Alomar
all had big days.
However, the biggest contributor for the Indians might have been
an unlikely-one — plate umpire Joe
Brinkman.
Brinkman [Hew Indians manager Mike Hargrove and starting
pitcher Dwight Gooden out of the
game in the to of the first inning
-.on Wednesday Fired up by the
ejections, the Indians responded
with a 9-5 win over the Red Sox to
tie the best-of-5 series at I-1.
Burba, rushed into,Service when
Gooden was tossed after 22 pitches,

•VIP Suites•Video Viewer,
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massagr

(with Minsk:tor 921 in Paducah)

listener Supported Public Radio
horn Murray State University

Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
753-9586

300 South 4th

Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot_
Owner - Donnie Winchester
0'1 Owner

1991 Chev. Euro Lumina

Sharp

$2,800

1989 Pontiac Sunbird Cony.

$2,200

1989 Mazda 323

400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111

1988 Grand Prix

Moon Roof

V-6 Nice

9:30 am

1990 Cutlass Calais

$1,800

Good Miles

1991 Chev. Corsica

Warehouse
= Tire =

$2,500

75.00-i Vies

$3,300

1986 Chrysler Fifth Ave.
$1,000
1 owner

$2,100
1990 Pontiac Sunbird

$1,950

vs.
UT-Martin

$3,300

$2,500

1993 Hyundai Scope

V-6

RACERS

1993 Ply. Duster

1986 Mazda Truck

V-6

$2,000

1985 Chev. Silverado
$2,500
Truck

$2,300

Homecoming
Parade •
11:00 am
Tent City
Opens

Good
Tickets
Available
Game Day

RACERS

Call 762-4895 for ticket info

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

High Tech Chrome Plating,
Madisonville, Ky

•

Mr. Mulch, Hopkinsvtlle, Ky
Tecumseh,-Paris. Tenn
Kenlake Foods. Murray, Ky
Seaboard Farms, Hickory, Ky.
Alusuisse Composits, Inc.
Bechtel Jacobs. Paducah, Ky
Belcher Oil, Murray, Ky
Ryan Foods, Murray, Ny.
—BellSouth_ Paducah, Ky
r Mattel Murray, Murray, Ky
Sultan Materials

World's Class
Allen's club

Premiums include:

Challenge Grants.from:.

Atochem. Lalv, • ,
www.wksms.stg

Now and Forever

In-home, hotel or office by appointment.

1990 Chev. Lumina

EZ Wash, Pans, Tenn.

r]

Murray State Homecoming 1998

•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion

Thanks to the following companies and businesses tor issuing challengi
grants and_prerniums for the WKMS Fall Fundraiser:

91.3f.

first that included just about everything — ejections, passed balls,
stolen bases, etc.
Gooden, seeking his . first
postseason win, was in trouble with
- Brinkman after just his third pitch.
He disagreed with the umpire on a
2-0 pitch to leadoff hitter Darren
Lewis, yelling when Brinkman
called ball _three.
The umpire started otit from hehind the plate as Gooden motioned
to him that things were OK and he
would continue. Hargrove came out
to calm his pitcher, but onhis way
back to the bench, he argued with
Bfinkinan and was quickly-tossed:.
"For me, it's one of those things .
that happens in the heat of battle'
where everybody's competitive., es-'
pecially in this situation," Hargrove
said.

SATURDAY

1111Imarram

siltEbr

81,000 Miles

(Cooper
TIRES

made it into the sixth inning, and made it obvious they needed a
Justice homered and drove in four quick fix, or it might be three and
runs for the Indians.
out.
"It's almost like you're backed
In a strange way, Brinkman's
into.a corner," said Justice, who hit banishment of . Hargrove•—and
a three-run homer off Tim Wake- Gooden to the Indians' clubhouse
field in Cleveland's five-run sec- might have been just what the Tribe
ond. "I don't want to say the um- was looking for:
pires are against us, but you look
"Yesterday, we were the worst
across the field and see the Red team in baseball," Alomar. said.
Sox want,to .beat you, and then "Today, we're even." •
something happens — you feel
The series continues Friday at
like, man,everyone is against us.
Fenway Park, with Cleveland's
"I think that Makes the players Charles Nagy facing Bret Saberhadig down inside, come together. gen. Game 4 is Saturday, and the
Now it's time, to Come out and teams would return to Jacobs Field
fight"
for Game 5 on Sunday, if -Oreg.:
.. The Indians needed Something sary.
to get them going. They played le"It's best-of-3 now," Boston
thargically and stumbled through manager limy Williams said.
most'of September after clinching
Game 2 will be best rememtheir fourth straight AL Central tibered for the bizarre, 39-minute
tle. Tuesday's 11-3 loss in Game 1
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This week's football picks

week and ruin my chance at a perfect picks week.
Reidland won't win this week,
David Ramey
Scott Nanney
Mark Young
but with Heath and Fort Campbell
still remaining on the schedule, the
Murray
Murray
Murray
Heath at Murray
G'hounds could finish with two or
Marshall
Marshall
Marshall
Calloway Co. at Marshall Co.
even three victories... CRITTENDEN.
Apollo
Apollo
Apollo
Graves Co. at Apollo
Fulton County at Mayfield:
Ballard
Ballard
Ballard
This.shapes up to be a good game.
Ballard at Fillton Cify
Mayfield is 5-0 and ranked second
Crittenden
Crittenden
Crittenden
Reidland At Crittenden Co.
in the state while Fulton County (4Mayfield
1, 1-0 district) is ranked seventh.
Mayfield
Mayfield
Fulton Co. at Mayfield
The Pilots have some size and
Tilghman
Tilghman
Tilghnaan
Tilghman at Lone Oak
speed, but if Marshall county,
TilghHopkinsville and Paducah
Murray St.
Murray St.
Murray St.
-UT-Martin at Murray St.
man all failed to beat Mayfield, I
Arkansas
Arkansas
don't think Fulton County can eiKentucky
Kentucky at Arkansas
ther...NIAYFIELD.
Penn St.
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Penn St. at Ohio St.
Tilghman at Lone Oak: One of
the gimmes.
8-2
9-1
9-1
Last week:
Amazingly enough, the teams
37-11
40-8
enter the game with identical 2-3
42-6
Season:
•
records.
That's where the sutural-ties
my kanney and Ramey are picking Arend. Tilghman has faced the likes schedule, especially not a confer- !Ned in Kentucky almost all
struggling
Martin
is
opponent,
ence
Arkansas,
so
this
born
in
life,
I
was
kansas, I'm going to gamble and
of Marshall County, Brentwood
(Tenn.) Academy and Mayfield, big-time and may not win a game is like deciding between RC and try to increase my lead in the picks
Sun-Drop.
race. KENTUCKY.
while Lone -Oak's slate has in- all year. .
The danger is always there for
cluded Reidland and Heath. And
Penn State at...Dhia State:._ A_
besides, Tilghman is Tilghman and-• the Racers to still be reeling from-----Fermer—Marray--Stiffe—eiiitehBig
10(11?) clash between the top
Houston
Nutt
has
the
Razorbacks
or
are
week's
loss
at
BYU
last
Lone Oak is Lone Oak. 'Nuff
ranked
Buckeyes and the 7thriding
high,
with
last
week's
42-6
next
week's
game
at
thinking
about
said...TILGHMAN.
ranked Nittany Lions. Both are 3-0.
Tennessee-Martin at Murray Middle Tennessee. But an upset? demolishing of Alabama.
It should be a great contest with
Kentucky is playing pretty well
State: The other gimme of the Please. MURRAY STATE.
national
championship implicatoo,
even
though
the
Cats
are
comweek.
tions.
A
tough
one to call, but give
ing
off
a
loss,
albeit
not
a
had
one,
Kentucky
at
Arkansas:
Toughhis
and
Johnson
Denver
While
the
edge
to
the
home team...OHIO.
51-35-at
Florida.
players are careful to say they're est pick-on the schedule.
STATE.
This
orte„
will
be
tight,
hut
since
_their
I'm
especially
torn.
While
I've
on
not looking past anybody

Thursday, Oct.8

Houston-San Diego winner at Atlanta
OR Chicago at Houston-San Diego winner, 7:15 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 10
Atlanta at Houston-San Diego winner
OR Houston-San Diego winner at Chicago. 3.15 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 11
Atlanta at Houston-San Diego winner
OR Houston -San Diego winner at Chi-'
cago. 6:45 p.m._
Monday, Oct. 12
Atlanta at Houston-San Diego winner
OR Houston-San Diego winner at Chicago, 7:10 p.m., it necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 14
Houston-San Diego winner at Atlanta
OR Chicago at Houston-San Diego winner, 3:20 p.m., it necessary
Thursday, Oct. 15
Houston-San Diego winner at Atlanta
OR Ohicago at Houston-San Diego winner, 7:15 p.m., if necessary

id.

ers is a

753-8355

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
(NBC)
Tuesday, Oct.6
Cleveland-Boston winner at New York
OR Texas at Cleveland OR Boston at
Texas, 7 07 p m
Wednesday, Oct. 7
Cleveland-Boston winner at New York
OR Texas at Cleveland OR Boston at
Texas, 3.07 p.m
Friday, Oct.9
New York at Cleveland-Boston winner
OR Cleveland at Texas OR Texas at Boston, 7 07 p m
Saturday, Oct. 10
New York at Cleveland-Boston winner
OR Cleveland at Texas OR Texas at Boston:6:07 p in
Sunday, Oct. 11
New York at Cleveland-Boston winner
OR Cleveland at Texas OR Texas at Bostop 307 p in if necessary
Tuesday, Oct. 13
Cleveland-Boston winner at New York
OR Texas at Cleveland OR So ton at
Texas. 7 07 p m., if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 14
Cleveland-Boston winner at New York
OR Texas at Cleveland OR Boston at
Texas. 707 p in if necessary
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"World Record
' Holder"• Adult
Magazine & Film Star.

•Gift Certificate from Objects on the
Square:Murray. Ky.
• Dinner for two at The lron'Kettle,
Grand Rivers, KY
'
188
• Dinner for two at Paths .
Settlement, Grand Rivers,-Ky
• Beanie Biby Day, Vintage Rose
Emporium. Murray, Ky
• Tickets for the Quein of Clarksville
paddlewheeler
• Pound of coffee for a year. Vintage
gosc..EmRorium, Murry,Ky
• Framed prints trotn Herb Hays
Fuernitire.

SEPTEMBFR n OCTOBER 5

Oct. 7th
90*
Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

thru

10th

.3
NIGHTLY
8 p.m.,. 10 p.m.• 12 p.m.
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Quality Glass At Unbeatable
, Prices
auto glass• table tops • mirror
doors 7 storm windows • slore
• fronts • shower & tub • safety
glass • insulated glass
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Insurance Claims Welcome

McClard's

7
753-452
(GLASI

-,

Football

207 S. 7th St.• Murray

753-9132

WEST KY GLASS I MIRROR
"Your Auto Glass Specialist"
2nd St.(next to Murray Lumber)
So.
203

641 Super Shell

MERCURY

Where Service Is Our Business"'

LINCOLN

24 Hour Towing

Now
SUPPORTER OF
Twat Foorsur
FOR 70 meas.

U-Haul Headquarters
Experienced Mechanic
C)nr)ut

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Hwy. 641 South • Murray

753-9131

701 Main Street

753-5273

West Kentucky
Properties

Tic EVERYDAY SPECIAL

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161.. 1-800-755-1236

All Movies

a

Durbin
Steve
PrIncrgial Broker
Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

7,1

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger &Times
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INight Rental

753-7670
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Serving the area with
Honesty & Experienc

Oct. 2, 1998 -- 7:30 p.m.
753-99
Ty Holland Field
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TIGERS!

Also speciaifizing in commercial, re
cooking equipment, window & mobile

24 hr. Emergency

Owned & Operated By

Glenn Cossey

9307 State

"It hasxiven us a thane...to play a lot of different kids,"
said Fisher."A lot of our younger kids'are getting some experience, and that can only help us in the future." .
Fisher said the younger Tiger players have provided a
Homecoming week is usually reserved for parties, reun•
for the starting unit.
spark
and
fun
all
not
it's
but
ions and various other activities.-this does is it helps get some competition
thing
"One
games for football coaches.
started within the team," he said. "The kids know we're not
."It(Homecoming)is always a struggle because there's a
afraid to play the younger players. It makes them work a
Murlot of distractions that go along with the game," said
little harder to keep their starting position. And that's a real
"ray High head coach Rick Fisher."We try.to tell our kids to
healthy situation to have."
stay focused on the main task ... Without the football-game,
This week the Tigers will face. the Heath Pirates, who
there would be no Homecqming."
have
struggled to a 1-4 mark this season.
According to Fisher, a Homecoming game can also put
While the Pirates' record may not be good, Fisher said
pressure on players to perform.
his squad could be challenged. "I really think there's two gimes that people usually
"Heath presents some problems for us," he said. "They
come to watch -- the Calloway game and Homecoming," played Fulton County tough last week at their place, and
Fisher noted. "That adds additional pressure to do well in
we all know what kind of team Fulton County has."
this game, because this may be the only time some people
Fisher said one key for the Tigers .will be keeping Heath
see you play."
Jessie Sherrill from making big plays.
linebacker
However, the Tigers (3I) are accustomed to handling
"He's one of the better linebackers around," explained
me
big-game pressures.And Murray is coming off a two-ga
Fisher. "They're pretty.aggressiveop front on both sides of
stretch where it's odscored the opposition a whopping 114the ball. They like to run right at you.
0 in wins over Reidland and Trigg County.
"Fulton County run right at us in the first week, and we
Big wins in the last two games has given the Tiger- didn't do 'a very good job of,stopping them. We tend to
coaching staff a chance to get familiar with all of its perhave problems with those kind of teams."
sonnel.
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

J.T. LEE
Jeweler

Jewelry Repair Specialist • Custom Design

Hv

Paint
Plus,

tow'

INTEgRI1T

$2.00 OFF

Custom Cabinets & Woodworking
fr

from

Don Henry State Farm
Agency & Staff
pEoWs Faatur•

212 E. Main St.
W/MYNOW
USE VALVOLINE

•

•Ligh
Tow
.Darr
•Loc
•SfE
.24 F.

(S. 12th) Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Murray

"Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold"
Dixieland Center
On Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky • 759-1141
vi,,A • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

1

QUICK'
BE I

767-9663
It's Not Just Allasne, It's
The Way WeA M Baness
Cabinets • Countertops • Mantels

302 Main St.
Office:
753-9935
Home:
753-1540

Entertainments Centers • Office
Furniture • Repairs
263 L.P.,Nliller

Jeff
Henderson

I.

,
pi
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Theatre to kick offseason
with'Crimes ofthe Heart'

NE41=12

Murrny State University Theatre will kick off its 1998-99 season with a Homecoming production of Beth Henley's "Crimes of
the Heart."
Performances will be at 7 p.m.
beginning Friday and Saturday and
continuing Oct. 8-10, in tAe Johnson Theatre on campus.
Robert Valentine directs the
three-act play which centers on
the story of the three McGrath
sisters of' Hazelhurst, Miss Babe,
the youngest sister, has apparently shot her husband. Lenny, the
long suffering eldest, and Meg,
the prodigal daughter, all come
together in support of Babe.
A nosy neighbor, a long-lost
love or two and an aspiring and
secretive young attorney round of
the characters of what has become
a very popular play.
"'Crimes' has been a commercial success for some years," said
. Valentine. "It has plenty of laughs,
blt there is high drama on stage
as Well."
Valenti% has high praise for
the actors, top. All are Murray
State- theatre 'students, including
Murray residents Meredith Julian,
Timothy Vaughan and Marci Jo
Gardner.
The other performers are: Missy
Denton,. Hattie Whelan and JohnPatrick Faughn.
"This may be one of the best
ensemble casts I've seen on this
stage," he said. "They don't .miss
a laugh or a tear."
David Balthrop serves as both
designer and producer, and Abi-

'le

gail Coyer is the production stage
manager.For.
further information and
reservations, call 502-762-4421.
In an effort to keep voters aware
of issues facing Kentuckians this
fall, 91.3 FM WKMS, Murray
State University's listener suPported
- public radio station, will broadcast two*debates in October between
two.congressmen running for the
U.S. Senate in Kentucky.
In a simulcast agreement with
Kentucky Educational Television.
the initial debate will air at 8 p.m
Oct. 4 with a second debate broadcast set for Oct. 11 at 7 p.m.
The hour-long debates will feature Democrat Scotty Baesler and
Republican Jim Bunning. Coverage of the debates will affect
WKMS -*Sunday night programming on Oct. 4 and II.
On Oct. 4. the_ first hour_ of
Echoes will be pre-empted, with
a special one-hour version to air;
beginning--at 9 p.m- On Oct LI,
Winnie the Pooh and Celtic Tapestry will be preempted. Regularly
scheduled programming will resume
on Oct. 18.
WKMS serves western Kentucky
and portions of the four surrounding
states with National Public Radio
and regional news as well as a
variety of music and informational programming.
Studios are located on the eighth
floor of the Doyle Fine Arts Center at Murray State at the corner
of 15th Street and Olive Boule,
- yard in Murray.

Cinema International
offers French film
Murray State University's fall
edition of Cinema International is
offering its seventh showing,"Marius and Jeanette," Oct. 8-10. The
film will appear nightly at 7:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Theater
campus.— - - "Marius and Jeannette," a French
romance, is the' unique story of
two unlikely lovers who meet under
the most unusual circumstances.
Marius catches Jeannette stealing paint from an abandoned warehouse and instead ,of turning her
in, he helps her paint her apartment.
The two working class people,
living in Marseilles, begin an exciting romance that is an inspiration
to their neighbors but the nkso

tneounter_ an inevitable misunderstanding. The film is in French
with English subtitles.
MSU students, faculty, staff and
cowmunity members are irivited
of
to attend the showings
_
_ free
—•
charge.
The Cinema International Series
is sponsored by the Center for
International Programs, the CurriS
Center, the colleges of humanistic
studies and fine, arts and communication, the departmets of English, history and foreign languages.
the Foreign Language Club, Phi
Alpha Theta, the Office _ of Student Affairs, Cultural Services of
the French Embassy and the Cultural -Ministry of France.

Murray High students
receive scholar awards
len students at Murray High ing challenging college-level coursI -biive been nanit4 AP Schol-- __cA_ at their high schual—are-grad.----• ars by the College' Board in rec,og-•* ed on. a 5-point -scale (5 is .the
nition of their exceptional achieve- highes0.
Most of the hation's colleges
=RI.011 the college-level Advanced
and
universities award credit.
Examinations.
,(AP)
Placement
Approximately 23 percent of advanced placement, or hot& for
America's graduating seniors have grades of 3 or higher.
taken one or more APIxamina- ' More than 1,4(10 institutions
award a year of credit (st...Womore
tions.
More than 200 people enjoyed the music of"8 Seconds"
Only about .13 percent of the standing) to students presenting a
Sept. 18 in the old park on 10th Street. The band played more than 635.(XX) students -who sufficient number of qualifying
some good "foot stompin" and "hand clappin" tunes. The took AP examinations in May 1998 grades.
next concert is Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m. at the same performed at- a -sufficiently high
There are 32 AP Examinations
place. Bring a lawn chair and blanket to enjoy the out- level to.. Merit such recognition.
The College Board recognizes offered. in 18 subject areas, each
doors.
several levels of achievement based consisting of multiple-choice and
on the number of year-long cours- freeresponse (essay of problemes and exams (or their equivalent solving) questions.
The College Board is a notsemester-icing courses and exams).
for-profit -educational association
Ai Murray High School:
_•three stuck nts.qualifieI for the that supports academicpleparatibn
AP Scholar with Distinction Award and transition to higher education
by. earning an average grade of at for students around the, world
PEARL. Miss.(AP) — Outside attending the high school.
3.5 on all AP exams taken, through the ongoing collaboration
least
pain
Yet residents relived the
Pearl High School,a uniformed offiand 'grades of 3 or higher on five of its membei schools, colleges.
cer keeps guard as students attend as similar shootings, happened at
universities, educational systems.
or more of these exams.
class. Staff members patrol the park- schools across the Country. The
organizations.
and
David
"are
enb
d
stun
These
away.
to.
moved.
ing lot 16okitig for anything sus- MIMICfees haveIn all if its activities, the board
Crouch, Nathaniel Hughes and
Florida.
picious.. s•
promotes equity through universal
-- State lawmakers have changed Joseph McKee!.
The .added security is a visible
to highiSTandards of teachaccess
the
for
qualified
students
•two
school
on
crimes
reminder of the tragedy one year the law to making
learning and sufficient
and
ing
by
Award
Honor
with
offense. The rn AP Scholar
ago today. When 16-year-Old Luke campuses a capital
,so that every
resources
financial
3.5
least
at
of
average
an
earning
after the victims.
Woodham went to school, fatally law Was named
on all AP exams taken, and grades student has the opportunity to Sucare
criminal.
unresolved
Still
shot two classmates'and wounded
cases against Grant Boyette and • of 3 of higher on four or more. ceed in college and work.
several others. He had killed his
• The College Board champions
Justin Sledge, teens accused of Of these • exams. 50-year-old mother. Mary, hours
These students are Adam Bart- - by means of superior research;
being. accessories. Their trials are
earlier.
curricular de.velopment: assessment;
nir. and Mark Stockton.
scheduled for later this year.
Although residents have returned
the
for
guidance, placement, and admisqualified
students
•five
Prosecutors have dropped murto their regular routine, things are
charges in the case AP Scholar Award by completing sion information; professional
der-conspiracy
not the 'same in this close-knit
against Boyette. Sledge and four three of more AP examinations, with development; forums: policy analysis and public outreach - educacommunity of 20,090 people. They other teens allegedly involved in grades of 3. or higher.
are forever scarred by violence.
a group with Woodham known as • The AP 'Scholars are Autumn tional excellence for all students.
For .more information about-the
Alcoa. Ellen Carpenter, Jennifer
•
Students at the sprawling ,brick "the Kroth."
Placement program at
Advanced
Cheri
and
Nathu
Kisea
L-eeper.
"It seems to me that. the decischool complex were jo observie
City Schools, call- Dr.
Murray
•Riedel.
.
and
first
the
arrest,
for
to
today
made
was-silence
of
sion
a moment
AP examinations, which stu-. Robert Lewis, AP coordinator, at
two girls slain by Woodham: 16- investigate later," said. Jackson
take in May after complet- 753-4363.
'dents
year-old ‘hristina Menefee; who attorney Wayne Milner, whet rephas
who
teens
.
17-yearthe
of
and
one
boy,
resented
once dated the
. since been cleared. Beyond the
old Lydia Dew.
"I thank God every .ddy," said deaths, -there.are other victims in
Alan Westbrook Sr., whose son . this 'whole sad situation."
Besides the mgment, of silence.
.was seriously wounded.. "That
O
The local chapter of Ronald, children's playroom, purchasing \
phone call will take 20 years off -students are also supposed to sign
room..
entertainment
the
for
TV
new
has
Charities
House
safe:
school
McDonald
your life. I think of the Dews, Mene- a pledge to' pronjote
fees. They don't have a daughter ,ty. There .are plans for .a.- memo- donated $1.500 to ,each of three room rental assistance and replace'
ment furniture.
now. I could just have easily been rial gardenfor Christina an,d_Lydia. area Ronald McDonald Houses.
the
glipparts
'LexrLouis.
S
-cliapreT
-lOcal
in
The
houses
may
family
- The
Westbrook said his
in the.same heat.'
In June, Woodham was convicted ; spend the anniversary retracing their ington. and Louisville wiil bene- houses in the three state area as
of murder and sentenced to. life steps to the.'hospital, where he fit from money raised through local v., ell as awarding grants to notin prison. Mayor Jimmy Foster believes prayers saved his son's canister collections in the McDon- for-profit organizations that have
chitdrene-directed programs in
ald's restaurants. •
said the verdict "is the, one sintor
used
be
will
western Kentucky, southern Illimoney
The.
gle thing that got things over with
put,
to
best
our
tiyirig
"We're
a
of
renovation
and southeast Missouri.
nois
and, got.us together as a commu- this behind us, go on,- he said.
such projects as
nity."
"Since the conviction, there was
some satisfaction and a sense of
closure. You can tell it on the
faces of victims and students,"
said Foster, who has two children

Anniversary marked
in Mississippi shooting

Local chapter donates $1,500
to Ronald McDonald Houses

• Kopperud Realty's
=

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, October 4 • 2-4 p.m.

753-5562
Hwy. 121 S., Murray, KY
C44,444.4 24 Hy Tereelovs 4.

804 Minerva Place

1406 N. 4th Street

Great Location - This 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home on Minerva, close to
Murray High School has central gas
heat and electric air on nice lot.
Many updates. New carpet. Would
consider taking smaller home in on
trade. Vacant and ready to move
into. $99,900. MLS #3001333

This 3 BR/2 BA part stone ranch is
nestled on a large lot beneath beautiful mature shade trees. Boasts a
garden ,spot, apple trees & private
backyard patio. Great bird watching
area from the large windows of the
vaulted ceiling dining room. All city
amenities. Priced in the 80's. MLS
#3001304

St. #98103

$19,475.00
— 1,646.00
— 750.00

Your Price

$32,26500

Your Price

98 Specials

Sold at Factory Invoice
Inv. '12,918°°
98 Tacoma: St #98447
Inv.- '27,55200
98 Avalon XLS: St. #98493
98 4Runner SR5: St #98452 Inv '25,995°°
PRICES LOWER THAN
EVER BEFORE

1998 Chev. Cavalier

1998 Olds Intrigue

St. #98530

St. #98090"

List
Peppers Discount
Factory Rebate

FALL Is pa PLANTING *

S16,060.00
— 1,002.00'
— 1,000.00

List •
Peppers Discount
Factory Rebate

•

14 05800

Your Price

9

S22,000.00
- 1.627.00
- 750.00

'19 623'
9

1998 Cadillac Seville SLS
St #9838o

Trees, Shrubs, Perennials

Starting At

BUI.13-ARE IN

p24.95

Next Spring's Color Is
Planted Now.
- Pink
Red Let Us Help With A Tree Selection

Including. Straw,
Muins, Corn
Stalks, Pumpkins,
Indian Corn

S38,065.00
— 2,800.00
— 3,000.00

TOYOTA

•

FALL YARD
PACKAGES

Lit
Peppers Discount
Factory Rebate

'1 7,079°'

753-1222

711 Main St.

List
Peppers Discount
Your Price

S46,603.00
-6,112.00

'409491°°

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

CC:r
CHEVROLET

Pit-PP/e'S

2420 E. Wood St., Paris•642-3900•1-800-325-3229

hours:7 Koh Sal If 5
rson

St. #98435

Your Price

•

Is

1998 Olds Aurora

ovary

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
800-472-8852
753-1725

ing
eSS

1998 Chev. Lumina

For more information, call or come by...

Him;Hills•
urger P.

1.

All Chevrolet-Oldsmobile, Cadillac,
Toyota Sold at Rock Bottom Prices
List
Peppers Discount
Factory Rebate

f
Our services include:
•Light, Medium & Heavy Duty •
Towing
•Damage Free Towing
•Local & Long Distance Hauling
•S9te, Secured Storage Facility
.24 Hour Emergency Service

OU2TLi

YEAR ENO

VISA

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

dto TOYOTA

fel2

as-

r-
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Nine indicted in Texas carnival death
AUSTIN, Texas (API - The
death of a 15-year-old girl who
fell from a carnival yide was an
not murder at the
accident
hands of amusement company
workers, as prosecutors allege, a
defense lawyer and induktry officials said Wednesday.
Prpsecutdrs took the extraordinary step of indicting nine amusement company executives, employees and inspectors on charges of
murder in Leslie Lane's death six
months -ago.
Holding executives criminally
responsible for the death of a rider
May be unprecedented in the
nation's amusement ride industry,
--- the disti-ict .attorney's office said.
Bob Johnson of the Outdoor
'Amusement Business Association
. also said the Austin indictments

were the lust of a kind tor the
industry.
• "I think they arc being held scape
goats for the tntire industry," he
said.
A grand jury on Tuesday indicted nine people of Yuma, Ariz.based B&B Amusements and Florida-based inspection'company Bob
Gill and Associates on charges of
"knowingly and intentionally" causing Leslie's-death on the Himalaya
ride March 19 at the Austin-Travis
County Livestock Show and Rodeo.
John Yeager, representing ride
owners . Robert Dale Merten Sr.,
his wife, Share Merten, and their
son Robert Merten II, said the
indictment was a mistake .that "not
even a first year law student would
be fooled by."
"However, we now understand

that this indictment has little to
do with justice and more to do
with warping public opinion," Yea- .
ger said Wednesday. "This case is
another example of abuse of the
grand jury process."
The Himalaya is a ride with
about 19 cars that travel in a 'circle in undulating movements amid
scenery painted to look like mountains. A lap-bar secures riders into
the seat.
Leslie was riding with her 9year-old brother and a 16-year-old
friend. Her father watched from outside the ride as all three children
were catapulted from the car. Leslie
struck a wall and died on the platform. The other two children were
treated for minor injuries.
The indictments charge that the
ride was operated too fast, that

the restraining lap bar v.as fas- person who was on the ride with ni‘al equipment tor more than.. 30
tened by a pin that was too small Lane told police the ride operator years, said negligent homicide. is
and that the lap bar's latch was asked customers whether they want- a more common charge -for fatal
inadequate.
ed to go faster.
amusement ride accidents.
The ride was inspected March
"I frankly think this is ridicu:The indictments also allege ,the
9 by a safety consulting firm hired ride- had not been adequately lous," Norton said: "This is a tragby B&Bs insurers. The inspector
ic case, but -there isn't any-point
noted the ride's maximum recom- inspected and that it continued to to a murder indictment."
mended speed at 10 'revolutions operate after those responsible had
Amusement park and carnival
per minute. Investigatiftlw,
o
--been notified the ride was unsafe. _ rids kijl slightly more than five
Attorney Joe Crews said Leslie's Americans a year on average,
Austin American-Statesman that
based
the ride could reach at least 15 parents were devastated to learn that on 25 years of statistics from the
rpms - more than 20 mph - a grand jury found enough evi- U.S. Consumer Producr Safety
dence to indict nine people on Commission. There have been 133
when cranked up to full speed.
The newspaper reported that peo- murder charges, which carry '5 to ride-related deaths since 1973,
ple who rode the Himalaya before 99 years in prison.
including seven in Texas. About
David Norton of Coldwater, one-fifth, 24 deaths, involved
the fatal accidett said it seemed,
to be going too fast and that one Mich., who has been auctioning car- whirling rides such as the Himalaya.

Honda Accord tops stolen list
•

Investment Rates
TERMS

les.
DETROIT (AP)- Car thieves
The top 25 stolen vehicles in
The bureau, based in Palos Hills,
can't get enough of the Honda 1997. according to the National
is supported by more than
Accord,
Insurance Crime Bureau:
insurance companies. It com1,000
Crime
Insurance
The National
1. Honda Accord
bines
theft reports for all model
Bureau said tae Accord was the
2. Toyota Camry
years of a particular make and
most stolen . vehicle nationwide in
Cutlass
3. Oldsmobile
model, unlike a similar annual list
1997. It's followed by the Toyota
4. Honda Civic
issued by CCC Information SerCanrtry, Oldsmobile Cutlass, Honda
5. Ford Mustang
vices Inc.
Civic and Ford Mustang.
6. Toyota Corolla
That company, which also tracks
Other vehicles that rank in the
7. Chevrolet C/K pickup
vehicle _thefts for the insurance
top 10 include the Chevrolet C/K
8. Nissan Maxima
industry, lists the most-stolen vehipickup, the Jeep Grand Cherokee
9. Jeep Grand Cherokee
cles
by model year.
and the Ford F-series pickup.
10. Ford F-series pitkup
The
two- lists feature, some of
The list released Wednesday is
11. Jeep Cherokee
the
same
cars. CCC reported in
based on 447,007 stolen vehicle
12. Cadillac DeVille
March that nine of the top .10
„reports submitted to the nonprofTaurus
13. Ford
stolen cars in 1997 were Toyota
it bureau by member insurance com14. Chevrolet Caprice
Camrys
or Honda Accords. The'lOth
panies. The figure represents 32 per15. Plymouth Voyager
'95 Ford• Mustang.
was
the
cent of all vehicles reported stolen
Grand
Am
Pontiac
16.
last year.
17, Oldsmobile Delta 88
Lists of most-stolen vehicles usu18, Ford Escort
ally lag sales trends by several
19. Chevrolet Camaro.
years. A$ a popular model ages
20. Nissan Sentra
and demand for its parts rises, it
21. Dodge Caravan
moves up on the theft lists. The
2/. Chevrolet Cavalier
hig"fi'ranking of the Olds Cutlass,
/3. Buick LeSahre
for example, reflects the car's
24. Acura Legend
immense popularity in the mid25. Buick Century
1980s. "Vehicle thieves are not trendBuying habit's in different parts
setters," said Ed Sparkman,. sen- of the country also are reflected
'ior vehicle theft 'manager far the in theft trends. American vehicles.
bureau. "They usually go for the are the top targets of thieves in
most popular vehicles because they Detroit and Chicago, pickups are
provide the. best market for stolen most popular in Houston and Japanauto parts."
ese cars lead the list.in Los Ange-

MINIMUM

cURRENT
INTEREST
RATES
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

182-DAY
15-MONTH
18-MONTH
12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

4.00% 4.25% 5.00% 4.50% 4.60%
4.04% 4.30% 5.07% 4.55% 4.55%

tilf,11

NUR
IN
1111 Main,. Mikay, Kentucky 42071
IC, Equal Housing Lender
502-759-9443. Member

HALF PRICE!

BOSTON (AP) - Scientists looked for the defective gene in
have discovered another genetic 358 German volunteers,. 121 of
flaw that seems to raise the risk whom were overweight. Four of
of obesity, according to .research the obese people carried the motetreported in today's issue of the ed gene, but none of the normalNew England Journal of Medi- size people had it. •
cine.
The researchers concluded that ,
Several genetic defects have the bad gene increases growth in
already been found, that increase • fat cells and contributes to obesithe tendency to put on weight. ty in some people
None of them, acting alone, appear
to be a frequent cause of obesiFor all your heating Sety.
cooling-needs...
The latest was discovered by
Dr. Michae,1 Ristow and other
from the Joslin Diabetes Center
in Boston.
The defective gene produces the
protein for peroxisome-proliferalaiwadite avowed*
tor-activated receptor'gamma 2. It
is involved in one of the steps in
Serving the area
the production of fat cells.
The researchers,' working wip
with Honesty &
scientists in ,C.plogne, Germans.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
r
adallorCart1
\

513 S. 12th St. VISA

753-4461

Experience
Mao speciailizing in

commercial, refrigeration
& cooking equipment,
window & mobile home units

Limited Offer
I WEEK

ONLY

Jerr

Glenn
Cossey
XYLICM03400

All Other Same Day Purchases!

Discounts available on all living rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms, sofas, tables, chairs, recliners and more!

Bay At Half Price And Pay. • •
Payments Until March 1999
Interest Until March 1999
Skip 1,filler
sitpununlei.110% loll

Customer
Settisfactimt
Is The #.1 Goal Of
Our Sales Team!

Paducah.

(In Limited Quantities)

Ikritn 'bagful
ifilh SInTI
kl

p•

305 \er111 Maiti sireel
Benton. I%)

NI

Julie Ilarris

at

supertesitt. IIii (41
Paducah.

at
at
at

•With Qualthed Purchase & OAC ••Exclude•

loe Pr,.,,:

no,.w..;, i. proJI 5,11e Items, & Room Solutions Does Not Appls To Pre,mus Purchases I ,mited Quanttltes on Closeout Items Not all hems at all mums items similar Au ShoN n

*Kitchen Cabinets
'Office Furniture &
& Vanities
Entertainment Centers
*Solid Surface Countertops

5.

Mcrgie Jennings

If
no
fern

'Buy any 1 itern at sale discount pnce and get The 2nd of equal or lesser value at one half the retail price - you choose the item'

Also available at The Garden Path
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • 753-0508

301 Andrus Drive • Murray

Do you
hire 5 p
surroun
am look
willing t
would
expect I
have th
you an

Plut Take 25% to 40% Off

19 Varieties • Potted & Dig-Your-Own
489-2462

502-759-9672

Do you

.. .alon9 with the latest new styles in home furnishin9s from Broyhill,
Thomasville, Henredon, Lane Action and many other top mumfacturers.

3029 Butterworth Rd.(299 South)
Near Stella, just off Hwy. 121 North

Custom Cabinets
Woodworking

SAL
UNI

Fall Has Arrived At Fleming Furniture

753-9911
9307 State*
RL 94E
Murray

50% LESS

'tree lc

Save In to 40% Off Your First Item
& Save 50% Off The 2nd Item Of
Equal Or Lesser Value".
We Don't Tell'You What's Half Price You Decide - It's Your Choice!

24 hr. Emergency
Owned &
Operated By

Availa t
Our m
sive
Skillec
or C
With I
gwdeli
ment,
Insura
portan

ink

Buy Any I Item At The Low Sale Discount
Price & Get The 2nd Item Of Equal Value
At One Half The Retail Price

Defect linked to obesity

01
02
02
03
04
05
06
07
10
11
12
13
14
15
15

Division of Kefley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Design
Assistance
Available

VISft

us at vAwi.ft

Supercenter 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
MOW Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-5 • Friday 10-8
305 North Main Street, Benton, KY
0999e, Deily 9 to
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224
Fotis 9 to 6
451 South 16th Street, Paducah, KY
Op.', Doily 9 to
_ 442-4465 •
Friday 9 to 0
1-804562emingtur.co
•

Not al hierchandlaa at all tocanitss •Lonspettble rev.. ko SIMON masehasdlite Thies lele9;06 ealosa am ptovetan as a clods to It. range at Nellong prIcns v Or markets ir ross 11101.,try
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CLASSIFIED

fan. 30
:ide is
r fatal

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

ridicua (ragpoint

CLASSIFIIF:14 Al) It ATFS
Display Ws
2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run
Discount
$6.25 Column Inch, 40%

anuval
in five
, based
nn the
Safety
en 133
1973,
About
volved
nalaya.

S2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads
30s per word. $600 minunum la day tie per word per day for each addwonal consecuuee da

f All 3 Ads Mbar Raw WaA.6 6 Day Perwal ;

ads
$2.00 extra for Shopper(rues Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide )12.00 extra for blind boa

= Just Say "Charge It"

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

160 Home Furnishings

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
W•dnesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check thi,
first insertion of their ads for any erro,
Murray Ledgty & Times will be respor
sible for only one incorrect insertior
Any error should be reported immedi
ately so corrections can be mad e.

Yard Sale Prices
1 x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 Insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

320
330
340
360
365
370
380
300
400
420
430
435
440

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever

d er

For tree
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service'

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
AWARD WINNING Billy
Ray Cyrus concert tickets
starting $20. Frankfort Civic Center, October 9th8:00pm. Group rates. Call
Ticketmaster now 606281-6644 or 800-MDAVENPORT.
BIBI...E message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size. $31 50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career? Do you want to earn $50K+ per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for trust be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from tne people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explaw the benefits our compahy has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call for directions it needed No resume please.
i hire people, not paper. E.O.E.

103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621
IA'

Quality Bedding at affordable prices
Come see wlit you've been missing
1;1
Mattress sets starting at
1-Arave Mew,
WM TircriAel
Total Cleaning Service'
759..4222

-General Cleaning
-Churches
-Residential
-Commercial
-Bonded &
Insured

-Carpet &
Upholstery
(Pet Odor)
-Stripping
& Waxing
Floors

Owner - Beverly DeVries

Card of Thanks - In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

ppy Virthelay

T&M PAWN &
VARIETY SHOP
Opening Sat. Oct. 10th.
Located across from the
Hardin Post Office
Financial

HOME LOINS

1

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles
480 Auto Services
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Supplies
Pets & S
P
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

020

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323

Deadline
Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
_Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wod. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p m

We lend money when others
won't Been turned down by
a hank or mortgage compa'Bankruptcy. Divorce,
ny
Medical bills? If so, call
Jerry R. Chumbler U.C.
Lending Co. 1-800-4397158 or 502-443-7151 to
purchase, payoff land contracts. refinance, remodel. or
debt consolidation
1
•L

DRIVERS AND OWNER
Needed
OPERATORSwith flatbed experience to
run the Southeast. Home
weekends, terminal pay,
great benefit package. Call
Welborn Transport 800828-6452 ext. SCO2.
ATTENDANTS needed for
massage, body shampoos, DRIVERS, 0TH- Make a
& hot lotion application full- move in the right direction!
time & part-time Earn Drybox or Flatbed. Home
$500+ per week. No expe- most weekends! Top pay,
rience necessary. Will 90% no-touch, year-round
train. Apply at: Murray riders, assigned tractors,
Men's Club Salon & Spa. 401K pension, full benefits, optical, dental, pre304 Maple St, Murray.
scription card. Why wait'?
759-9555.
800-938-2473-George, 7
TRUCK
ATTENTION:
days a week. Cardinal
DRIVERS! No experience Freight Carriers. CDL-A
needed- C.D.L. training with HazMat required.
provided! Earn $678 a E0E.
week. No employment
0TH- What you
contract! We need Ken- DRIVERS,
you get! Coveis
tucky trainees and experi- see what
800-441nant
Transport
enced teams or singles
4394. Experienced drivers
now! 800-616-5055
and owner operators 800
AVoN
338-6428 Graduate stuEarn extra money for
dents Bud Meyer Truck
Chnstmas now!
Lines, Refngerated Haul1-888-669-6820
ing. Call toll free 877-283Ind/S1s/Rep
6393, Solo drivers and
AVON PRODUCTS- Start contractors

Oh, No! The Big 5-0!
Who's this cowgirl, do You know?
.Even though she loves her horse
More than she would a pony
It still doesn't measure UP
To the love she feels for Tony!

NURSES AIDE
Work all shifts as
needed. Must be
Position
flexible.
could work into fulltime. Prefer experience. But would
train. Mature individual who enjoys working with the elderly.
atmosPleasant
phere, good working
conditions.
Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Drive
Murray
EOE

4

DRIVERS- Teams & Solos. 3 months + school
min. Exp., drop & hook no
touch freight, assigned
cony.. Freightliners, excellent pay and miles; incredible benefits & miles. miles,
miles Celadon Trucking,
800-729-9770

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

DRIVERS. OVER THE
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
VISA
sides, late model conventionals 3 years experi753-1916
Cal/ Us Today.'
ence. Start .300-.33 a
mile
benefits. Cad 800444-6648. $1250 sign-on ,SAGLE TRANSPORTADRIVERS NEEDED
TION- Subsidiary of Eagle
bonus
Carriage Services, Inc
Dedicated
Rollins
0TH
seeking
is
Industries
DRIVERS- Hiring driver
for DOT qualifieq
opening
has an immediate
trainees, experienced driv- drivers. We otter above
at least 2 year
with
drivers
and
benefits
pay
average
trailer
tractor
ers & driver trainers,
primanly over the road
Home weekends, late
is
Work
expenence.
full
"CASH" - Immediate $$ for your own business. Work DRIVERS, OTRweekends,
most
Home
You
steady: home each week. You will earr
structured settlements and flexible hours. Enjoy unlim- snooze. you losei immedi- benefits, top pay and model equipment, medical.
dental, Me insurance.
deferred insurance claims. ited earnings. Call toll free
excellent wages and a full benefits packagE
equipment. advancement
• for
opening
ate
401K and the stablity proJ.G. Wentworth
Experiincluding major medical, vision, dental, pre
Owner/Operators, 0TH & opportunities_
888-561-2866.
888-231-5375
In- vided by rapidly growing firetirement program, and mucr
800-366-0250,
enced:
scription,
teams
drivers,
Regional
AVON Sells Everywhere!
nancially strong company.
800-206experienced:
CREDIT Problems? Then
further details, call (502) 753
For
800Top
Pay!
more.
Earn $8-$18/hr. No door to and more!
Requirements: CDL with
(eoe-m/f).
we can help you. Debt &
7364
pass DOT physical examinatior
Must
564-6262.
1156.
1-800(18yrs+)
door req'd
safe driver record, minipersonal loans available to 230-4030 Inci/sIsirep
screen.
drug
and
mum 1 year experience.
suit your needs. Please
Apply in person or send
Equal Opportunity Employer.
for
needed
BABYSITTER
call 1-800-837-6099.
resume to: Eagle Indusinfant in our home. LocatHOME EQUITY LOANSOctober Special!
tries, 610 Hope Street,
ed 13 miles, east of Murray
Debt consolidation: 125%
Bowling Green. KY 42102
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
on Faxon Rd near lake.
diA 1$vequity loans; single/double
EEO.
502-843-3363.
October.
of
the
month
Mon-Fn.
%.
through
./
7am-4pm
Hours
II
wide with land OK; pay off
/
Would consider full time or
it
Industrial Electricians
Mill
FREE TRUCK DRIVER
Need Furniture? Bedding?
land contracts. BankruptIlli ma w - -- - -isSI
part time. Call 436-2626
conWith
no
TRAININGApply
OK.
Sheetmetal Workers
credit
slow
cies,
For the best possible prices with FREE
and leave message
iii ... 7i ,1II jp
tracts or paybacks. We
by phone, Black Diamond
Millwright
go to...
and
setup
delivery
Journeyman
Banker
COLDWELL
MP
have carners willing to pay
Mortgage, 888-395-1115.
ptical
Millwrights/O
Woods and Associates is
for your training Call 800HOME LOAN FOR VET- expanding. Agents need1
Alignment
865-7284
ERANS- 100%.purchases,
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
ed, training available_ 753HAIRDRESSERS AssisGood Wages & Fringe Benefits
900,o refinance. Up to 1651.
(across from Memorial Gardens)
positime
part
&
full
tant.
$144,000 at low rates
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
COMPUTER Users NeedPkg. Per Diem "When Qualified"
tion assisting & reception
Phone application 9amWith 12, 24 or 36 month financing
hrs. $20kown
Work
ed.
Liwork. Hourly wage KY
6pm. Call Mortgage ReFree Delivery • 753-4566
$75k/yr. 1-800-348-7186
cense a must. Call 753sources, Inc. Toll free
x486
6263 for interview.
888-222-8004.
DOLLIES
MAKE money at home
Debt World Class Men's Club
HOMEOWNERS!
Easy work, excellent pay
Borrow now hiring entertainers.
consolidation!
Employment Opportunity
Send SASE to Ace FinanToo Earn $1,000 plus per
No Problem!
$25,000-$100,000.
cial Publications, PO Box
many bills? Home im- week
Managers, wait383, Murray, KY 42071
Apply by resses & door persons
provements
The Calloway County Det ntion Center
phone/24-hour approval also needed Work for the
NO COLD CALLING - Reis accepting applications or full-time
Call
around.
No equity required_ Plati- best
ferral basis only. Lexington
entry level male/female deput:o jailer,
num Capital 800-523- (901)247-3965.
based financial services
starting pay of$8.00 per hour.
Justin Crosser
5363. Open 7 days,
company seeks area rep&
A
www platinumcapital corn.
to
service
resentative
FINALLY'DRIVER,
Repair, Upgraae, Trair
expand client base. InsurJob descriptions and applications may
company that caters to the
& lnslation
NO DOWN PAYMENT? needs of its drivers!
ance background helpful
he picked up at the Detention Center
Problem credit? Own the Solo/Teams /Owner OperCompany provides training
•(502) 759-8662•(501)853-3967
during business hours (8:30- a.m.-4:00
home you need now, with- ator, 48-state regional op& benefits Call Bob Tay1709 College Farm Rd. Murray, KY 42071
out a big down payment
lor, 606-299-7656
portunities. excellent home
if time & benefits Call 800Complete financing
ON site caretaker for 8 unit
qualified DeGeorge Home 553-2778
Deadline for returning applications is
complex Yard up keep &
Alliance 800-343-2884
October 2, 1998 at 4:00 p.m.
DRIVER- Kentucky based
maintenance Perfect for
REFINANCE FAST! fkver- teams and solos needed
apof
retiree Send letter
d Why Pay Higher Prices
•
,
the-phone! Need secNd for our cross-country. reThe Calloway Count;-Detention center
plication to PO Box 1040
chance? Credit problems-' gional and dedicated runs
LEM On A Rental Vehicle?
an equal opportunity employer.
is
F, Murray, KY 42071
Bankruptcy- Foreclosures- These opportunities are
Electronic
OK Starting under 7°..- limited and are available
PART-TIME
Platinum on a first come first serve
8 973
APR
Clerk/ Tech Must have
Rental and Sales
Capital. Nationwide Lend
knowledge of soldenng &
basis You must have 1'
We are seeking a "people person who
112 So, 12th Murray, KY 42071
800-699-LEND
er
use of DMM .Apply in peryear verifiable 0TH experiwww.platinumcapital.corn
Phone: 753-6910
son at The Electronic
ence and a CDL with haz
would enjoy working 8-16 hours per week
Clinic. 100-A S 13th St.
mat Call immediately!
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
coordinate and implement memberto
WHEN THE BANK SAYS Con-Way Truckload ServMurray No phone calls
Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
ship sales and retention activities in the
NO- Call us, Consolidate ices.
800-555-CWTS
please
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.
0,0
loans.
125%
&
Western Kentucky area for a statewide
debt 100
(2987) EOE
PART-TIME help wanted
purchase and refinance,
association. Compensation for this
trade
Apply at Pam's Deli &
turned down elsewhere? DRIVERclip to $700 a
Cakes. 410 Main St, Muris $10.00-15.00 per hour based
position
Little or no equity loans week orVtation pay Up
No phone calls
ray
plus attainable bonuses.
experience
on
for all credit Midwest Na- to 35C a mile to start'
please
Ashometime
Jhe ideal candidate would be semi
tional Mortgage Banc Inc. Great
PART-TIME position avail• Call toll free, 888-548- signed, all conventional
reticed, looking for supplemental income
able at The Stella Grocery.
License fleet Lease purchase opHUD
8308
and challenge. Must be willing to travel
Apply
Hwy 121 N. Murray
k
*
47284000002, HUD Li- tions Boyd Bros 800-543
in
person
3-7pm
Mon-Fri
and provide personal reliable transportacense N11501-00003
8923 EOE
No phone calls please
tion on a mileage reimbursement schedAvailable
POSITIONS
DRIVERS, AVERITT EX
ule. Sales or vOlunteer coordination
Lost and Found
CD's
Persons needed to prePRESS- Start at up to 32c
is desirable. To apply for this
experience
pare income tax returns
411$. 11.-9 CO •
Car Audio
LOST Male cat Blue a mile. Straight pay. Top at
fax- Current resume and
position,
We
please
employment
Seasonal
Point Himalayan lost near 35c a mile in as little as 24
rd Musk
will train Call 753-9204 or
Bouleva
of
letter
502-451-5551.
to
interest
weekly
months
Home
Oaks Country Club
753-0113
437-4531
Dixieland Cont•r
800-WORI4-4- US EOE
753-9570

BILL PROBLEMS? - 800408-0044 ext. 1027 9am9pm. 7 days. Debt consoliloans/programs
dation
available. Bad credit OK.
No advance fees! Free
Non-profit
consultation
payments.
Lower
AmeriDebt.

WANTED:

Wiggins Furniture

Call 1-800-335-0324 Ask For B.J.

Crossed'Wires?

Tech Support
Specialist

-r-COMputer

"STOP"

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for pre
ferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER,PATES AT MOST AQES

•

age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$12 48
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-41e9

HALEY'S

.//f/ALPINE.
)ockforcirosciab.

clarion. rapes
Sunset

Orb

Cr
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMp

•
150

070
Domestic &
Childcare
SALES CLERK
Charlie's Antique Mall in
Hazel is currently seeking
a Sales Clerk Position is
mainly for weekdays with
flexibility to work some
weekends. A total of 25-35
hours per week can be expected Hours will be between 10.00 and 5:00
whole or part depending
on our current needs for
the week. Successful applicant must be honest,
dependable, friendly. energetic, organized and have
a willingness to learn
Must have some typing
skills and not be afraid of a
keyboard.
computer
Knowledge of antiques is a
plus but not essential.
Must be willing to do all
aspects of the job including dipping ice cream in
our Soda Fountain, cleaning. and some lifting.
Please send resume to
Charlie's Antique Mall,
P.O. Box 196, Hazel, KY
42049. EOE. No phone
calls please.

IN home license daycare
close to town now has
openings with daily activities 767-0791
PARENTS, Do you need a
Friday night out? Home
daycare in town is open
nights
until
Friday
12 00am. 759-4649 •
WILL sit with sick/ elderly
References available 7530416

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America Call 11am4pm Mon-Sat, 753-0580
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has a full-time entry level
sales position available.
Hours are M-F 8am-5pm.
Call Charlene in Sales after 330pm. 759-1600
TRUCK DRIVERS NEEDED- 160 jobs open now.
No cost CDL training available if qualified. Eam 500800 or more. Home most
weekends. Call, 800-4824268.
WANTED for the new
school year schedule:
Someone to babysit my 2
children, in my home. Ideal
for part-time work or a senior in high school. For in
terview call from 4pm-6pm
Tue-Sun. 753-3474.
WANTED- SECRETARY/
OFFICE ASSISTANT
Good communication, tupmg and computer skills are
a must for this position.
Minimum 30 hours per
week with possible upgrade to 40 hours per
week. Send typewritten resume to P.O.Box 1040W,
Murray, KY 42071.
WANTED. Dancers & waitresses at the Foxy Lady,
Paris, TN. Please call 901642-6177. Make at least
$500/wk.
070

AFFORDABLE child care
Lynngrove area
.
435-4189
B&G Cleaning Service.
Spring Cleaning. Churches. Offices. Homes. Call
for appointment, 753-9188
or 1-901-644-9849.
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553.
ERRAND SERVICE
Not enough time to get it
all done? Let us run that
errand for you. Shopping,
pet service,' home check.
Call 436-5372, Mon-Fri.
HOUSE Cleaning- Honest
& reliable christian with
Call
reasonable rates
753-5612 after 5pm, leave
name & phone #

ARBONNE International
Pure Swiss Skin Care &
Nutritional needing consultants in this area Mercedes program
1-800-475-6051
OWN YOUR OWN- Apparel, shoe, westernwear, lingene. bridal, gift or $1.00
Store. Includes inventory,
fixtures, buying trip, training Minimum investment
$18,900. Call Liberty Opportunities. 501-327-8031
WORK From Home. Markets in herbal, botanical,
Swiss skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products.
Mercedes car bonus. Unlimited income. Call Pam
Perry, 502-522-8758.

ANTIQUES & collectibles.
1 piece! or all. Call 7539433.
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis
tols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
WE are looking to buy
mostly Pre- 1970 toys, robots, cars, trucks, play
sets, dolls,. anything considered. We also offer Internet Service to sell all
kinds of items. Top prices
from all over the world.
Check out rates, best in
the area! Call Kerry or Judy 502-759-3456.

150
Articles

ForSa)*
1997 CRAFTSMAN riding
mower, 191/2hp, 43" cut,
$800. 759-0197, after
4prn
6X12 TANDEM trailor, hyd
brakes. Like new, and diamond plate. $1,400. 7537443.

I

• Aerators
• Spreaders
• Blowers
• Tillers

"One Stop Shopping"

$08 Coldwater Rd., Murray

Ito 6,4
grelizeivac
"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming'
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimate
i Hedge Tnmming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

Sati

KY 31 F esque seeu
75c/lb 502-345-2545 or
502-382-2207
LEER topper, red fits
Dodge Dakota extended
cab, 64X80 Good condition $350 obo Call 4748340 after 6pm Please
leave message
LIQUIDATION SALE- All
drapery, upholstery, designer fabnc October 131 1996 for the public
Revelation
Wholesale
Fabric, 193 South Main
Street, Russellville, KY
1989 SUNSHINE 14X76
42276, 502-726-2829
2br. 2 bath (garden tub).
SEE us for your barn or extra clean
Must be
root metal Cut to length
moved 435-4305
Covers 36 inches, many
CHANDELIER
colors. Economy Metal & 1994
28X44, 3br. 2 bath, fireSupply Co 489-2722.
place $27,900 753-1975
STEEL BUILDING SALE!
FLEETWOOD,
Factory direct final clear- 1998
ance! 25X30 value $8.768, 16x80, option to buy or
now $4.142! 40X62 value $550 rent Must see'
$13,164, now $6,687! /59-317b
50X94 value $24,656, now MOBILE HOME :LOANS$12,899! Many others!
5% down, Refinancing/
800-286-3196
Equity Loans Free sellers
VERY
efficient
wood kit. Land or Home loans.
assumable
stove, perfect fOr garage, Repo and
loans. Green Tree Finanshop or home Call
cial, 800-221-8204 or 800759-4630
554-8717.
WOLFF TANNING BEDSMUST SELL! Older model
Tan at home. Buy direct
12X65 2br, 1 bath. has
Commercial/
save!
and
Asking
room.
utility
home units from $199.
$2,500. 759-5426.
Low monthly payments:
Free color catalog. Call today 800-842-1310.

1994 Atlantic
16 x 80
mobile home,
3 bedroom.
2 full bath.
Call

759-9215

111331 Apoiance3
LIKE new washer $150
759-0585

2BR mobile home, 641
North $225/mo, deposit
753-5165
2BR, 2 bath in country
753-0416

REFRIGERATOR & stove,
$150 759-0986

2BR, 2 bath. Rent -to own
in Grogan's Trailer park.
WASHER & dryer set, Central h/a. Coleman RE.
$19 95/wk Call 753-4663
753-9898.
SMALL doublewide
753-6012
2PC living room group
$14.95/wk Call 753-4663
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk Call 753-4663
SELL, Buy, Consign preowned, good used furntture & accessories
753-2733
VERY nice dining room
suite & china cabinet, 5pc
bedroom suite: antique
settee w/2 chairs. Antique
Baldwin piano, solid wood
captains bed, bunk beds &
chest to match. Call 4892715.

VERY nice 2 & 3br trailers,
1/2 mile from campus. References required. No pets.
753-9866.

MOBILE home lot nea
MSU 753-9866

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621
CASE Bac-:4 trach.' 3pt
hitch, wide front, $1,300.
436-2834.

NEW Holland 3930 tractor
DEVILBISS MC44D oxy- 8mo old with attachments.
gen concentrator. Cost $21,000 obo Must sell
$3,000, asking $1,000.
436-5744
Nearly new. 759-1154.
VERY good Massey FerFISHER wood burning guson tractor 175 diesel
stove, $375 753-3802
w/bushhog, grader box
FOLDING & adjustable blade, factory front end
walker, like new, $25. 753- loader, good tires, pis,
$7,000 firm Case 530
8119.
Backhoe, good condition,
FOR SALE: Princess &
good tires, diesel. $7500.
Beanie
Babies.
Erin Ty
753-2905.
Call 492-8566.
INSULATED
METAL
BUILDING- Panels and
storage buildings. Sell by
the truckload or by piece. SEASONED firewood DeRock Bottom prices! Bar- livered 474-9712
ton's. Highway 6, Woodbine, KY. 8007632-8093 or
606-528-4542.

753-5726
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
• Mums
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Fertilizer

Artictee
For Sale

DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/Mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt
753-4451
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-4509, 753-6612.
SMALL business or office
space. Paid utilities.
753-6106.
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting a
$200/mo. 753-4109.

11.2 BLOCKS from campus, 1 or 2br apt with
study room both have
elect heat, window air, records of electric bills, 1
has new stackable w/d,
some pets OK Available
Oct 1st $300/mo. $300
deposit Call 753-4249

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w(washer & dryer, furnished near MSU
Inquire at 1210 Main St
753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm
NOW available- 1br apartment furnished and paid
utilities Lease and deposit
required Near downtown
1BR apt, neatly furnished No pets 436-2755
or unfurnished, includes NOW taking
applications
refrigerator for 1, 2
&
stove
& 3br apartments.
$295/mo plus deposit
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart753-3283
ments, 902 Northwood Dr.
1BR Diuguid Dr Call Cole- Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984. TDD# 1-800man Realty 753-9898
1BR near campus No 247-2510.
UNFURNISHED 2br apartpets 753-5980
1BR, $225/mo Coleman ment in duplex with w/d,
retngerator, range, carpetRE. 759-4118
ed, a/c. Close to campus,
2BR apt in Northwood
quiet neighborh000. Yard
$325/mo 759-4406.
work required. $400/mo
2BR duplex on 1304-A with references & deposit.
Valleywood Di $375/mo.
Call on Fri. or Sat. 1701
/ 59-4406.
Hamilton. 753-4054.
24314- dTiplex,. central h/a, UPSTAIRS apt. 2 large
dishwasher, microwave, rooms plus kitchen & bath.
w/d hook-up. No pets. Near hospital & downtown.
$420/mo. Security deposit. Water, heat & satellite TV
492-8393.
furnished. $360/mo.
753-9211.
2BR upstairs apt, water &
garbage paid $250/mo VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplus deposit Call 753- plex, -central h/a, fully ap8355 between 8am-5pm plianced, w/d hook-up,
carport, clean. $560/mo
M-F
Crystal
2BR, 1 bath w/carport, plus deposit, lease.
759-5477.
Ln.
Brook
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 1 bath, stove, refrigerator, washer & dryer,
close to MSU & downtown
$340/mo 753-7207
2BR. 202 S. 11th
8101

753-

FOR Rent: Private rooms,
28R, central gas h/a, apprivate entrance, utilities
pliances
furnished.
paid by owner. 759-9525.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
.
room.
753-9898.
SLEEPING
2BR, take over 1yr lease, $150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
Oct. is paid for! Partially
340
furnished. 753-2502.
3BR apt, 703 S 4th St.
Stove & refrigerator furnished. $300/mo. $300 deposit. 1yr lease. Call
436-2935.
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to camptit. -2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
RE. 759-4118

1, 2 & 3BR units available
immediately. Apply at MurCal
Apartments,
902
Northwood
Dr.
Equal
Housing Opportunity. 7594984. TDD# 1-800-247- 0762 8am to 3pm. Equal
2510.
Housing Opportunity.

Fast Dependable-Service
•
•

436-2102 ask for Ben

SMALL house 753-6012
VERY nice 1 br, near University, w/stove & refrigerator. Will furnish if desired,
$225/mo. 753-0919, 800589-7956.
360
,

HOME FOR SALE
home

built in 1993 FenLed
3 BR, 2 BA
yard, outside storage building, Iandscap
ing, 2 car garage, heated storage area.
Central gas heat, C/A. Owner leaving area.
Call 753-9631.

Ph.1-888-673-0040 (Toll Free)
502-435-4487

E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

Garage Sale
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
121 N., right on 299
Hwy. Kirksey Rd.,
1/2 mile right on
Poor Farm Rd., 3rd
house.
Kids & adults clothes,
household
items,
antiques,
quilting
frames, Christmas
decorations.

753-3853
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoneys
$20-$40/mo
759-4081

753-5585
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753•
7536

Hwy. 121 N. to 783
(Airport Rd.) left on
464 to Alexander
Garage.
Thur. & Fri.
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 miles out of
Murray on 121 N.,
just before Graves
Co. line turn left
Bindefield
into
Subd.
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 a.m.
household
Many
items including a
couch.

Clothing, baby items,
110 A/C, electric supplies, furniture, twin
wicker bed set, misc.
dents

Housepiants
plant
boxes,
stands,
Christmas tree, new &
used
decorations,
tables, house decor &
small appliances.: 2
screen porches for
motor home, odds &
ends & more.

Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
No Early Sales
Approx. 4 mi. 641 N.,
turn left at 1824 on
Flint Rd., first left on
Wrather.
Follow
signs.
Crafts, computer desk,
computer, new items.
P.A speakers w/horns.
Items added Sat.

YARD SALE

Big Yard Sale

189 Old Lynn
Grove Rd.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Clothes, grill
w/rotisserie, tools,
lots of
odds-n-ends.

Fri. & Sat.
2648 Coles
Campground Rd.

GARAGE SALE
1706 Holiday Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.

Wood flower boxes,
plants, appliances,
heaters,
furniture,
glassware, jugs, toys,
car seats, jewelry,
quilt pieces, clothing
& lots of stuff.

YARD SALE

Yard Sale

1407 St. Rt. 94W
(1/10 mi. from city

Huge
Yard Sale
Oct. 2 & 3
In Hazel
305 3rd St.
Hazel Day
Lots of good clothes
size 18, 20, 7/8 &
9/10, men's clothes,
shoes, jewelry, misc.
items.

303 N. 5th St.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-Noon
Furniture &
household

limits on 94W)
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 am,-?
Cancel If Rains
Furniture,
stereos,

heaters,
nice

bed-

room suite, lots of

items.

misc

YARD SALE
Friday Only
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
121 North
1/2 mile east of
Coldwater
Some collectables
& antiques, cow
bell, sheep bell &
boat bell, honey
stand, odds & what
have you.

YARD SALE
INSIDE

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Hazel
507 3rd St.
lamp,
Floor
Clothes, dishes,
lots of odds &
ends, country
tapes.

6 PARTY
YARD SALE
508 Lee St.
(Woodgate Subd.) ot1
Johnny Robertson Rd.
Oct. 2,7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Oct. 3, 7 am.-Noon
Pots, pans, dishes, curtains
bedspreads, books, cookbooks, name brand adult 8.
bildren's clothing, shoes
purses. tins pictures and
baskets

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Diuguid Dr.(next to
Shoney's), right on
Bourland,
1403 Crystal Brook
Children's, adult clothing, good toys, fireplace
insert, crafts, books,
drawing table, shutters,
much more.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Kirksey - red brick

121 N. past Stella
to Landfill Rd.
372 Tucker
Garland Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. to?
Tools only - power
hand, elec.
&
saws, drill press &
more.

house across from
Kirksey

Methodist

Church on Hwy. 299
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 2 & 3
7 a.m. till Noon
Clothes,

exercise

equipment, bed liner
for Ford F150

3 Party Yard
Sale

YARD SALE

5 FAMILY
YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

All Size Units
Available

Garage Sale

YARD SALE

Local
Mayl
Corn:
The t

-Oak S
Teapot!
•Wood
Frames
Iron Bt
Separa
•Coal,
Pumps
Picture
-Anticv
Heater
*Mode
hanes,
RATEI
THER

REGISTERED Stallion for
sale. 759-9215.

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

All Sizes Available
city limits.
Financing available by Murray Estates

UT

119 Main • 753-6266

STORAGE

641 Storage
A tremendous range of choices in

Pc+,
Feed
rom State Line Western
World Feed Division with
selection from four major
feed companies Approximately 16 different horse
feeds, starting at $3.89. 12
vaneties of dog food, cat.
food, puppy food, fish
food, alfalfa cubes & pellets.
Various
mineral
blocks, loose minerals,
chick starter, layer feed,
milk replacer, milk plus,
stall shavings, all vet supplies, tack While there vis
their Western Store wim
western wear, boots, hats
& accessories. Turn west
at caution light on KY 893
at Hazel, KY. 502-4926144. Open 9:30am-6pm,
Mon-Fri, 9am-5pm Sat.
Credit cards accepted, layaway available.

9 mi. North of Murray
on 641, left on Charley
Miller Rd., 1st gravel
drive on right.
Oct. 1,2 & 3
8:30 am.-?
Infant-adult
clothes
microwaves, lots of odds
& ends - all priced to
sell!

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

14X60, 2Br, gas h/a
Coleman RE 753-9898

1993 CLAYTON Ardmore
mobile home Call
492-8723

2BR furnished, lease & deposit. No pets. 16061/2
Miller. 753-0932 or 7535898.

FOR SALE BY OWNER • 1413 DUDLEY
3 BR, 2', bath, 2,100 sq. ft. brick house. 20'x20'
attached garage, living room, dining room, family
room, central gas heat & air, new carpet, detached
brick garage on two landscaped lots, mUch more!
After 5 p.m. 753-8136, 753-9235

Homes For Saki

1978 14X70 2BR. 1 bath
completely
remodeled
Asking $14,000 Call 4748365 before 3pm 4742744 after 5pm
1981 RIVIERA 14X70'2br,
2 bath $4,900 753-7975

2BR brick, 2 bat, stove,
w/d. $450/mo plus deposit.
753-4837 M-F 8arn-5pm,
753-4717 after spot

EASTSIDE

270

_
4
.
1i? eal*N
4
4
e7e
"TIV
411P
5
Building
• 5mall
• Interior
• Plumbing
Exterior
•
• Remodeling • No Job To SMall
•.-Vinyl Siding
• -Roofing '

2/ 3BR house. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.

efficiency.
FURNISHED
3 OR 4br, 2 bath. large livColeman RE 759-4118
ing room, carport. near
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- MSU. 108 North 7th St.
land Wesley Village, 1br $550/mo. 489-6108.
apartment, utilities includ- 3BR, 1 bath, central heat
ed, rent based on income. &
air, w/d
hook-up.
62 & older, or handicap & $375/mo plus deposit.
disabled. Equal Housing
435-4485.
Opportunity.
3BR, w/d hookup, applian502-354-8888
ces furnished, centrai rva.
MANOR Near university. No pets.
MURRAY
APARTMENTS: Make it Lease & deposit required.
your home! Great 1 or 2br $400/mo. 753-4181 or
apartments with great 489-2181.
price, central h/a, laundry 4 BEDROOMS, 3 bath,
facilities. Office hours 1705 Miller. Available now.
Mon.-Fri. Owner on premises Barn8am-5pm,
(502)753-8668,
Equal 5pm.
Housing Opportunity.
EXTRA nice 2br, stove, refrigerator, water & gas
NATIONAL HOTEL
heat included. $425/mo.
APARTMENTS
1 & 2 bedroom apart- Deposit required.
753-11.59.
ments, paid utilities; Section 8, rent based on inHAZEL, 2br bnck.
come- for the elderly, disa492-8526
bled or handicapped. Call
PAHC at 753-8325 for RENT To Own House on
rental application or 753- Bloodnver. 759-0585

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking river, Smoky Mountains, TN. Horse-drawn
carriage, cabins. jacuzzi,
ordained ministers, no
tests. Heartland 800-4488697 (VOWS). http://gsonet.corn/heart.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon/
family cabins, breathtaking
views. Wedding arrangements 800-893-7274. Vacation lodging,
800-634-5814.
PANAMA CITY BEACH.
FL Sandpiper-Beacon
Beach Resort. form $39
(some restrictions. apply)
Lazy river ride, 850
inbeathfront, 3- pools (1
•
door), hot tub, suites up to
10 people Air Show September 25-27, Seafood
Festival Oct 8-10 800488-8828 www.sandpiperbeacon com

BEAUTIFUL home near
hospital and court square.
Large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, satellite tv.
$200. 753-9211, 7596000.

DOG obedience ,:lasses or
pnvate Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
390
Livestod A S4Jpp6es

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
94 E to Irvin Cobb
Rd., to Rockwood
Rd., turn right, first
house
on
right.
Look for signs.
Baby clothes & items
tools & alot more!

YARD SALE
121 N., 3rd house on
right before
Calloway/Graves Co.
line, 2-story house.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 am,-?
Furniture, toys, glass
ware, bedspreads, curtains, pictures, ladies
men's - boy's & girl's
clothes, lots of mlsc

94 East, 11 mi., right
on 1346, 1/4 mile.
Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
Tool box for full size
truck, C.B., (3) t.v.'s,
vacuum, fan, few
clothes, lots of things
cheap. Also 1978
F150 pickup
Cancel If Rain

1008 Sharpe St.
Fri. & Sat.
2nd & 3rd
7:00a.m.-?
Tools, gas heating
stove, furniture, odd
& ends
Rain or Shine
No Sales until 7:120 a.m.

BIG YARD SALE
`
4140 Radio Road (Old 641) Almo, 1/41.
mile south of Dexter Post Office
Friday & Saturday 7 am.-?
Lots of women's clothes, small sizes, nursing uniforms, men's clothes, aluminum tool
boxes, dorm fridge, king waterbed, Casio
keyboard, crochet crafts, antique trunk,
furniture, lots more,

Large Moving Sale
121 South - 5 miles out of town
Saturday Oct. 3•8 a.m.-?
Many hand tools & yard-garden tools,
_small chain saw, furniture, clothes, coats,
books, 'tamps, glassware, rods & reels,
many items too numerous to mention.
Must Seel
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Fri., Oct. 2, 1998•1 p.m.

Saturday, October 3rd, 1998 @ 10:00 A.M.

At 705 S. lath., Murray Ky. Mrs. Helen Dick is relocating and will sell the
following items.

Location: Hwy. 121 South at Mayfield, KY "Between
Mayfield & Farmington" at the Dallas Shepherd
Complex!
.

Mr

3Iry,

ing

,
1111=11

;t.

A

(502) 376-2992 (502) 376-2922 (502) 376-5434

Country Collectibles Antiques
in beautiful 8t historic downtown Hazel, Kentucky
1
ot•

Saturday,Oct. 10, 1998 • 10:00 a.m.

_aril

:110 • .
,-7
lase

Open House
Sunday,
Oct. 4
2to 4 p.m.

Old'small camel back trunk - old steamer trunk - (2) 7' showcases wibevel glass large lot of old books - old footed bath tub - coke trays - old twin bed - old wood yard
chairs - straight chairs -(2)old wood butter molds - old Roseville mantel vase - other
old vases - very old washboard - old pictures & frames - odd bed. dresser & chest old rolled brass bed w/mushroom caps - old chifforobe - old elephant footed lamp
table - old coffee mill - old-wood lamp tables - old tredal sewing machine - meal barrel - old soda keg - old oak bed w/rolled foot board - other old beds - unusual old dining table - old dining chairs - glass door china cabinet - old rocker - 3 piece bedroom
suit - odd dresser - floor lamps - old cast iron 1/2 basket door stop - old marbles - old
'stone churn - other stone items - old strawberry pieces- - chalk boxes - chalk dog nail keg 2 old flat irons - meat grinder - old kerosene lamps - old gas iron - well pulley - table cloth - fancy needlework - blue book speller - miniature lamps - Iris fruiter
- U.S. George china - old perserve stand - ref.,bowls - quart Daisy Churn - carnival
goblets - other carnival pieces - 18 or 20 bone china cups.& saucers - lot of blue dishes - hobnail pieces - McCoy pieces - old almanacs - lady's hats - 7 arm school desk
- old:dog irons - old fruit jars w/glass lids & wire holes - milk cans - cross cut saws
- old bottles - old table lamps - chest freezer - washer & dryer - upright freezer -43)
electric snack machines - lot of old glass & china - This is only a partial listing.

ri

Mr. & Mrs. K91lias have moved to be near family for health
reasons and will offer their lovely 2t acres country estate at
auction.
This spacious ranch style brick home has 3 bedrooms & 3
baths, a large dining rix!orn,. fireplace,patio, and fmished 2
car garage with automatic openers. This home awaits your
inspection. We think you'll like what you see. It has been
cleaned & maintained to the highest standards. With
approximately 2,400 square feet of tastefully decorated living area this home features a finished walk out basement
with extra kitchen & bath making an ideal home for the
extended family. Upstairs the living room and dining room
are elegant entertaining areas. This honie is in move-in condition with all the conveniences todays family could want.
For information in Calloway Co. call Kopperud Realty at,
753-1222 or the Auctioneer. In Marshall County call
RE/MAX Real Estate Associates -.Deb Rose at 527-8035. Terms on Real Estate: 15% down day of sale - balance at
closing within 30 days.

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch svailable.,..,

For more information & your auction needs

• Phone 435-4144. •

a.al
ri
t
Jim & June Wi son have devoted countless hours & miles searching
out some- of the finest Via-Orkin items available. After more than a
halfcentury in the business & teaching professions this young minded couple will pursue other interests. Their-store has long been noted
in the area as the place to shopforfine pieces ofglassware,furniture
and books. This sale will be conducted in their shop on Main Street
in Hazel.
A partial lists includes: elegant knockdown walnut wardrobe, plantation desk. marble.toplables.--beautiful floor-hanging & table lamps.
Watt Pottery, majolica.' Stoneware, handpainted porcelain & china.
advertising tins & signs, Griswold ironware, bakers paddle, hatpins
& jewelry; ladies-laced hightop shoes,..wicker, several sets of walnut
& oak chairs with cane back & bottom, parlor chairs, many classic &
hard to find bound books, unusual pair of brass lamps, mirrors. figurines. many excellent framed prints & yardlongs. primitive kitchen
items, parlor lamp, what not sheIVEs, railroad locks & keys. depression glass, rocking chair, hundreds of rare & unusual smalls -these
items and more - selling regardless of price. - -

PAW

Terms: Complete settlement day of-sale

FARRIS AUCTION

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

W. Dan Farris,CAl Auctioneer
Mike Conley & Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice,

W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Mike Conley
& Roger Stubblefield - Apprentices
Max R. Dodd - Broker
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (502) 492-8796

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
• I I,

Saturday, Oct. 10, 1998•1:00 p.m.

Hardin, Kentucky
just east of US Hwy. 641 N.

The estate of Mr. Lepford Morris on Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray, Ky.
between Hwy.94 West & 121. Watch for auctions signs. This auction has 3
generations. Will be a lot of collector items & antiques.

e.

"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149• Hazel, KY•(502)492-8796

Not responsible tor accidents Announcements day of sale take precedence over all
pnnted matenal

Doesn't Cast, It Pays-

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

ABSOLUTE ANTIQUE
AUCTIONS

67 HardinlWadesboro Rd.

ESTATE AUCTION

-th

Say

SPECTACULAR VVATEFiFRONT BARGAIN'- 3,
acres, 400 ft lakefront.
$59.900. New to market
Beautifully wooded, with
long pnstine •shorenne on
spectacular
Tenn'essee
mountain. lake Next to 18
hoe golf course Pai,ed
rcads, utilities, soils tested
Perfect for vacation/ retirement home Exeellent, financing Cat now 800
704-9154. ext 9425

GETIMOILD

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

Sat., Oct. 3, 1998•10:00 a.m.

;es,
ers,
Dye,

TENNESSEE LAKE BARGAIN- $17900 $1800
down Boat dock' Beautifully wooded lot on spectacular 30,000,acre lake
paved road utilities surveyed SCSIS tested Local
bank has appraised, will finance 8°. fixed. 15 years
Only $150 a month' Priced
to sell immediately, Offered first come, first
served' Call now 800-8615253 ext 8365

Low maintenance Call
at
today
Barbara
( 5 0 2 )7 5 3 - 1 4 9 2
MLS#4000854

"Ily Service Doesn't Cast, It Pays"

"Better Auctions Are Bunch Auctions"

MS.

Id.
Ices,

NEW LISTING- NEW DUPLEX! $1,000imo income

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
81 REALTY CO. :417a.

tsk,

Bob

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our cgurteprofessional
and
ous
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

STEVEN J BUNCH - AUCTIONEER
Y BUNCH - AUCTIONEER/REAL ESTATE BROKER

PIED

NulEsele

For mor e information & your auction needs Phone 435-4144

TIPN COP.!

11

HALES' Appraisals
Haley state certified
759-4218

Ni‘c oak knee hole desk - nice old flat top trunk - old walnut 1 drawer chest winiarble lop
and hurtle walnut drawerfronts - Duncan Phyfe drum ;able,- Duncan Phyfe 2 tier table
round cedar lamp table - nice old rocker - nice brown sofa- wing hack chair - foot locker
- coffee & end tables - table & kerosene lamps - 4 piece bedroom suit - quilt & quilt tops
- crochet bedspreads - nice needlework - pillow c.1%Cs. - blankets - pipe stand - old mustache cup - old shaving mug - washboard & pitcher - walking cane - volume o112 Mars
McBride cookbooks - other cookbooks - pink planer - old hall bowl - old ironstone hoist
- old tea pitcher - sugar & creamers - service of 4 blue plates- Simon L and George Rogers
flatware in case - Onita LTD - other old glass & china,- pots & pans - small kitchen appli
ances - cast iron items - candy dish - bird figunnes - tea glasses - old pocket knives
Bordeaux pocket watch witrain on front - super nice Browning 16 ga semi-auto shotgun Remington model 552 22 Cal. rifle w/scope - Ted Williams pellet gun - 4 bole gun rack
4 spint level - plumb hatcher- niventer tools - Craftsman bench gnnder • shop vise
elect chain saw • elect hedge tnmrners - hand tools & wrenches - ga.s line tnmmer - push
mower - lawn & garden tools - 8' ext ladder - 5' step ladder - and much more.

The vast collection of the late Dallas Shepherd is being Auctioned off to the
highest bidder.' This is NOT a short sale! Make plans to spend the day!
•Oak Showcase 10' "Crocks/Chum Lids .Quilts *Cast Iron - Bells, Cookware,
Teapots• Lanterns *Showcases *Coke & Pepsi Items Advertising Clocks & Signs
•Wood Boxes w/writing "Whiskey Jugs "Antique Tables. Chairs. Radios •Picture
Frames •Shelving •Spool Cabinet .•Wooden Wringer "Wood Cabinet •Several
Iron Beds "Library Table •S-K Tool Display *60 Driwer Wood Cabinet .Cream
Separators •Scales (All Sizes) •Old Cash Registers •Trunks *Fishing Tackle
•Coal, Milk, Water Buckets -*Cheese Boxes •Kraut Knives *Nail Kegs •Tire
Pumps (Lots) •Antique Photo Album *Standup Radio •Wood Boxes ;Old
Pictures "Glassware +tatters •Teapots "Dresser Lamps Decanters "Bottles Jars
"Antique Kitchen Utensils •Rollittg Pins •Scales •Kerosene Heaters •Electric
Heaters "Axes "Hammers "Wood Barrels •Tables(Old & Odd)"Antique Tools
"Modern Tools Pipe Wrenches "Vises "Large collection of harnesses, collars.
hanes, single trees "ABSOLUTELY TOO MANY ITEMS TO LIST SEPARAMLY! MR. SHEPHERD WAS AN AVID ATTENDANT AT AUCTIONS!
•
THERE IS MUCH MORE TO BE I'NCOVERED!!

ms,

430
IleolEnala

Not responsibk for accidents. kancuncmenis day of sale Ws pnordeme over all ponied material
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Murray, Kentucky - Near The Elm Grove Community
lVliles To Old Hanowborg Road,
From Murray Talce Hwy 914 NE
Forcitmeted East 2.5 IhIliles--__Signs Posted!!
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Hay Any Intlivicksal Tract,
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Country Farm Home w/ 1.4 Acres
Recent Restoration Including...

St.

Roof

Plumbing • Electrical - Foundation Insulation
Central System • Vinyl Siding
Drywall • Complete New Kitchen & Much More

di.

•
ICI•

•

TRACT # 2

14.758 ACRES

. 4

TRACT # 3

One Of The Nicest To Be Found!
NEAT - CLEAN - READY TO MOVE IN!
Outbuildings - Trees - Garden Area

sting
odd

a

8

17.290 ACRES

.11P4T
114

TRACT #4

18.866 ACRES
TRACT #5
13.793 ACRES
TRACT #6
17.323 ACRES
TRACT #7
17.983 ACRES
TRACT #8
18.079 ACRES

THE AUCTION IS
SATURDAY
OCTOBER EMI

I a.m.
•••••MINIEL

AT 10:00
UBE THEME!!

1/

tool
3S10

REAL ESTATE SELLS
AT 12:00 NOON!!
ir •

ink,

OUTSTANDING COUNTRY HOMESITESII
BEAUTIFUL TREES
GREEN ROLLING TERRARVI

el

wn
)ols,
)ats,
?e is

t..1

TRACT #1
1.418 ACRES

4

h Potential Bidder is Flesporistd• F or onduckng His Or Her
Own Independent inspections. investigations, Inquires And Due
Diligence Concerning The Properly tines On Aerial Piers Show Only
The Relative Locations Or The Tracts- Sublect To Sate.And May Not
Be Relied On As An Exact Location,or Boundary Althoughf Alt
Information In All _Advertisements Is Obtained From Sources
Deemed Reliabie. The Auctioneer. Real Estate Broker And Seller
Make No Warranty Or Guarantee Actual Or Implied As To- The
Accuracy-01 The Information It 'Is For This Reason That The
Prospective Buyers,Shoula Avail Themselves The Opportunity To
Make Inspection Prior To The Auction All Announcements 219 1)1
Sale Take Precedence Qver An'Well-semen's

REAL ESTATE
"Sii.
IE. NFU

15% DOWN
BALANCE IN 30 DAYS

ALSO TO DE AUCTIONED
AC 015 Tractor w3P1flitch, Plow. Disc, Blade, Bushhog
• Barn Yard Misr
2-Roding Lawn Mowers • Chain Saw •
Frigidaire Washer & Dryer •
Household Hems
Iron Bed 'Dishes • Lamps • Couch • Household Misc • Swing •
And More .. COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!'

wJIv1s R

CASH

-74# ALICTIONIE_E' & REAL_ ESTATE EiFilDKEFt

, FA Fi nn,
502-623-84669— F-Arsics
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

For Sala

Lake Property

KENTUCKY LAKE
CROP acreage for lease in
WATERFRONT
%Hams Grove area Corn
Reduced for the winter 2 lust cut Ready for wheat
actioining lots, good water, Land owner to get clear
dock permittable 285 feet third of crop proceeds
e•atertront Call
435-4602 559-8510
(931)232-8629

ACRE lots 41 2 acre
lots & 9 acre tract Call
759-1216

- ACRES owner financed
after
Call
489-2056
5 30pm

NORTH WOOD
BUSINESS PARK
1 25- 2 5 Acre lots for
business & light industry
City limits All utilities 7531362 ext. 129

BEAUTIFUL building site
Rolling 3 66 acres w/pond
well & septic 5 Minutes
north of town Call 753e 2905 753-7536

1998

460

460

460
Homes For Seta

Homes For Sal

Homes For Sate

Vans

BY OWNER
4Br, 31;2 baths 4000st
home in Sherwood Forest
10 Rooms including great
room, entertainment room
recreation room, den. 2
fireplaces, central vac.
deck, gazebo w/hot tub 1
acre lot A great buy at
$199.000 Will consider
trade for smaller home
Call 753-4882 for appointment

OAKS COUNTRY CLUB
HONEY! Little over $200K
For more info, call Barbara. Century 21. Loretta
Jobs Realtors. 502-7531492 MLS#4000802

1989 DODGE Caravan
cruise tilt woodgrain trailer hitch, 110,xxx, one owner $2,400 753-5703

For Saie

3BR 2 bath, stove dishwasher, refrigerator, central h/a, large yard Close
to MSU $600/mo
901-642-0784
4BR, 11.2 bath which includes 35tt family room
2BR, 1 bath, all applianwith furniture & accessoces, new roof in '97, 1 acre
ries to match decor New
outbuilding
lot,
shaded
carpet, gas logs, windows
Close to town, $38.000
& large deck Excellent lo753-6885.
cation minutes from town,
3BR bnck home, 94 E 11/2 $87,000 Call 753-2791 for
miles from Murray Imme- appointment
diate possession $44,000
Phone 759-1824 or
A STEAL! 3br bnck home.
753-1813
1450sq ft. 1 acre, extra
at
appraised
nice,
3BR 2 bath, central h/a
Will
take
garage appliances Cole- $71,000.
$65,000. Call 492-8762
man RE 753-9898

2/3BR, 2 bath, walk to university Just renovated
New central hie, new windows, hardwood & ceramic floors 219 S 15th St
$59.500 753-1040

In The Classifieds

ONE owner, 3br, 11 2
baths 2 miles east of Murray
Hardwood and tiles
floors woodburning stove
in den carport& 2 car garage Priced in the $80s
For appointment to see,
HOME in country secluded call 753-0444
setting. 3br brick by owner REDUCED BY OWNER:
Low $70's 492-8299
1yr old home, 3br, 2 bath.
HOUSE & 21/2 acres M/L
in Southwest District, 4br,
11/2 bath. 1/2 basement.
fruit trees, large insulated
metal building Call
435-4531

R.A.R.E. AUCTIONS
R.A.R.E. AUCTIONS R.A.R.E. AUCTIONS R.A.R.E. AUCTIONS R.A.R.E. AUCTIONS

ALEXANDER AUCTIONS
0
I.C.)
0

Saturday, October 17•10:07 AM
1704 Greenwood Dr., Murray, KY

(i)

ATTEND OUR OPEN HOUSE TUESDAY,OCTOBER 64:07 TO 6:07 PM

past McDonald's) Go 1/2 mile, turn left on South 16th St Proceed I-1/2 miles,
0 Location Traseling Hwy_ 641 South turn nght onto Main St (just
auction signs
hear nght on %swell. then turn left onto Martin Chapel Road Watch for

OWNERS BILL & GAIL GAGE HAVE RELOCATED TO NASHVILLE,TN.

ci

1997 CHEVY Venture,
mini van, white $17,000
obo Must sell 436-5744

SOUTHWEST Villa, 3 bedroom bnck, 1849 sq 11 living area, approximately
700sq ft unfinished upstairs. Living room with cathedral ceiling, dining
room, eat in kitchen with
bay window, 3 baths, utility, double car garage,
fenced in backyard with
outbuilding,
12x20
$142,000. 753-5761 for
appointment.
470

0
0

1995 POLARIS 4X4, 4
wheeler, good condition
automatic, $3,800 obo.
436-5744.

cC

new, one of a kind, custom designed. Climate zonApprox. 7000 sq ft under roof with approx. 5600 sq ft living area Built in 1994. Better than
bonus room, rec rooms & 3 car garage.
upstairs
basement,
walk-out
restrooms,
6
bedrooms,
ing Mawr amenities throughout. 4 or more

0
IC.)

1997 YAMAHA Warrior,
good shape, $3350. Call
after 4pm 753-6471

[11111
Sport Utility Vehicles

Chimney
Chim
CHIM
Sweep Chimney cleaning
services 10°,0 senior citidiscount Contact
zen
Tracy Manning 435-4006

Used Trucks

1997 F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended Cab
Red & silver, runs
great. looks great, is
great. Must sell
though. Call
759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loaded,
hilly safety
equipped truck.

pickup, 26xxx actual miles.
V-8, automatic, pis, p/b.
759-2547. Serious inquiries only!
1989 TOYOTA 4X4, runs
good, $5,900 obo. Call
759-1629

1994 FORD XLT Supercab, 28xxx miles 4365365
1994 SPLASH Ranger,
loaded, ext cab, 48,XXX
miles. $8,990 obo 7531820 evenings
Olympus
14FT cab over camper,
$1,000
fully equipped
obo 436-5269 or
436-2433

Boats & Motors

0
0

1981 MALIBU, good to &
from work vehicle, $400
489-2320 after 5pm
1984 HONDA Accord, high
miles but runs $800 obo
474-2519
Bedroom. One acre profesOver 800 sq ft of treated raised deck patio with iron railing and bnck surrounds, plus sunken spa just off the Master
sionally landscaped home site.
dazzling and outstanding
Now andthen.a home comes along that is so remarkable and so sophisticated that words such as unbelievable, gorgeous,
entries, to the dazzling
lust don't properly describe it You must experience for yourself everything from the unbelievable grounds to the gorgeous
design.
and
layout
intenors and the outstanding

co

0
4
ui
Ci

Equipped 28 x 15 ft. Kitchen with great views and decor. 100s
of board feet of hand rubbed cherry cabinetry with built-in buffet, cemer isladd, desk, lighted pantry and large Breakfast
Room with bay window.

4

great 30 x 18 5 ft. Family Room with magnificent appointments. 14 ft. ceiling, lighted statuary niche & gas (or log) fireplace Family Room steps into the 16 x 13 ft Day or Nile Room
with wet bar, and onto the beautiful raised deck & patio with
spa

ce
0
4

ui
cc

NEED WELDING??

0
IC.)

The 17 x 14ft Formal Dining Room with 12 ft. ceiling. All the
lighting throughout, including this approx. $3000 CO chandelier,
was professionally handpicked & coordinated Heavy crown &
base molding as throughout

ui
ci
co
0
IC.)

Just a glimpse of the 20* 10ft. Master Bath with his and her vanties with professional appointments. Not shoWn is the large
whirlpool bath, private shower, linen closet and exquisite decor

MORE OUTSTANDING AMENITIES

Majestic 18 x 14 ft
hardwood - bevel
glass entry Foyer
opens to the Music
Room (or Living
Room) and Formal
Dining Room, each
wvh chandeliers,
crown molding &
exquisite decor

A great entrance
and first impression Large brick
court yard style
fountain area. walk
way and columned
brick porch

The 16 x 13ft. Day
or Nile Room is
everybody's
favonte with 12ft
ceiling, open beaming wet bar. TV cabinetry, pretty views
and steps out to the
railed deck_

lhere_are two attractive Master Bedrooms The Master Suite has over 700
ft. with cathedral ceilings. 2 large walk-in closets, patio doors to the
d!ck, a gorgeous 2(1 ft Master Bath and outstanding appointments. The Jr
\taster Bedroom is approx 19 x 16 ft with a large Master Bath plus walkin closet The Second and third Bedrooms are each approx 15 x 126 with
an additional Full Bath close I:)!; There are three Benus Rooms on the tipper
les el with 1000 sq. 11 of finished area, plus lots of floored unfinished stor,ige limping is roughed in for an additional bath if ever needed) The
. Basement has .a large Rec. Room with patio doors plus a Work Shop and
Garage. c.ustorn
Hobby Area Other amenities include a large Utility Room with Laundry. cabinetry and built-in ironing board: a 34 x 24 ft 3-Car
concrete dnve,
,.‘.indow treatments with soft shades throughout, professional wall covenngs. TV cabinets and lacks throughout,4 climate zoned areas
community
&
neighborhood
secure
quiet
great
schools.
lakes,
near
patios,
ill de sae. 3 concrete
and comfort, many.
Auctioneer's Note: Mr Gage is a retired McDonaldS Douglas engineer lie designed this magnificent home, combining elegance
mother
being confined to
-her
parents
elderly
Gage's
Mrs.
even
to
at
signed
planning-de
is
its
ent.irrin
engineering
and
design
mmiths of
experience while
wonderful
a
for
made
home
beautiful
this
of
building
the
especially
and
neighborhood
the
it heel chair,Tie town. the location,
hospitals and medliving in Murray'. However, aging and additional medical conditions of their parents prompted the need to move closer to major
• ical [as flaws. thus. the niove to Nashville. TN
to final tmd and included in total contract price.
Firms of Auction. 10% deposit das of auction. balance within JO da,rs. A 101I. hu”r., premium will hi added
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REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
ROBERT ALEXANDER - BROKER & AUCTIONEER. CAI
1860 Lone Oak Road, Paducah, KY 42003
JOHN ALEXANDER - AUCTIONEER
PHONE (502) 554-5212
NATION WIDE TOLL FREE:
1-800-307-SOLD
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Addition!
remode
20Yi

CALL

Vernon Nalme
Portable Welding*
Service

OW.
Wooden
pole bai
ports Abs
Excellen
Atfordabl

For Custom Welding
New Work & Repair Work
Experienced & Reliable • Reasonable

CUSTOA
backhoe
tems, 35.
Horace

753-1729

DAVID'S,
ices. Cl."
ing, horns
boats, I
parking
cleaning
available
Insured,
bile. Pho
Cellular f.

Need A Used Cart
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor

Chevrolet

EL

R&F
New coi
ing, mol
ups, el
nance &
time. M
Celle 51

1989 CORVETTE Convertible. Burgundy w/camel
top, automatic, 52xxx
miles, new tires. Mint
cond. Call Mike or Pete
759-1600 days.

14' TRI- ..,_111. 25hp Evinrude, trailer. extras. $1,300
Firm. 759-1518. See at
735 Vine.
1984 15' PHANTOM fiberglass bass boat, 35hp
Johnson motor, Phantom
trailer, Minnkota trolling
motor, Eagle depth finder,
excellent condition $1600.
Contact Jerry McConnell .
753-4199.
1997 YAMAHA 1200cc,
waverunner, bought new
this year. $5,800 obo
436-5744

A-1 Tree Professionals.
tree
removal,
Stump
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.

Al Al A Tree Service,
tree
removal,
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
Deluxe
COROLLA
1991
.spreading, gutter cleaning.
Sedan, automatic, am/fm
Licensed & insured. Full
cassette. a/c, new tires,
line of equipment. Free es62,XXX miles. $5,200.
timates. Tim Lamb,
753-4470.
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
1991 PONTIAC Firebird
ADAM'S HOME
red in color, fult ground efIMPROVEMENTS
fects, tinted windows, powRemodeling,
er steering, power brakes, Additions,
air, tilt, cruise, has 1993 Repairs, Roofing, Decks,
model Tune Port engine, etc. One Call Does It ALL.
28 per gal. Sharp. $4,500 No Job Too Small.
492-6267, 759-5485
obo (901)498-6247 ask

EXTERII
ing- Vim
vinyl fei
4201 attt

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

Midway
Chain in
privacy f
able pnc

Custom Backhoe
Work'

Phone:

GARDE!
ging, sm
graded
Gerald C

(502) 437-4545

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing

if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

0101.••••••11•1061

ionfilotT'

BY JA

Call Kenny at
($02) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300
1-800-874-0256

U.S. Highway
45 South

Mayfield
Kentucky

Now is a Great Time to Build
Ifyini are looking for quality we want to be your
building cant ractor. With blueprints & specificat ions we can give you a contract price heron., we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
t be nmN city building codes.
o specialize iii eorwtruction of lake
We al,
homes. Inge or small.
W.... comply %%ill,

Bruce Green
tit'.

(.02) 753-8343

AFFORDABLE all around
1993 DODGE Shadow, hauling, junk clean-up,
4dr, $3,800 After 5pm call cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.
436-5408
carpentry 15yrs exp.,
ALL
1993 NISSAN Altima GXE,
white, fully loaded Day foundations, slabs, side753-4563 ask for Mike, walks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
night 759-3366
AGC certified. 435-4272.
Spirit,
DODGE
1995
green, 4dr, auto, air, clean. ANTIQUE refinishing, )urOnly niture repair & custom
miles,
57,XXX
$5,000. 1985 Chevy truck, woodworking 753-8056
white Silverado, step side,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
V-8, auto. sharp. 44,000
All brands, Kenmore 30+
Call 759-4044
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
1997 ACURA CL 2.2, metallic silver, leather interior,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
sunroof, cd player ExcelPROFESSIONALlent condition 753-0956
DEPENDABLE.
after 6pm
502-767-9552.
1998 TOYOTA Camry,
BACKHOE SERVICE
American Edition
ROY HILL Septic system
759-0870
drive-ways, hauhng, foun1996 Integra dations, etc 436-2113
ACURA
Special Edition Green. 2dr
BASEMENTS & Homes
hatch Loaded including
Sub & General contract
leather, sunroof, and CD
Inaulated concrete
Asking ing
miles
50,XXX
forms (R32) StyroCrete
$15,475 Call (502)762builders 502-436-2007 or
or
(weekdays)
4225
502-436-5264
(home)
(502)753-2113
BOBS PLUMBING S6RV
All work guaranteed Free
Black
MUST Sell' 1990
estimates 753-1134.
Geo Storm 80,XXX miles
492-8584
Asking
cond
Great
CARPET cleaned by Cert
$3,000 Call after 4pm
Techs Murray Carpet &
436-5806
•
Upholstery Cleaning
7534300 anytime

ARIES

Is Pleased To Announce the
OPENING OF THEIR NEW OFFICE!
Installation & Service • 18 Year RAINBIRD Specialist
• VISTA Landscape Lighting • Lawn at Gutter DrainagiSystems • Gas Piping & Trenching
Contact: Tim Lemons
Office 15021247-5320 • Toll Free 1-877-247-5320
Installation & Service Needs! A
For Al;
Division of Gibbs Gas Piping & Trenching, Ins.

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimml
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Free Estimating .
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Jr
tS

GUSTO./ KITCHEN C.AIBINETS
CUSTOM WOOMPOR10040

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1985 E150 CUSTOM van
new tires, 351W $1250
obo 759-3176

1.

HAPP)
2, 1998
Creativ
your p
Someti.
ones as
desires
nizatioi
edgmer
your de
a resuli
blooms
clear a
could b
countei
attache
unexpe
trouble
streng
pushes

The St
You'll
3-Aver.

for Joe.
This shot of the IS x 14ft -office shows less than half of the cherry cabinetry and doesn't show the Wet Bar - what a get-a-way
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1990 NISSAN Maxima.
Sharp! $7.200. 753-0212
days, 753-9644 after 5pm.

0
IC)

0

1986 VW JETTA GI, power windows, power steering, a/c, sunroof. Must sell!
$1.200. 753-0326.

1990 FIREBIRD, red with
t-tops, CD player, V6,
130xxx miles, $4650. Call
437-4383.

411

trucks
motor hi
and etc
bon, higt
value RI

1991 EXT cab Toyota
4X4, V-6, auto, air, sharp,
$8,200. 435-4035.

FORD Rancher rip
302ci, auto trans, red in &
out. $3,800. Call
767-9350

Used Cars

CARPOF

1972 FORD F-100 XLT

1 9b4

cc

CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Remov
al Free Estimates SatisCall
References
fied
Lee's TODAY.. 753-5827

500

front & back porch, wrap
around deck, gazebo, storage shed, concrete circle
dnve Approx 1 mile from
Pans Landing State Park
$84,900 901-642-5369.
REDUCED- 2 houses on
Metcalf Ln in North Villa
Subdivision Red brick 3br
house, natural gas, all
appl. Beige brick house,
hot tub, large attic space,
3br, all appliances, landscape 437-4783 or 7538237.

Services Offered

ices Offered-

CONCRETE Finishing
Drop by and see our showroom
Driveways, sidewalks &
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Bairend Bunny Bread)
753 5040
patios Free Estimates
.
„almilast
()• X.%
435-4619
•
•
OC10111P'"NIVrill''-
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GUTTERS
Quality Seamless Aluminum Gutters,. variety of
colors, Free estimates Licensed Affordable prices
Vinyl Shutters- vanety of
colors, vinyl siding supplies. West KY Seamless
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks, Gutters, 753-0278.
remodeling, vinyl siding
HANDYMAN
20Yrs experience
Big or Small
job
Any
753-5592.
492-8500
CUSTOM BUILT
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Wooden decks, fencing,
Installation & finishing
carsheds,
barns,
pole
design. Affordable
ports Also repair 7 rebuild Custom
Excellent workmanship rates 753-7860.

CARPORTS for cats and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

••••

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
Licensed & InsurCUSTOM bulldozing & or local
Lamb
Luke
ed
backhoe work, septic sys502-436-5950
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
LAWN CARE
DAVID'S Cleaning Serv- Mowing, trimming, bed
ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sid- mulching, hedge trimming,
ing, homes, mobile homes, leaf clean-up & mulching.
boats, brick driveways, Terry Joe, 753-4679.
parking lots, all exterior LEAF
Raking, gutter
cleaning, acid cleaning cleaning and hauling 436available. David Borders. 2102 ask for Joseph
Insured, Completely MoLEE'S Carpet Cleaning
bile. Phone 502-759-4734. Let us clean your CarpetsCellular 502-853-1108.
Upholstery. Pet odor reELECTRICIAN
moval. Commercial or
R&R ELECTRIC.
Residential. Serving MurNew construction, rewir- ray for 26 years Free estiing, mobile home hook- mates. 753-5827 Visa/MC.
ups, electrical mainteM.S. CONSTRUCTION
nance & repair. Call anySpecializing in roofing &
time. Murray, 762-0001,
remodels. Free estimates.
Celli* 519-1592.
All work guaranteed!
EXTERIOR House Clean489-6125
ing- Vinyl siding, concrete,
No job too small!
vinyl fencing. Call 435MITCHELL Bros. Paving.
4201 after 6pm.
Oldest _paving company in
FENCING
Calloway Co. For estiMidway Fence Company. mates
call 753-1537,
Chain link, & custom wood 492-6141
privacy fences, at reason
PLUMBING
able prices. Dickie Farley.
Repairs, fast service.
759-1519.
436-5255.
Affordable rates
753-7860

mm•1116

GARDEN tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, driveways
graded with box blade.
Gerald Carroll 492-6159.

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional. Residential, Commercial or Industrial 502-435-4645.

OUAUTY Construction A
Specializing in
Must.
Framing, Interior & Exterior Trim, Vinyl & All Siding
Sub Contract, Remodel,
Repairs 25 years Experience References
502-376-5784.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, tnmming leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates Guaranteed Quality Work Licensed & Insured, Over 20
years expenence. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WE do all types of carpenter work & yard work, back
filling, driveways and dirt
work. Call 489-2842
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite & Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

BROWN 1 year old Boxer
dog, neutered, friendly,
good with children. Looking for a good home! All interested call 753-2528.
FREE: large & small kittens. 436-2510.

WANT ADS
WORK

HOROSCOPES
others stay focused. Tonight: Play
with a favorite person.
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
VIRGO
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Oct.
*** Dynamic interchanges mark
2, 1998:
your day. You might not realize how
----Creativity remains instrumental in
angry you are about key matters.
'your personal and business life.
Sometimes, you might drive loved Ease up, and stay on course. Pace
remain
ones away because your goals and yourself,clear your desk and
call
long-distance
a
Make
confident.
orgadesires consume you. FrieQds,
the day. Someone means
nizations and your need for acknowl- later in
edgment play a significant role in business. Tonight: Party time.
LIBRA (Sept. 23:Oct. 22)
your decisions. Work is enhanced as
A friend lets you know eit****
romance
single,
a result. If you are
he thinks, whether you
what
actly
blooms in 1999. But you need to be
want to hear it or not. You feel the
There
want.
you
what
about
clear
need to juggle various forces. Stay
could be a sequence of intense enfocused on goals, but remain diplocounters at first; be prepared. If
matic. A partner decides to go along
attached, your relationship takes an
plan. Make solid financial
unexpected yet exciting twist. Use with your
Tonight: Work late?
decisions.
troublesome events to enhance the
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
strength of your bond. PISCES SCORPIO
**** A boss is assertive and pushy.
pushes you.
You need to think through what
to be a good idea. Take care
appears
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
first, then worry
priorities
your
of
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
A domestic matter
others.
about
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
demands your personal attention. A
associate has good advice.
trusted
19)
ARIES(March 21-April
Count on that loved one!
Tonight:
**** Work with a partner's spon(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
SAGITTARIUS
presfeel
You
ideas.
and
taneity
up
Open
_****
to what could be,
sured and could react strongly. Be
becareful how you tell someone off., rather than negate a situation
rough-andsomeone's
of
cause
Remember, you don't want to burn
any bridges.Intuition helps you work tumble ways. Listen carefully to the
through a questionable money mat- real message behind the words. Attend to a family-member who really
ter. Tonight: Do your own thing.
about you. Check out an incares
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
soon.Tonight:Head home.
**** You feel pulled in two differ- vestment
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
CAPRICORN
ent directions. Recognize that someone wants what he wants, when he **** Don't take a back seat when
wants it. You are quite capable of a partner takes an aggressive stand denying him. Aim for your goals. Be, on finances. Let him know what you
direct in your dealings with friends. really want. Be reasonable about
Make time for a must meeting. To- your requests. A creative, yet very
serious talk might be necessary. to
night: Where the crowds are.
straighten out this problem.Tonight:
GEMINI(May 21-June 2))
Tell it as it is!
make
oth0-s,
for
out
*** Reach
headway and touch base with ex- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
perts. Seek out only the finest infor- **** Allow others to say what
mation. You need to gain perspec- they feel. After all, you want the
tive about a loved one. What appears same foryourself. But you don't have
like a misunderstanding could be to follow through on what doesn't
you not accepting this person's ex- feel right. Your strong personality
pectations. Tonight: Have an impor- melts barriers; others feel close to
you. Be careful with financial intant chat.
vestments;avoid any risks. Tonight:
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Go overboard.
*** Finances tend to take unusual PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
twists and turns. You wonder what *** You might not believe what a
the best course of action is. Evalua- co-worker or boss does. It's importion takes you down a new trail. Be tant not to get involved. Remember
open to feedback from an older friend. what is going on,but remain above it
Though you might not always agree, all. Humor plays a significant role.
he might have the answer. Tonight: Make plans for an important discusTake off ASAP.
sion as late in the day as possible.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Tonight: Dinner for two.
**** Others don't hesitate to ask
for what they want. You find them BORN TODAY
rather argumentative. It is their way Singer Don McLean (1945,) movie
or no way!Ofcourse,you won't agree critic Rex Reed (1938), singer Sting
to anything that doesn't work for (1951)
you. Keep a steady pace, helping
*
BY JACQUELINE B1GAR
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For The Best Prices In Town!
Specializing In Dean & General Tires
New & Used
ad)
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762-r0000
401 N. 4th St. • Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
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Middle school
workshop set
North Marshall Middle School ter for. Economic Education which
will he the site of a free three- • is operated -under the departmeot
hour workshop for middle school of economics and finance in the
teachers Oct. 6 beginning at 4 college of business and puhlit
affairs.
p.m.
Barry Brown, director ,of the
The' school is located at 3111
encourages teachers to take
center,
City.
Calvert
U.S.' Hwy. 95 in
. orkshop titled "Arts Mart advantage of the workshop even
The_w
Economics" features the Arts Mart if they have no prior economic
curriculum from EconomicsAmer- knowledge.
ica which is designed to integrate.
Each workshop participant will
art and economics into the mid- receive a teacher's kit including
The Calloway County Student Council recently donated
dle school world history course.
lessons, handouts and overhead
money to Need Line and the Humane Society. Pictured are
As students learn about diverse blackline masters.
Kathie Gentry from Needline and 1997/98 Student Council cultures and civilizations, they
They will also receive stratePresident Emily Pyle.
engage in a more detailed 'inves- gie% for teaching economics to stye'
tigation of art forms of cultures dents and a chance to win dckr
or civilizations the teacher choos- prizes. Three hours of professiones to emphasize.
al development credit may also he
As a result of their investiga- earned if applicable.
tions, students create works of art
Space is limited and teachers
representing each culture or civi- are advised to enroll now.
lization.
More information may he
In this curriculum, students creby contacting the following
ttceived
using
museum
art
own
ate their
their artwork from throughout the -individuals at the- numbers listed:
year; then work in groups to devel- Brown, (phone) 502-762-4277.
The Student Government Asso- NAMES Project ADS Memorial op a business plan, design the tour (fax)502-762-5478; Janice Vaughn,
ciation at Murray State-- Universi- Quilt in Washington,'D.C., that brochure, set up the museum and (phone) 502-395-4997, (e-mail-)
jvaughn5@apex.net; Tina Hayes,
conduct tours of their museum.
ty is sponsoring a "Friendship in fall.
This workshop is presented by (phone) 502-442-0770, (fax) 502the Age of ADS" lecture at 7
The emotional • experience
p.m., Oct. 12 in Lovett Auditori- prompted the two to begin a speak- the Murray St/te University Cen- 442-0511.
um on campus.
ing project aimed at college stuThe lecture is free and open to dents about "Friendship in the Age
gee eS
2 BIG DAYS
MSU students and the communi- of AIDS."
that
ty. Individuals are 'cautioned
Not wanting to be preachy in
Fri., Oct. 2nd
the program contains explicit mate- their HIV/AIDS awareness proSat.. Oct. 3rd
rial.
gram, Goldman and Sullivan use
T. J. Sullivan and Joel Gold- a combination of emotion and
man, presenters of the program, humor .to empower students with
have spoken to more than 100,000 knowledge about HIV.
students at over 150 campuses
Goldman shares his personal
(Excluding Sale Items!)
across the country.
story:challenging college students
The two college friends became to help one another make the tough
active in AIDS education after decisions about alcohol and sex.
Goldman was diagnosed as HIV"The saddest part for me, perpositive in 1992.
sonally," Goldman said, "is that
Goldman, a graduate of Indi- this 'isn't something I had to get.
ana University, said he was shocked It's_not_ like cancer or heart diswhen 'a routine TIIV-antibody test ease, or something predetermined
•Pillows
•Bedspreads
•Placemats
revealed his positive status.
in my genetics. I got this because
'Shams
•Curtains
•Shades
He knew that he had not always of choices I made regarding sex
been safe, mixing sex and alco- and. alcohol."
•Mini-Blinds
*Bed Ruffles
*Valances
hol, but he said he "never thought
. Sullivan then turns the presen
Sheers • Hardware & Much More!
the face of AIDS Would be his tation aiound by bluatly-onfrOtititig
own." .
the tkthavior of individuals mix
As he began to deal with his ing sex. and alcohol.
new medical reality, he searched'
2114 N. Iltre%%er St.
onciw" 1
Since /978
Uting humor, he passes on inforVISA
his past for answers about how it
sevo$
Dm% nton n. Paris. Tti
had happened and began to work mation about safer sex, HIV pre
to keep himself as healthy as pos- vention; the effect ot:gender roles
and tips -on how to incorporate
sible
He also began to call family safety with enjoyment.
- Both Goldman and Sullivan phiand friends to let them know of
sexual responsibility .
mote
It
this
diagnosis.
through
his
was
Mon -Fn 7-5. Sat 8-Noon
calling thai he came in contact including HIV testing for sexual
Sale Items Cash et Carry
ly
deliv•
individuals
and
active
again with Sullivan, now an alcoer a message that students need
hol and health educator.
South 4th, Murray (502) 753-6460
The two men decided to meet to become more educated and
INNtle.
the
on
active
prevention
HIV
at the international display of the

Murray State SGA
to sponsor lecture

20th Anniversary

SALE

otittecs

STOREWIDE SALE

OFF

REEVES DRAPERY OUTLET

YERSr
4umber Co.
44.

STUMPS. BUMPS. MONTHLY PAYMENTS,

OUR NEW 250 MAKES
EVERYTHING EASY TO HANDLE.

if
tar Emuives
ORIVEWAs

Driveway
Sealer

COAPNG
SfAlf.
•

$699 5 Gal.

••.;

•

Is

.

-11-•

7
,.

Mit

\‘4

l'x5'x6'
Dogear Boards

\
•
t-

•(;\

r5 Each

,
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Meet the new Arctic Cot' 250 2x4 ATV It's pocked
with many of the same features cis our bigger models. Like double
A-arm fully independent front and rear suspensions for smoother
riding, a 5-speed transmission, full front and rear racks, and
the biggest fuel capacity in its class.
In addition, the Arctic Cat 250 2x4
A WHOlt DIMRINT ANiMAL
can handle a tight budget lust as
well as it handles u bumpy trail

ARCTK CAT

n. 11.75'

r

APR for 4/t months)

•
,
ATVs can be hazardous to uperate For your safety always *ea' • ,• •
endeoe in Moro
clothing Never ricle son paved surfaces or public roads Never carry passengers never
speeds
eticesSiGe
Avoid
deaM
drving 'Kling and alcohol drugs do mot mix and could cause •ntury or even
anyone under
by
ridden
be
not
may
ATV
Cat
Arctic
TM
terrain
difficult
on
and be panicuiarly careful
and
read
course and that they
IS years of age. Arctic Cat recommends that an riders la*e a training
,,inclersland then owne• s manual before operation For safety or !raining information see vb., dealer Or t
Aiong with conce•nect conservationists everywhere Arrtic
The ATV Safety inshlute at (8001 887 288'
riding opportunit.es t ,
,cies you to Tread Lightly" on-public and private and Preserve your future
,
ode £11995 Ards
shov•ing respect for the en,ronment local lawa and the fights of afters *nen you
681 4999
2181
56701
MN
Falls
. inc ••••• Trademarks ot Arctic Cat Inc Thief River
She,
r

Murray Home B Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut St

$699

4'x8'

$379500
Payments As Low As'95

Treated
Lattice

753-2571

Quikrete
Concrete Mix
80 Lb. Bag

$259
Sales Prices Good Thru 1016198
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Peter H. Gott, M.D.
•
DEAR DM. GOTT: After a sonogram
of my.pelvis, the radiologist ported
-a retro-uterine structure that is part
of the recto-sigmoid." When I asked
. what that meant, my gynecologist
advised me to talk to my internist.
When I asked my internist, he said: It
is nothing I am concerned about at
this time." When I asked the radiologist. he said: "Talk to your doctor." Do
I have the right to a straight answer?
DEAR READER: One reason to
have a primary care doctor is so that
he or she will make some sense oul of
what specialists are talking about.
Each family physician (GP or general
:-internist) should act is an advocate
for the people under his or her care.
• :Patients need a coordinator, an
...inqilainer, someone to "run the show"
:---- in short, a doctor with whom they
7C-4n sit down, be comfortable and
litttain straight answers.
You are getting the medical runaround. Neither of your doctors is
intlined to take charge.and answer
.• your valid questions. You are the vic•. -1Jm of a high-tech conspiracy of
:•:silence.
▪ .• .
*Judging from the report, I'd say that
•
'
•: •
:•34:qu appear to have some kind of
::.1sIvelling behind your uterus, in the
*:44 of the bowel that connects to the
rectum. I don't know what this is. But
•..1:de know that you need answers --• libd you're entitled to them.
have two choices: Make an
: ▪:00intment with your internist to
.• crilew the situation, or find another
:-tlaktor who is willing to be more forth'tight.(Useful Hint: Your internist may
become more concerned about you if
he realizes that you are considering
finding another primary care physician.)
To give you related information. 1

•

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
1-

1998

LOOKING BACK

sleep a little.
My eldest stepson asked to visit
my father, and I told him that I prefer no visitors at this time (my
father sleeps most of the time). Dad
will not see anyone unless he's
dressed and in his wheekhair, be- "
cause-he doesn't want,anyone to feel
suming,
sorry for him. It is time-con
to prepare him for visitors.
My wife is upset with me for not
allowing my stepson to visit. If the
-boy were close to my father, it
would be'different, but he hasn't
seen Dad more than six times in the
last four years.
Abby, am I being unreasonable
in making sure my father gets
everything he wants?
DUTIFUL SON IN NEVADA

Adkins III, and a girl to Mr. and
Ten years ago
A page trainee Awry with . pic- Mrs Glen Hams, .$ept. 23.; a boy
tures about Murray Dentist Howard to Mr. and Mrs. John M. Smilh,
Titsworth and his work at a Viet- Sept. 24,
Murray State University Thornamese Refuge Camp on the island
of.Palawan in the Philippines was oughbreds beat Tennessee Tech 19
published Sept. 29. The story was to 0 in a football game at
by Staff Writer Donna Newcomb. 'Cookeville, Tenn.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a girl
final enrollment at Murray
The
to Debra and Ron Milton, a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. Vernon Mark State College for the fall semesWilliams, and a girl to Amy and ter is 2,576, according to college
Joseph Bobo. Sept. 23; a girl to officials. This is an increase of
Joyce and Guy McKnight, a boy 200 over the same period last year.
Ruth Roberts, Terry Farris, Marto Diana and Terry Crouch, and
ilyn
Duncan, Evelyn Donelson,
a boy to Sylvia and Thomas GarJanice Wilkerson, and
Judy
Walker,
to
Jennifer
a
girl
ner, Sept. 24;
and Mike Duncan, a girl to Tammy Rob Walston are new officers of
DEAR DUTIFUL SON: Duti- and Gary Story, and a girl to Rita the Faxon Senior 4-H Club.
Lynda Taylor and Gerald Dan
ful is the right word to describe and Gary Henson, Sept. 25.
Cooper were married recently at
you, a son who is making every
Twenty years ago
effort to make his father's last
The U.S. Department of Hous- Sinking Spring Baptist. Church.
days as pleasant as possible. ing and Urban Development has
'Fifty years ago
decision
the
However,you made
approval for a $485,200
Loretta Jones, 23, daughter of
there would be no visitors, and given final
block
ent
developm
ty
who
communi
one
the
is
and Mrs, Commodore Jones
Mr.
father
your
should decide that. Even grant to the, city of -Hazel. accord- of Murray, died from injuries susthough it creates more work for ing to U.S: Congressman Carroll tained in a car and truck collision
you, your stepson should be Hubbard.
on U.S. Highway 60 between Frankallowed to visit your father
Corner Baptist Church fort and Versailles last night.
Cherry
unless your dad doesn't want to will celebrate 100 years of minDouglas Tucker. James V.
see the boy. A short visit can
to Edwards, Fred Cain, Alvin Usrey.
g
accordin
1,
Oct.
today.
istry
for
lift
provide a psychological
Billy Joe Halel—and--Zane Cunthose who are ill. Also, your the Rev. William Taylor, pastor.
Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Chiles will ningham are officers of the Kirkstepson may need to make
amends or say goodbye before be married 50 years Oct. 8.
sey High School Chapter of the
your father passes away. UnforThirty years ago
Future Farmers of America.
tunately, there is very little
Boyce McCuiston, Calloway Fire
Mrs. Clifton Barrett presented
time for him to do so.
Ranger, said the fall fire season a lesson on "Quick Desserts" at
*5*
starts today, Oct. I. when burning a meeting of the Paris Road HomeAbby shares more of her favorite,
will be permitted between the hours makers Club held at the Barrett
easy-to-prepare recipes. To order, send
a business-size, self-addressed enve- of 4:30 p.m. to midnight.
home:
DEAR MRS. NICE GUY: No. lope, plus check or money order for
Births reported include a girl
Your gut reaction is right on $3.95 44.50 in Canada/ to: Dear Abby, to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Townsend,
More Favorite Recipes, P.O. Box 447,
target.
boy to Mr and Mr. Clyde
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054-0447. IPostage is

DEAR ABBY: I have never writam sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Choosing a Physician." Other ten for advice before..but this really
readers who would like a copy should bugs me: A friend and neighbor of
send $2 plus a long. self-addressed, ours borro*ed a very expensive garstamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, dening tool and broke a part on it.
My husband, "Walter," and I
Murray Hill Station. New York, NY
have always believed that when you
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
borDEAR DR. GOTT How can I use • break something you -have
repaired
it
get
it,
repair
you
ble
rowed,
questiona
on
the Internet to check
replace it. Our neighbor brought
medical therapy'
tool back and told Walter what
the
site:
Web
DEAR READER: Try this
happened, but made no offer to
had
http:/, www.quackwatch.com.
the repairs. So far, Walter
for
pay
a
M.D.,
Barrett,
Operated by Stephen
more than an hoar on the
spent
has
,'
renowned consumer advocate
to get information on
trying
phone
Quackwatch delves into an astound- repairs and parts. He'll have to
from
ranging
ing array of subjects,
travel at least an hot* (there and
outright fraud to questions about con- back) to purchase the parts, and
sumer health This Web site, has has been told they will cost ae least
received rave reviews and can help $40.
When Walter approached our
anybody to maluoinformed and intellineighbor about the problem, the
gent decisions about medical therapy.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it true that guy responded,"I don't have a probdrinking tonic water will lessen leg lem!" Then he reluctantly offered to
pay half the cost.
cramps at night?
Walter is afraid that if he pressDEAR READER: For unknown reaissue, he'll lose this friend.
the
sons, some patients with nocturnal es
nice guy, but
leg cramps may be helped by quinine. Abby, I'm married to a for a suckplayed
being
he's
think
I
small
contains
water
Because tonic
it were my
quantities of quinine, it sometimes er. I told Walter that if
, forget
repaired
it
have
I'd
tool,
easy,
an
it's
And
cramps.
such
lessens
and
sed,
reimbur
getting
about
probthe
solve
safe and cheap way to
to this neighanything
loan
never
lem.
Patients who don't respond to this bor again.been married almost 50
We've
strategy may find relief by using preand never had a problem like
years
bedtime
at
tablets
quinine
scription
All our friends have
before.
this
ASSN
E
ENTERPRIS
1998 NEWSPAPER
been real friends. I contend this
neighbor is no friend, only a user.
DR. GOTT
However, he is a neighbor; so that
complicates the matter.
Is there a solution I'm overlookPETER
ing here?
MRS. NICE GUY
, .
GOTT, M.D.

included

*5*

I TODAY IN HISTORY

DEAR ABBY: My father was
CONTRACT BRIDGE
recently diagnosed with a terminal
By The Associated Press
illness and given less than six
_ kNational
Today is Thursday. Oct. 1, the
months to live. With my wife's
OrtIodontic
day of 1998. There are 91
274th
parmy
blessings, I am staying at
Quite correctly, though, East days left in the year.
Health
ents' home on weekdays to assist as North dealer.
requested a continuation of the
le.
Month
Today's Highlight in History:
much as possible with his care. I do Neither side vulnerab
by playing the ten, on which
suit
NORTH
shift,
this following a lnour night
On Oct. 1, 1961, Roger MariS
South contributed th,e five.
4875
the New York Yankees hit his.
so the time I can devote to actually
of
thinking
his
donned
now
West
V A 92
talking with my father and doing
had
declarer
61st home run during a 162-game
cap. He realized that
•Q 8 4
everything he needs done is limited..
a
that
and
s
diamond
of
season, compared to Babe Ruth's
jack
the
4. A K 8 2
Much of my time is taken up with
could easily 60 home runs during a 454-game
tion
continua
diamond
EAST
odors
r
remembe
can
Salmon
WEST
bathing him;helping him into his,
-, •
"
prove costly. He knew this because season.
4K Q2
J 109 3
for as long as several years.
•
wheelchair and tending to his -persignalled with
have
would
East
4
date:
6
IP
75
this
On
V
sonal needs — and of course, I must
so
K-J-10,
the
held
he
had
jack
the
• K 10 9 7 2
In 1800, Spain ceded Louisiana
•A 6 3
East's play of the ten denied pos- to France in a secret treaty.
•Q 7 3
46 J 9 5 4
session of the jack.
SOUTH
In 1885, special delivery mail
Accordingly, West switched to
'A 64
began in the United States.
service
the spade jack, East playing the
BLONDIE
K Q JI083
Congress passed the
1890.
hr
ly,
Ordinari
four.
the
two and South
•J 5
Act, which raised
Tariff
McKinley
be
the meaning ofthe deuce would
+ 106
level.
record
a
to
here
but
tariffs
suit,
the
playing
to stop
The bidding:
higher
the U.S Post Office
a
1896,
spare
In
couldn't
he
felt
East
West
Smith
North East
established Rural Free Delivery.
card
Pass
1V
1•
1+
West with the first routes in West Virducked,
r
declare
When
Pass
V
3
Pass
1 NT
continued with the three, knowing ginia.
4'
full well that East had started with
s.
diamond
In 1908, Henry Ford introduced
Of
ace
—
Opening lead
precisely the K-Q-2 and South the the Model T automobile to the
have the KThere are times when signals A-6-4. East could not
market.
have sigwould
he
since
2,
Q-6can have the reverse of their usual
In 1936, Gen. Francisco Francase.
that
in
six
meaning. All it takes to decipher nalled with the
was proclaimed the head of an
co
lead of the
them is an alert partner and some Furthermore, West's
spade — insurgent Spanish state.
straightforward logic. For ex- three — his fourth-best
In 1943, Allied forces captured
East that deample, take this deal where West simultaneously told
during World War II.
Naples
spades.
three
exactly
CATHY
had
led the ace of diamonds against clarer
Communist Party Chairinforma1949,
In
The effect of all these
four hearts.
ESTABLISH
raised the first
AND
evenONE
CHOOSE
Tse-tung
South
that
Mao
MID-KNEE...
man
HITS
was
()VAN
signals
•
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Tax

I.

Tax

FREE
Expires: 11/30/98

Buy 1 Large Pizza At Regular
Menu Price Get A Medium 1Topping Pizza Free

II.

a

44

1.•

S.

Valid at participating stores only Not valid
with any other offer Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable
Our drivers carry less than $2000 Cash
value 1/200 01998 Domino's Pizza, Inc

Expires: 11/30/98

$10.99+

117 S. 12th St.• Murray

Tax

2 Medium,
2 Toppings Pizza

753-3030

a

r

•

•

Tax

a
I.

1

Valid at participating stores only Not valid
with any other offer Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable
Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Cash
value 1/20e 01998 Domino's Pizza Inc

Expires: 11/30/98

$13.99+

Tax

Large 3 Toppings Pizza,
Cheezbread,3 Cdkes

Valid at participating stores only Not va.lid
with any other otter Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable
Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Cash
value 1/206 01998 Domino's Pizza. Inc

Expires: 11/30/98

yalid Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
One Medium 2-Topping Pizza & 2 Colas,

$6.99+

Lunch Special

Coca-Cola®. Coca-Cola Classic®, Diet Coke® and Sprite® are registered
trademarks of the Coca-Cola Company AM rights reserved 1994 Domino's
Pizza. InC

Delivering a Million Smiles a Da

WA.

Expires: 11/30/98

$9.99+

Valid at participating stores only Not valid
with any other offer Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable
Our drivers carry less than $2000 Cash
value 1/206 01998 Domino's Pizza. Inc

S.

S.

Any Size,
Any Toppings Pizza

Expires: 11/30/98

a

r

Valid at participating stores only Not valid
with any other offer Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable
Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Caeri
value 1/20e 01998 Domono's Pizza. Inc

WITH COUPON ONLY

$7.99

1 Large, 3 Toppings
Pizza

1

THIN CRUST or DEEP DISH
Classic Hand Tossed

• Cheese Bread

• Buffalo Wings

Green Peppers
Green Olives
Hot Peppers
Sausage
Jalapenos
Pineapple
Cheddar Cheese
Pepperoncini

Coca-Cola Classic®, Diet Coke®
and Sprite® available

Pepperoni
Onions
Black Olives
Ground Beef
Ham
Extra Cheese
Bacon
Mushroom

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

Valid at participating stores only Not valid
with arty other offer Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable
Our drivers carry less than $2000 Cash
value 1/206 01998 Oomrno's Pizza. Inc

Onions, Green Peppers,
Mushrooms, Black Olives,
Green Olives and
Extra Cheese

Vogl

Pepperoni, Ground Beef.
Sausage, Ham and Extra
Cheese.
Bacon Cheerseburger
Ground Beef, Bacon, and
Extra Cheese.

BleatZZA

Loaded with Extra
Pepperoni & Extra Cheese.

Pepperoni Feast

• TWISTY BREADTM

Pepperoni, Onions,
Mushrooms, Green
Peppers, Sausage. and
Extra Cheese

Deluxe

Pepperoni, Onions,
Mushrooms,
Green Peppers,
Black Olives, Sausage,
Ground Beef, Ham and
Extra Cheese.

9 toppings for the price of 5:

ExtravaganZZa®

All Pizzas Available In
Small, Medium and Large

PIZZA MENU

•
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CHEROKEE HILLS
STEAK HOUSE
CHEROKEE HILLS STEAKS

STARTERS & SNACKS
Blooming Onion

$4.95

Flowering onion, hand battered and deep fried to golden perfection
served with our special sauce.

Cheese Fries

$4.95

Cherokee Platter

$12.95

Catfish Fillets and a chargrilled sirloin served with a Cherokee salad,
choice of potato or rice, beans and hushpuppies.
(All dinners served with choice of potato or rice and a Cherokee Garden Salad)

Wavy length fries sprinkled with Monterey Jack and Cheddar Cheese
topped with bacon crumbles and served with ranch dressing.

Sirloin

Cherokee Wings (10)

Lightly seasoned, and grilled to your satisfaction.

$4.50

Regular $9.95 - Large $11.95

Jumbo wings served with ranch dressing.

Marinated Sirloin

Shrimp Jammers (6)

Tender aged sirloin marinated and chargrilled.

Shrimp stuffed with jalapenos peppers and cheese served with cocktail
sauce.

Chicken Strips

$5.95

Breaded and fried white chicken fillets served with BBQ sauce or Honey
Mustard.

Chips & Salsa

$3.75

C rispy tortilla chips served with Cherokee Hills' Homemade salsa.

Regular $10.95 - Large $12.95

Cherokee Fillet Mignon

$17.95

Seasoned and grilled to your satisfaction.

Cherokee Ribeye

$14.95

A juicy cut of beef seared and chargrilled over a hot flame.

New York Strip

$15.95

A tasty cut of aged beef sizzled to perfection.

T-Bone (20 oz. and up)

SALADS
Cherokee Garden Salad

$19.95

Seasoned and chargilled and cooked to your liking.

$3.95

Cherokee Steak Kabob

$8.95

Mixed greens, mushrooms, tomato, bell peppers, cucumber, shredded
cheese, bacon crumbles, croutons with a choice of dressings.

Tender steak cubes skewered with fresh mushrooms, onions, tomatoes,
and bell peppers servej3 over Cherokee rice.

Grilled Steak Salad
$6.95
Cherokee Garden Salad topped with grilled sirloin with i choice of
dressing.
•

Chopped Steak

Fried Chicken Salad

$5.95

Seasoned and hand breaded fried bonelecs chicken breast served over
Cherokee salad.

Blackened Chicken Salad

$5.95

Blackened chicken seett":6ver Cherokee salad
Dressings Available: House, Blue Cheese, WOO l,land, French, Ranch,
Honey Mustard, Lite Italian.

$6.95

Chargrilled or Fried Boneless 8 oz. chicken breast with lemon pepper or
Cajun seasoning.

Smothered Chicken

$7.95

8 or. juicy boneless chicken breast smothered in sauteed mushrooms and
sweet onions.

BBQ Chicken Breast

$7.95

A 8 or. boneless chicken breast topped with our own special Cherokee
seasoning and BBQ sauce.

Chicken Kabob

Our aged beef is trimmed and hand cut
by our own butchers.
Prime Rib Special Served Friday Night
After 6 p.m.
Partner, if you like FISH you're at the right r-flace.
cAlerokee Hills Catfish is hand breaded with our own special seasoned blend and cooked to perfection.

CHEROKEE CHICKEN
Chargrilled or Fried Chicken

$6.95

Extra Large, chargrilled, thick and juicy ground steak.

$7.95

Grilled boneless chicken skewered with fresh mushrooms, onions, tomatoes and bell peppers.

For catering at your place or ours, please
•
contact management

502-436-5566 or 901-232-6006

(All-dinners served with choice of rice or potatoec, claw,
white beans, hushpuppies)

Catfish Dinner (6 oz._crf Fillet)

$6.95

Catfish Platter (12 oz. Of Fillets)

$8.95

Catfish Delight (16 oz. of Fillets)

SIDE ITEMS
Steak Fries
Bread
Baked Potato
White Beans
Cherokee Rice
Cole Slaw
Sautéed Mushrooms
& Onions

$1.50
$.50
$1.75
$1.50
$1.7

$2.50

$10.95

OCT I 1998

SENOR'S MENU

STEAKS
6 oz. Sirloin
8 oz. Sirloin
12 oz. Sirloin
9 oz. Ribeye
12 oz. Ribeye
Filet Mignon
9 oz. New York Strip
16 oz 1-Bone
6 oz. Sirloin Tip
8 oz. Chopped Sirloin
Chicken Fried Steak
12 oz Prime Rib
Steak & Shrimp

$4.99
$5.99
$6.99
$7.19
$8.99
$8 99
$9..9999
$6
$4.79
$4.69
$4.69
$9.99
$6.79

$5.89
$5.39
$5.19
$5.19
$3.19

Petite Sirloin
Cnopped Sirloin
Chicken Fried Steak
Above items include buffet
Hamburger & Soup

BUFFET
$4.99
$6.19
$4.79
$4.99
$2.49

Lunch Buffet
Dinner Buffet
Senior Lunch Buffet
Senior Dinner Buffet
Children's Buffet
(ages 310 10)
Buffet with Sandwich

$3.99

CHICKEN
8 oz. Charbroiled Chicken
6 oz Teriyaki Chicken
Chicken Fillets (fried)

$5.29
$5.29
$4.99

SEAFOOD
Buttertlied Shrimp (8 pcs.)
Bite Size Shrimp (21 pcs.)
Catfish Dinner

$5.79
$5.79
$4.99

CHILDREN'S MENU
Hamburger
Shrimp
Chicken Fillets
Grilled C.;neese

$2.49
$2.40
$2 49

LUNCH MENU
$3.49
$3.49
$3.99
$3.99

Chicken Fried Steak
Chopped Sirloin
Petite Sirloin
Sirloin Tips

SANDWICHES
Hamburger (1/3 lb.)
Cheeseburger (1/3 lb.)
Chicken Fillet Sandwich
Prime Rib Sandwich
Ribeye Sandwich
Texas Burger w/Cheese (8 oz )

$1.99
$2.19
$2.29
$4.29
$4.29
$2.99

Tea, Coffee, Decaf. Coffee, Milk
BEVERAGES $0.99 7-Up. Mountain Dew, Diet Pepsi. Dr Pepper. Lemonade, Orange Crush. Pepsi,

#1 SIRLOIN STOCKADE FRANCHISE IN THE NATION!
rievos

Prices subject to change due to
market condition.

OCT i 1998
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Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry out to your picnic.
Served with pinto beans or baked beans, slaw & roll

BBQ Plate
BBQ Ham Plate (hickory smoked)
Reg. Rib Plate(3 Ribs)
Large Rib Plate (5 Ribs)
Grilled Chicken Plate
Sampler Plate
Pork Thnderloin Plate

$4.50
$4.99
$5.50
$6.99
$4.99
$6.99
$5.50

BBQ
BBQ Ham
Fish Fillet
Chicken
Grilled Chicken
Grilled Cheese
Charbroiled Hamburger
Charbroiled Cheeseburger
Pork Tenderloin

$1.99
$2.49
$1.99
$2.29
$2.89
$1.29
$1.99
$2.29
$2.49

Pinto Beans
Chili
Cole Slaw
Baked Beans
Potato Salad
French Fries
Tater Tots
Corn Nuggets
Chips
Okra
Lg. Dill Pickle
Onion Ringi
Mini Corn Dogs
Breaded Mushrooms
Stuffed Jalapenos
Munchers
Side Salad

$.99
$1.99
$ .99
$ .99
$ .99
$ .99
$ .99
$ .99
$ .69
$ .99
$ 89
$1.19
$1.49
$2.49
$2.49
$1.49
$1.29

(ranch, honey french, lite itaiwn)

Served with french fries, slaw, and hushpuppies!

Chikolate
Pecan
Heath Bar Crunch
Homemade Creamy Cheesecake
(with Cherry Topping add 40e)

Homemade Peanut'Butter
Homemade Lemon Cheese Cake

Baked Beans, Slaw, Potato Salad
By the Pint
.111.89

$1.49
$1.49

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, 7-Up,
Dr. Pepper
Lemonade
Tea Coffee

1 Lb. BBQ, buns, choice.of 2
pints baked beans. slaw, pinto
beans or potato salad

Hours: Monday-Saturday 11 a.m.-8:30 p.m., Sunday.11 a.m.-2 pin.

Highway 121 North, Murray, Kentucky 502-753-3985
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WHEflEHE c.CV("C'e
re0
4 Miles Out
Hwy. 94 East Murray

753-FOOD
6

6

3

3

Tues. - Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.• 5-8 p.m.

Welcome
Everything we prepare is "to order" as you request it...nothing is made in
advance. Please be patient.' There are many fast food joints in town to
take care ofthe hysterical eater. Any comments, good or bad, please leave
at the register! We do appreciate your business and hope to see you again,
soon. Thanks folks!
114

bur

More

r

n, mayo and mustard
ter tell us!

An burgers ere 1/4l0. and loaderill.. pickle
If you don't want eomething

off the range...and bring the tide! Our after 5 epecLals are a
ny appetite. Like everything glee, ita all fresh and made to order

Liert.'s 1:1104:. Lauuria.csbi.
50'5 Style Cheeseburger. $1.99
We should call this the "5andraBurger7 but we're trying to be humble
Cindy's Burger...$1.89
Same as above... without the cheese

31:1041.22.iza.

Golden Pond Burger $3.99
If you're outrunnin' the revenoors... this'll keep you going
Triple burger, cheese and loaded to the hilt

Chili Burger.. $2.69
burger emothered in Sandraa homemade chill and cheddar cheese
Bacon Burger. $2.39
•
3 strips of criepy bacon and your choice of swise, american, cheddar or jalaperio cheese
"Some Like it liar Burger...$2.69
t3urger topped with real Mexican salsa,jalapeno cheese

Ground Chock $6.95

Bobby's Blue Cheese Burger...$2.79
.Grilled

Oni0176 &

bell peppere with crumbled blue cheette—it's to die for

The Patty Melt...$2.29
This burger is loaded with grilled onions & 6Wibb cheese on grilled wheat bread
Oeliciousil (and, highly recommended by the chef)

Rib Eye Steak (12oz)...$10.95 or
you see what Sandra can do to this one
One of the beet cute of beef.. wait
_includes tometed sourdough bread and a choice of 2 sides.
Hawaiian Grilled Chkken Dinner.. $6.95
Breast of chicken grilled with pineapple and a eweet & sour sauce
Served with a baked potato arid dinner salad

SIS

4:11. co CP 3r

French Fried Onion Strings
Ours

are made from ecratch and are eo tIght arid criepr-they almost melt In your mouth

Sandra's Philly Steak Sandwkh...$2.75

Half basket...$1.75

Homemade Soup of the Day cowl $1.75

Loaded with thin sliced beef, OW166 cheese, grilled onions and eauce on a sub bun

Pork Tenderloin Sandwich. $2.39
Grilled pork tenderloin topped with lettuce, tomato & mayo
Ham ía Cheese Melt...$2.19
Thin slice, of ham topped with melted amencan cheese, lettuce, tomato & mayo on a ilbun
Chicken Sandwkh...$2.39
Your choice of grilled or breaded chicken breast with lettuce, tomato & mayo on a sub bun
Catalina Club...$2.19
Thin slicee of turkey arid bacon, topped with lettuce, tomato & mayo
BLT...$2.19

•

SSsal

House Salad...$4.50

Taco Salad..'$4.50
More greens under homemade chili, cheese, onions arid a spec al dreee ng on

Chkhi Dog...P.89
All beef hot dog completely smothered in homemade chili
Bologna Sanciwkh...$1.89
Grilled to perfecellsyd topped with mustard and onions

iStmaLirf
AN choice, are $2.29 arid include potato chipe

Hamburger

ciss;

Lots of greens, bacon bits, shredded cheese, onion slices and topped with
honey mustard chicken str.pt that will melt in your mouth.
Our house dressing Is homemade Ail tastes a lot liki Thousand Island.
We oleo have Ranch, Catalina and Vinegar type dreseing—eorry, none are fat free.

No surprises here,just the beet ingredients:

Chic fingers

e,

All sides...$1.3
•n,
French Fries itiCajun Fries "6! Baked Potato 'ffjBaked Beans "til White Beans
Slaw Vinegar or Creamy
Cottage Oieese...wish a pineapple ring jTossed Salad

PlarflUldarl Fries—for a touch of Italy, mmmi.42.50
atwaya in seasoni...$2.50
Sandra's FORIOUI Homemade

Salik.11:S.43.11111rier.:13M.410115

Peanut Butter

•

Pond Raised Catfish...$6.95

Basket foll....2.25

Cheese Melt

11

Farming catfish se a relatively new industry...cooking It is still an art. 1/2 order-14.95
...both orders include white beans and choice of 2 sides.

A

Let us know if you want it hotter and we'll fix you upl

:41:300

Some areas of the Country call this "The Nue Plate Special".
Here, it's juin ispeciall Prime ground chuck steak, fried on the grill to your taste,
smothered in grilled onions with SandraS own sauce,
toasted sourdough bread and a choice of 2 sides.

Double Burger with Cheese...$2.99
Put the two burgers (above) together--and here's"friat you k.ave

Mteepar

hearty feaet
on apetltel

•

the side

3C103r2.3sillicsEs
996

7-Up
Mountain Dew te Diet Mountain Dew
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr Pepper WI Raspberry Tea Ili Southern Brewed Tea (hot or cold)
Bottled Vitifiltf...$1.25
Coffee...Always 25cents
Chocolate
Milk...P.10
Milk and
Milk Shakes...$2.50
flaring Vanilla, Rich Chocolate and Oaring Strawberry

•

HUNGRY BEAR

topmemt
-"Serving Murray's Best Breakfast For Over 29 Years"
1310 Main Street • Murray, Ky.

Open 7 Days A Week • Take Out Orders Call 753-7641

BUTTERMILK PANCAKES

SUPER-MAN SIZE BREAKFAST
2 large pancakes, 2 eggs, 1 sausage, 2 strips of
bacon, slice ham, has browns, milk gravy, biscuits or toast, butter & jelly (Choice of 1 slice toma$5.15
to or 1 peach half)

2 Pancakes
6 Silver Dollar Pancakes
2 Peanut Butter Pancakes
2 Chocolate Chip Pancakes
2 Cheese Pancakes

SIDE ORDERS

1.70 3-2.20
1.75 10-2.45
2.40 3-3.10
2.40 3-3.10
2.40 3-3.10

MAN-SIZE BREAKFAST

FRUIT PANCAKES

2 large pancakes, 2 eggs. bacon, ham or
sausage, toast or biscuits, butter & jelly ..$3.40
(Gravy .400 Extra)

Topped with fruit and dessert topping
2.40 3-3.10
2 Blueberry Pancakes
2.40 3-.10
2 Pecan Pancakes
2.40 3-3.10
2 Hawaiian Pancakes
2.40 3-3.10
2 Apple Pancakes

OMELETS
Plain
Cheese
Ham
Bacon
Sausage
Bacon & Cheese
Sausage & Cheese
Ham & Cheese
2 Meat & Cheese
3 Meat & Cheese
Toast or Biscuits, Butter & Jelly
(Gravy .400 Extra)
Onions
Green Pepper
Tomato

1.85
2.55
3.10
3.10
3.10
3.40
3.40
3.40
4.40
5.00

250
50t
650

CUB SIZE OMELETS
Order by letter & number only
0-1 Cheese
0-2 Bacon & Cheese
0-3 Sausage & Cheese
0-4 Ham & Cheese
Extras
OnionsGreen Pepper
Tomato

1.90
2.50
2.50
2.50
200
35e
50e

PANCAKE COMBINATIONS
2 Pancakes and
2 Pancakes and
2 Pancakes and
2 Pancakes and

Bacon
Sausage
Ham
1 Egg

2.35 3-2.95
2.35 3-2.95
2.35 3 2.95
2.35 (2 eggs)-2.95

JUNIOR BREAKFAST
3 Silver Dollar Pancakes choice of 2 Strips
1.85
Bacon, 1 Sausage or 1 Egg

FRENCH TOAST
3 Sliced of Batter Dipped Bread

2.70

THREE ROLLED
Fruit Filled - fruit and dessert topping
2.40 3-3.10
Strawberry roll-up
2.40 3-3.10
Blueberry roll-up
2.40 3-3.10
Apple roll-up
2.40 3-3.10
Hawaiian roll-4

EGGS AND COMBINATIONS
1.20
One Egg
2.05
One Egg and Sausage
2.05
One Egg and Bacon
2.05
One Egg and Ham
1.60
Two Eggs
2.35
Two Eggs and Sausage
2.35
Two Eggs and Bacon
2.35
Two Eggs and Ham
Served with Toast or Biscuit, Butter & Jelly
(Gravy 40o Extra)
1.85
Bacon and Toast
1.85
Sausage and Toast
1.85
v
Ham and Toast L .
1.85
Bacon and Biscuits
1.85
Sausage and Biscuits
1.85
Ham and Biscuits

BISCUIT COMBINATIONS
1-2 Biscuits & Gravy
2-Sausage & Biscuit
3-Bacon & Biscuit
4-Ham & Biscuit
5-Egg & Biscuit
6-Sausage & Egg Biscuit
7-Bacon & Egg Biscuit
8-Ham & Egg Biscuit

Plate Lunch
Served Noon
Additional Rolls or Extra
Will Be Extra Charge

1.25
900
90e
90c
800
1.05
1.05
1.05

95e
85c
90c
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.65

Hash Browns
Order Toast
2 Biscuits
Bacon
Sausage
Ham
Cereal
Oatmeal

SANDWICHES
B.B.O.(Hickory Smoked)
Jumbo B.B.O.
Hamburger
Jumbo Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Jumbo Cheeseburger
Jumbo Bacon Cheeseburger
Bacon Cheeseburger
Chuckwagon
Roast Beef
Chicken Fried Steak
Turkey
Chicken
,
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato
Chili Dog
Double Chili Dog
Hot Dog
Hot Ham
Ham and Cheese
Toasted Cheese
Egg
Ham and Egg
Sausage and Egg
Bacon and Egg

1.95
2.40
1.20
1.55
1.35
1.70
2.60
2.25
1.80
1.85
1.80
2.10
2.10
2.00
1.75
2.50
1.00
1.70
1.85
1.35
1.30
2.00
2.00
2.00

Homemade Chili
Combination Salad
Chef Salad

1.95
1.90
3.50

SIDE ORDERS
80C
806
1.05
800
1.05
1.95

Potato Salad
Slaw
Onion Rings
Baked Beans
French Fries
Mushrooms

DESSERT
1.30
1.50

Pie
Sundaes
.Soft Serve Ice Cream
Cones
Cups

55 c & 75c
Sm. - 90e & Lg. -1.50

luirrsallrOUR LARGE GAME ROOM
Featuring The Latest In Video & Pinball

PINBALL

POOL

• Daytona 2

• Viper

• 7 Regulation Pool Tables

• NFL Blitz

• Starship
Trooper

• We Sell Meucci, Viking
Dufferin Cues

•

touch
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216 Fifteenth Street, Murray, KY 42071

Grille 753-1520 • Deli 753 1551
Hours: Thur., Fri., Sat. 5 pm-9 pm & Sun. 11 am-2 pm. • Deli Hours Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fifteenth & Olive Delicatessen
Fifteenth & Olive Grille
APPETIZERS

SOUP OF THE DAY

SMOKED SALMON QUESADILLA Alaskan smoked salmon, cheddar, monterey •
$4.50
jack, fresh dill and onions in a vegetable herb tortilla.

Bowl

GRILLED CHICKEN QUESADILLA grilled chicken, cheddar, monterey jack, and
$4.50
'
onions in a vegetable herb tortilla.

Mixed Green Salad
Spinach Salad
Greek Salad
Potato Salad
CousCous
'Pasta Salad
Chips

SPINACH & ARTICHOKE DIP served with handcut tortilla chips.

SAUW_SAI_EIDES

$3.50

BAKED BRIE French brie with toasted almonds, seasonal fruit and Carr crackers $4.50
SOUP AND SALADS
. '•
bowl $2.25
SOUP-OF THE DAY ask your server.

GRILLED PORTABELLA MUSHROOM SALAD portabella mushrooms, mixed
$5.75
greens, roasted walnuts, feta cheese and balsamic vinaigrette dressing
SMOKED SALMON SPRING SALAD Alaskan smoked salmon, mixed greens,

BEVERAGES
Coffee
Hot Tea
Iced Tea
Coke, Diet Coke,Sprite
Espresso
Cappuccino, Cafe Latte, Cafe Mocha

$5.75

CAESAR SALAD romaine lettuce, fresh parmesan and homemade‘routons $4.50
ADD MARINATED GRILLED OR BLACKENED CHICKEN $5.95

SANDWICHES
Sandwiches are served on fresh baked bread and a side of seasonal fruit or hand cut fries.
MESQUITE SMOKED TURKEY CLUB mesquite smoked turkey, bacon,
$5.50
American cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayo.
GARDEN BURGER vegetable patty served with guacamole, lettuce and tomato $3.95

BUILD YOU

$.95

$.75
$.75
$1.10
$1.60
$2.15

OWN
$3.75
$5.50

Regular
Large

Deli Meats
Black Forest Ham • Pastrami • Roast Beef• Hard Salami • Bologna •
Italian Herb Turkey • Corned Beef• Mesquite Smoked Turkey •
Hickory Ham • Smoked Salmon

OPEN FACE REUBEN SANDWICH corned beef, Sauerkraut and swiss cheese on
$4.25
rye bread

Deli Cheese
Provolone Cheese • Harvarti Cheese • White Cheddar Cheese • Swiss
Cheese • Colby Cheese • Muenster Cheese • American Cheese
• Monterey 'lack Cheese'• Cheddar Cheese • Hot Pepper Cheese

GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH marinated chicken served on a homemade bun $4.75
GRILLED PORTABELLA & EGGPLANT PITA with sauteed vegetables.
.$4.25
$4.95
1/2 LB HAMBURGER
$5.25
cheese
swiss
or
provolone
cheddar,
with a choice of hot pepper; mild

DELI COMBINATIONS
All combos come with your choice of 8 oz. coke, diet coke, sprite, or naya water. Sandwiches
are served on white, wheat, rye bread, pita, bagel, croissant or vegetable herbed wrap.
Topping choices are lettuce, tomato, green pepper, black olives, banana peppers, alfalfa
sprouts, onion, pickles, oregano, mustard, mayo and horseradish.

PASTA
THAI PASTA pasta tossed with Thai peanuts sauce and vegetables.
ADD MARINATED GRILLED CHICKEN

$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$55

SALAD SANDWICHES
$3.25
Chicken Salad
$3.25
Curry Chicken Salad
$3.25
Tuna Salad
$3.25
Veggie Wrap
Available on fresh baked wheat, white or rye bread, pita, bagel,
or vegetable herb wrap.

small $2.95
regular $3.95
SPINACH SALAD fresh baby spinach, mandarin oranges, mushrooms and walnuts $3.95
HOUSE SALAD mixed greens with seasonal vegetables.

sliced avocado and seasonal vegetables.

$2.25

$5.95
$7.95

The Poplar

$4.75

Italian herbed turkey, mesquite smoked turkey and chips.

The Dogwood

PESTO LINGUINE tossed with fresh pesto, sun dned tomatoes, pine nuts and fresh parmesan $5.95
$7.95
ADD MARINATED GRILLED CHICKEN
BLACKENED CHICKEN FETTUCCINI ALFREDO
5
9.95
BLACKENED OR GRILLED SHRIMP LEMON PEPPER LINGUINE $6.9

The Pogue

ENTREES

The Elm.

$4.75

Hickory ham or black forest ham and chips.

$4.75

Corned beef or pastrami and chips.

The Chestnut
Regular or curry chicken salad and chips.

$4.75
$4.75

Soup of the day, niixed green salad and fresh bread.

8 OZ. OMAHA FILET MIGNON with a demi glaze served with herbed mashed potatoes
$17.95
and sauteed seasonal vegetables.
•
•

The Sycamore

$4.75

Sauteed vegetables in a vegetable herb wrap and any green salad.

7.oz. GRILLED OR BLACKENED SALMON FILET served with long grain
and wild rice and sautéed seasonal vegetables.
$12.50
•
herbed
with
served
'pork
chops
marinated
grilled
two
CHOPS
IK
l
'Or
GRILLED.
01.50
mashed potatoes and sauteed seasonal vegetables

pie Olive

$4.75

'talifornia baja rolls and soup of the day.

Carry-Out Available $10.00 Minimum
.

......
..'
.. '.'

MATURE'S 1301114TY
T'SH•LITE•NATURAL

•
made vegetarian chili
ness and quality Nature's Bounty has to offer. Our home
fresh
the
One taste is all it takes to know
baked
s are complemented by bagels, breads and cookies thatare
with a wide variety ofsoups, sandwiche&andfresh salad
naturally satisfy your taste buds.
fresh daily. These are but a few of the choices that will

day-Friday 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Dixieland Shopping Center•753-0575•Open Mon
ordering! Other chow, homebaked whit,'
bread with tortilla chips unless you specify otherwise when
wheat
whole
on
served
be
will
ches
Sandwi
All
(Baked Lays .25¢ extra).
CE*
*NOTI
also be served with your choiceofpotato chips or fresh fruit
or pita, whole wheat crossiants .40t extra, sandwiches can

SALADS

C==!D
0.99
Blended

TUNA SALAD

Tongol Tuna Packed in Spring Water;
with Low Fat Mayonnaise, Relish and Celery,
Topped with Lettuce, Tomato and Alfalfa Sprouts.

CHICKEN SALAD

•

$3.99

Freshly Prepared Chicken Blended with Low'Fat
Mayonnaise, Relish and Celery Topped With
Lettuce;Tomato and Alfalfa Sprouts.

ST
GRILLED CHICKEN BREA
Topped with

Lettuce,
Grilled Chicken Breast,
Tomato, Pickles, Low Fat Mayonnaise and Alfalfa
Sprouts. Served on Whole Wheat Bun.

$4.99
GARLIC & HERB CHICKEN,WRAP
Tomato, Cheddar

Grilled Chicken, Pests, Lettuce
Cheese & Sprouts wrapped in a Garlic & Herb'
Tortilla Shell.

$4,09

CHICKEN MELT

Grilled Chicken Breast, Swiss, Monterey Jack and
Cheddar Cheese, Salsa, Lettuce, Tomato and
Sprouts Melted in a Pita Pocket.

$4.99
LA
CHICKEN QUESADIL
Onions, Tomato, Lettuce,
Grilled Chicken Breast,
Jalapeno, Salsa, Monterey Jack Cheese, Cheddar
—
Cheese. Grilled-in

TURKEY DELUXECroissant

_

44.09

with Lettuce,
Sliced Turkey on
Sprouts,
Alfalfa
,
Tomato
,
Carrots
Cucumbers,
Swiss Cheese, Low Fat Mayonnaise and Special
Dressing.

TURKEY SUPREMECheese, Sunflower$3.89
Seeds
Sliced Turkey, Cream
and Alfalfa Sprouts.

ss Cheese 3.89'
TURKEY .3.69 w/Swi
Lettuce, Tomato, Alfalfa
Sliced Turkey' with
Sprouts, Low Fat Mayonnaise and Special
Dressing.

ONION .$4.09
TURKEY,AVOCADO,&Onion,
with Lettuce,
Sliced They, Avocado
Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts and Low Fat Mayonnaise.

HAM & CHEESE

43.99

Ham and Swiss Cheese with Lettuce, 'Tomato,
Alfalfa Sprouts, Low Fat Mayonnaise and Special
6
Dressing.

.1/2 Price + .25e extra
HALF SANDWICHES..ed.
Excludes Grilled
Crossiants exclud
Chicken & Garden Burgers.

.$4.09

HAM MELT

Ham, Swiss, Monterey Jack and Cheddar Cheese,
Lettuce, Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts and Low Fat
Mayonnaise Melted in a Pita Pocket.

GARDENBURGEW -GARDEN
$3.99
mExr GARDEN VEGGIE'. - Ingredi
ents

THE

Meatless Patty Made of All Natural
(No Soy Products)'. Grilled and Topped with
Lettuce, Tomato, Pickles, Onion, Alfalfa Sprouts
and Mustard. Served on Whole Wheat. Bun.

$3.99

BOCA BURGER

HARVEST SALAD

$3.39

GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD

$4.39

MUD FRUIT

$4.49

Lettuce, Tomato, Cucumber, Green Pepper, Yellow
Squash, Carrots, Cheese, Alfalfa Sprouts and
Homebaked Croutons with Your Chdice of
Dressing.

Harvest Salad with Grilled Chicken Added.

Apples, Pineapples, Mandarin Oranges, and Other
Seasonal Fruit on Lettuce Served with Cheese.
Yogurt Dip and Muffin.

Fat Free Meatless Patty 100% Vegetarian
(Contains No Wheat, Gluten, Eggs, Dairy, MSG,
HVP, Autolyzed Yeast or Preservatives). Topped
with Lettuce, Tomato, Pickles, Onions, Alfalfa
Sprouts and Mustard.

$4.19
D
VEGETARIAN CHILI SALA
Chili Topped with

BURGER $3.99
SPICY BLACK BEAN
le Protein, Cooked Broivn

TUNA SALAD

$4.09

CHICKEN SALAD

$4.09

Black Beans, Vegetab
Rice, Onions, Cooked Bulgur, Corn, Tomatoes, Eke
White Solids, Mild Green Chili Peppers and Other
Spices.

$4.09

VEGGIE MELT

Carrots, Cucumbers, Yellow Squash, Onion,Swiss,
Monterey Jack and Cheddar Cheese, Lettuce
Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts and Low Fat Mayonnaise.
Melted in a Pita Pocket.

Homemade Vegetarian
Tomatoes, Alfalfa Sprouts, Cheddar Cheese.
Served on Lettuce. and Martina Chips.
_5
Tonjol -Tuna Served on a Bed of Lettuce- with
Sprouts.
Alfalfa
Cucumbers,
Tomatoes,
Homebaked Crouton, Crackers and Your Choice of
Dressing.

Scoop of Chicken Salad on a Bed of Lettuce with
Alfalfa -Sprouts,
Cucumbers,
Tomatoes,
Homebaked Croutons and Your Choice of Dressing.

VEGGIE QUESADELLA....,
, Jalapenos, Monterey

SOUP

VEGGIE SUPREME

$4.09
ers,

CHILI

PITA BURRITA

43.99

We Deliver

GRILLED CHEESE Cheese

$2.39

$5.00 Minimum Order

Onion, Cucumbers, Squash
Jack, Cheddar, Lettuce, Tomato. Grilled in Tortilla
Shell.
Avocado, Yellow Squash, Carrots, Cucumb
Tomato, Lettuce, Cheddar and Parmesan Cheese,
Vidalia Onion Dressing and Alfalfa Sprouts.
Pita Stuffed with Homemade Vegetarian Chili
Topped with Tomatoes, Alfalfa Sprouts and
Cheddar Cheese.
American or Swiss
Mayonnaise.

Cup 1.69 Bowl 2.09

Delicious -Soup of the Day"

cup 1.69 Bowl 2.09

Homemade Vegetarian Chili made from Beans.
Vegetables and Spices. Topped with Cheddar
Cheese.

with Low

PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY OR
NA.:..$2.39
PEANUT BUTTER AND BANAEither
Bananas,
Peamit Butter and Your Choice of
Grape or Strawberry Preserves..

1VISiJ Students
:10% Off
Sandwiches, Salads & Soups

NO DISCOUNTS ON DAILY SPECIALS OR DELIVERY
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We Have Something
Good Cooking Everyday Of The Week!
Wednesday Thru Friday

Noon Lunch Buffet
11:30 a.m. — 3:30 p.m.

Breakfast Bar

Several Meats, Vegetables, Soup &
Salad Bar & Dessert.
For Only

$29g

$499

Weekend Country Ham
-Breakfast Bar

Wednesday Night Mini
Seafood Buffet

Eggs, Bacon, Sausage, Country Ham, Home
Fries, Pastry, Biscuits & GrAvy, Red Eye Gravy,
Fixin's to make your own Omelet, Fruit

Catfish Fillets & Fried Shrimp, Several
Vegetables, Salad & Dessert Bar

•

$399

$
5
99

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

Thursday Night Buffet

Sunday Country Style Buffet

Quail, BBQ Ribs, Several Vegetables,
Salad.& D,essert Bar.

BBQ Ribs, Fried Chicken, Turkey & Dressing,
Baked Ham, Several Vegetables, Salad &
Dessert Bar.

$699

699
$

A4-YOU4JAIV-EAT

ALD46114.PAN-EAT

Aso
Fri. & Sat. Seafood Buffet (Served From 4 p.m:-9 p.m.)
Fi.k.,11 Shrimp,' Fried Shrimp, Frog,Legs, Fried Oysters, Clam Strips, Scallops, Baked Fish, Crab Meat &'Hot
Butter. Catfish, Onion Rings, Hot Buttered Corn on the Cob, Potatos, White Beans, Plus Soup, Clam Chowder,8z
SNI)Tlitlitr, Including Crab Meat Salad, Plus 30 Item Salad Bar.

$1099
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

acey's Family Restaurant
19 North Main Street • Benton, Kentucky

502-527-7275

tail/J/14
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Located on Hwy. 641S
Puryear, TN

"This areas

ORIGINAL

In R Hurry?
Call Your LUNCH ORDERS
in ahead!

Mexican
Restaurant"
4ff

(901) 247-5798
DCIi Saridkich(s

tiz.erg

3.50
Capp. Wiry
2.50
•
Mrs & Salsa
3.95
Nackes & CLeese
3.25
Na.c1.• SupreNse iI.4f •r cLickerd
2.75
Tar•sles
2.00
Quesarlilla
2.21
Quitsadilla Especial
sill 2.25..for two 3.50
Cktese Plate

BBQ Sar.Juriel
chest,
Biy Apple BBQ
Sawdwick Ir••st
Ckeese Steak
Ve7etariaw.,
Cafe Clui, Rao.
Polk". Sausayt

Niexicari tntrtgg

6til Itorkey)

turkey)

3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
230

ALL SANDWICHES ARE SERVED WITH A DILL PICKLE SPEAR

sk.all 4.45..re7olar5.45
sowali 4.95..r(7Iolar 5.95
Stw••
CLeest 4.25
Ertekilada
Beef,Beah or Clicker, 4.95
Ewckilarla
EwckilsJa Ic000loiwatiow)..CLoice of two 9.95
EocLiiiwia is.,toJoio•ktiewICLoict of thee 4.25
5.25
Stacked Eriailada
4.50
ehckiroto
3.75
Biy Apple Surrit•
3.75
CLalura
4.50
QuesaJilla Plate
B4kft

2.75

Mere

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE MADE WITH
SEEF MIX. PLAIN SEAN. OR CHICKEN MIX

Sr44;4.1

11

Roll

3'.50
3.95
3.50
3.95

Turkey
R•ast Beef
Harr.
C•rhe.1 Beef

COLD WITH YOUR CHOICE
AND CONDIMENTS- PLEASE SPECIFY

THESE SANDWICHES ARE SERVED
Of BREAD, CHEESE

HOT

OR

BREAD:'WLeat,Ry4, or Bye,
CHEESE: Swiss, CLeJJar, or. Pepper
CONDIMENTS: MvstarJ,M
Lettuce, Too..at•, or tiorserasJill.

OKioN

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE SERVED AS NOTED

4.95
CLicken Fajitas
sp.aiI 3.75..rtyular 4.75
Taco Salarl
3.95
(LW Pie
4.75
Tatr.are Pie
4.75
Hot Tarwalts witi. CLili
5.25
Tairsales %mitt. Greer. CLile
2.50
H•r•tp..arle Ckili 11.•t •r
2.00
,
Hoor.er..adt Ckili
salI 2.50. reyular 3.25
Grego. Ckil(
Black Baps as.r1 Rice.sorsall 2.75 reiular3.95
5.25
Black Beans win Tar..ales

Dig h,

Side
!MAK"- IV
75
H•t il•wr t•rtillas
Jklopiw.k1 1S1is4J 44, wk•lel. .75
.75
;wit'
Popp
.75
Mooicap. Rice
Rtfri4J Btafts
Black Btaws 6,4
Gvacat..•14

.75

0 I111.1'.
Potato ialaJ
Slaw
Pi•kles

.75
so

Poth.t• .Lip

.50

Dirrer 511•41

1.50

saosayol..1.00
I 50

.25

S•tor &ULM..

kiovS4

Flat, er8
Wihy Plate
Polisk Sausaye Plate
BBQ PLats
win Bun

•

4.50
350
3.95
ad.' .35

ICED TEA

IMPORTED BEERS

DOMESTIC BEERS WINE COOLERS
SODAS COFFEE
MOUNTAIN VALLEY WATER

Open Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Bar Open Until 12 p.m.
Kitchen Closes at 11 p.m.
Carry-Out Available
live Music Euery Sat. Night at 9:30

.75

•

4110
,
,

•
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11111

OM

ILI. IN

El

•IMIX

--

2 All You Can Eat
Dinner Buffets
4:30 - 9:00 p.m. Everyday

2 All You Can Eat
Lunch Buffets
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.. Everyday

VISO
•
I

One ('oupon per order Expires 10/18/98

'ouposi.per order Expires 10/18/98
11
1=111111 Inn IMMO

r!Any Size Pizza Up To
10 Toppings

Mr. Gatti's Famous Buffiets!
All-You-Can-Eat Pizza, S

'fa

Pick Up Or Delivered Where Available

$1199
Only

I f

Er.0

Breadsticks & Drink

-

t "b
itat.'
4v:471
1

•
0.o
.
Pir
.111111140

‘

Dine in, pick.np, or have it delivered right to your door!
("me plus In Onftnal Crust Valld at part...mann' Mr Gauli for pick up •Delnier Evadable at
Murray la/Nunn only Not good with any the, spectals une coupone per penmen, please 1241TED
TIMF /('PER P.O. Cheese dl li5 f)ne Coupon per order hapirea
ve.1021
ml•ma MONI

IMP MINI.MIN
9emprur.

Buffet To Go

Lunch $4.70, Dinner - $4.99

IMMI

URRAY)
CHESTNUT TREET
CALL 753-6656 FOR DELIVERY!
811

"M•••••••••

I.

IN

1111

